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PROJECT NARRATIVE 

A. Project Title Page

Project Title: Peninsula Corridor Electrification Expansion Project 

The Peninsula Corridor Electrification Expansion Project (EEP) includes a series of incremental 

investments in the 51-mile Caltrain Corridor between the 4th and King Station (San Francisco) and the 

Tamien Station (San Jose). These investments are focused on expanding and fully converting Caltrain’s 

mainline diesel fleet to electric trains. This investment builds on and leverages the existing Peninsula 

Corridor Electrification Project (PCEP) and supports the goals of the Transit and Intercity Rail Capital 

Program (TIRCP), providing increased capacity and service flexibility, supporting state and interregional 

connectivity, and reducing greenhouse gas emissions through elimination of diesel service from the 

mainline Peninsula Corridor. In addition to providing immediate, direct benefits, the EEP also represents 

an incremental step within a larger program of development that will evolve the Peninsula Corridor in a 

way that supports the ridership, service levels, and connectivity goals contemplated in the draft 2018 State 

Rail Plan. 

The central component of Caltrain’s 2018 TIRCP application is the purchase of 96 additional Electric 

Multiple Units (EMU). This procurement will fully exercise all available options under Caltrain’s current 

contract with Stadler and will provide sufficient EMUs to fully electrify Caltrain’s mainline fleet, while 

also sustaining and expanding capacity to accommodate growing demand. In addition to requesting funds 

for the purchase of EMUs, Caltrain is also requesting a smaller amount funding for a series of associated 

projects that will equip the corridor to receive and operate a fully electrified fleet in a way that allows the 

railroad to reap the maximum benefit from its investments. The EEP has been segmented into the 

following elements, each of which are tied to distinct greenhouse gas (GHG) reduction benefits: 

� Initial Capacity Increase

o Exercise of options on the JPB’s existing contract with Stadler for the procurement of 40

additional EMUs to increase capacity of the electrified system by expanding the 6-car

EMU sets already under procurement to a total of 17, 8-car sets

o Minor modification (lengthening) of platforms at select stations to accommodate the

operation of 8-car EMUs

o The implementation of improved wayside bicycle facilities throughout the system to

complement Caltrain’s program of on-board bike carriage and reduce pressure to add

onboard capacity

o Planning funds equivalent to 1 percent of the total EMU cost estimate to support the

critical development of plans and policy agreements that ensure that the Caltrain corridor

and additional EMUs are used in a way that maximizes their utility and meets the goals

and service levels identified in the draft 2018 State Rail Plan.

� Caltrain System Enhancements

o Installation of a Broadband Communications System that will attract additional ridership

by providing customer facing Wi-Fi as well as enhanced reliability by creating the

capability to conduct remote diagnostics and optimize ongoing maintenance
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� Full Conversion of the Caltrain Mainline Fleet 

o Exercise of additional options on the JPB’s existing contract with Stadler for the 

procurement of 56 additional EMUs to facilitate the operation of a fully electrified fleet 

of 8-car EMUs 

 

The project elements described above support and relate to a range of additional enhancements and 

services. There are additional benefits, which while discussed in the application, are not part of Caltrain’s 

direct funding request and are not used to quantify greenhouse gas benefits. They include: 

� Creation of additional storage and maintenance capacity  

� Potential redeployment of diesel fleet to support San Jose-Gilroy/Salinas service  

� Potential use of EMU fleet to support enhanced future Caltrain service levels as part of a larger 

program of rail enhancements on the Peninsula Corridor  

 

As described above, the Caltrain application has been structured in a way that will allow the railroad to 

take advantage of the near-term opportunity to purchase additional EMUs while also providing strong 

linkages to ongoing planning work in the corridor. In cases where additional agreements, planning or 

decisions may be required to confirm project details, the application makes reference to ongoing planning 

processes and in particular emphasizes the central role of the Caltrain Business Plan in developing a 

transparent and comprehensive framework for the railroad’s growth that will ensure state funding is used 

to maximum benefit. It is assumed that any allocations of funding received as a result of this application – 

particularly those related to project elements with later implementation dates – may be conditionally tied 

to outcomes of the Business Plan or other planning and agreement processes. 

 

All of the project elements described in this application assume and build on the infrastructure and 

equipment currently being constructed and procured through Caltrain’s in-progress PCEP.  Similarly, the 

projects contemplated in this application also represent incremental investments that support the long-

term evolution and growth of the corridor towards and beyond the 2022, 2027 and 2040 service visions 

contemplated in the draft 2018 State Rail Plan. While the EEP is presented in this application as a 

“standalone” project, it is, in reality, part of a series of incremental improvements to the corridor that 

leverage a wide spectrum of local, regional, state and federal funding sources. 

 

Applicant Name 

The Peninsula Corridor Joint Powers Board (JPB), which owns and operates the Caltrain commuter 

service from San Francisco to Gilroy. 

 

Project Priority 

The JPB is submitting a single application for TIRCP. Scalability and timing of individual project 

elements are discussed within the application. 

 

Project Purpose and Need 

 

Overview – The Evolution and Modernization of the Caltrain Corridor 

Stretching between San Francisco and San Jose, the Peninsula Corridor has hosted passenger rail 

operations since the 1860’s. When the Peninsula Corridor Joint Powers Board was created and assumed 

responsibility for the Peninsular corridor and Caltrain passenger rail service in 1992, the railroad had 
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experienced many decades of deferred maintenance and much of the rail line’s infrastructure dated back 

to the early 1900’s. Since that time, the JPB has invested hundreds of millions of dollars in the railroad to 

bring it up to a “State of Good Repair.” With the implementation of advancements such as Baby Bullet 

service, which decreased travel times between San Jose and San Francisco to approximately one hour, 

Caltrain has evolved into one of the premier regional transit systems in the San Francisco Bay Area and 

has experienced a near-tripling of its weekday ridership over the last 12 years. While much work has been 

done to improve the railroad, the system is currently running at operating capacity, burdened by the 

limitations of the aging diesel train technology that is reaching the end of its useful life. Today, Caltrain 

primarily uses five-car and six-car consists powered by diesel push/pull locomotives with limited 

operating performance. The majority of Caltrain’s diesel fleet is at or beyond its useful life and will be 

retired as part of the ongoing PCEP.   

 

The Caltrain corridor service demand is unique compared to many other U.S. commuter rail systems in 

that the northbound and southbound peak ridership demand is relatively balanced. The morning peak 

ridership is split with approximately 60 percent and 40 percent of total ridership on northbound and 

southbound trains, respectively. In addition to the bi-directional peak, the seat turnover is high due to 

multiple destination centers along the corridor between the cities of San Francisco and San Jose, including 

Genentech in the City of South San Francisco, Google in the City of Mountain View, Facebook in the 

City of Menlo Park, and Stanford University in the City of Palo Alto.  

 

As the Bay Area’s economy has boomed and population has continued to grow, commute traffic and 

congestion between major employment centers in San Francisco and Silicon Valley have grown as well.  

Caltrain is a critical commute alternative to the heavily congested U.S. 101 and Interstate 280 corridors 

that connect the economic centers of San Francisco, with over 550,000 employees, and Silicon Valley, 

which has the largest concentration of high-tech companies in the world. Today, along the most congested 

segments of the corridor, many passengers are faced with standing room only conditions for some or all 

of their trips. This condition applies to northbound and southbound trains and both the AM and PM peak 

periods. These capacity limitations are a source of frustration for Bay Area employers that are struggling 

to connect residents and employees to job centers in a way that avoids increasing traffic congestion and 

helps reduce greenhouse gases. Without the ability to accommodate these commuters on Caltrain, many 

companies have been forced to supplement public transportation by operating private corporate shuttles in 

dense urban areas where the shuttles struggle to share facilities with public transit.   

 

The growing mobility needs of the corridor and the region have prompted a series of plans and projects to 

improve the Caltrain corridor through expanded service and modernized infrastructure and systems. In 

2017, after decades of plans to electrify, Caltrain finally secured full funding for PCEP, a foundational 

step in the long-term development of the railroad and the immediate precursor to the EEP improvements 

described in this application.   

 

When complete, the initial PCEP will mark a first step in the transformation of the 154-year-old Caltrain 

corridor from a diesel-based service to a modernized electric rail system. The funded “base” PCEP 

encompasses nearly $2 billion of investment, including the installation of an overhead catenary system 

and traction power facilities between San Francisco and San Jose, as well as the purchase of 96 high 

performance Electric Multiple Unit (EMU) trains. With an electrified system between San Francisco and 

San Jose that enables faster acceleration and improved vehicle performance, Caltrain will be able to 
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increase capacity and serve more riders. Not only will PCEP improve performance and increase ridership, 

it will provide substantial environmental benefits to the region’s air quality by reducing diesel pollution, 

greenhouse gases, and removing cars from the Bay Area’s most congested roadways. All of these benefits 

have been described extensively through Caltrain’s existing planning documents, including the 2015 

PCEP EIR as well as Caltrain’s 2015 application to TIRCP. 

 

While the funded PCEP delivers substantial independent benefits, it is also a significant step in the 

longer-term evolution and improvement of the Caltrain Corridor. Even as Caltrain has advanced its 

original plans for electrification, the demands on the corridor and the railroad have continued to rapidly 

evolve.  In the five years between 2012, when the initial planning definition of the current PCEP was set, 

and 2017, when the project achieved full funding, Caltrain’s weekday ridership jumped by a staggering 

47%. Growing demand has further highlighted the importance of the Caltrain corridor and underscored 

the need for it to do more. During the past two years, the Bay Area Council1, SPUR2, and the State of 

California3 have all released major studies that emphasize the strategic importance of the Caltrain corridor 

and the larger Northern California rail network in supporting the Bay Area’s mobility needs, economic 

growth, and long term sustainable development. The importance of the corridor and the need for it to 

continue its growth and evolution has been expressed most clearly in the draft 2018 State Rail Plan. This 

document shows how the Caltrain corridor and service can evolve into a key link of the state’s rail 

network, ultimately facilitating daily passenger volumes above 200,000 by 2040.   

 

Caltrain recognizes the importance of the Peninsula Corridor and the tremendous opportunity and 

responsibility that the management of this asset entails. The infrastructure and rolling stock currently 

included within the base PCEP, along with the incremental expansion contemplated in this application, 

are the first, logical investment in the corridor’s larger, ongoing program of improvement and 

development.  Figure 1 provides a conceptual mapping demonstrating how both the funded PCEP and the 

EEP fit into an overall program of improvement on the corridor.  The detailed planning for the long-term 

evolution of the corridor will be completed in 2018 through the Caltrain Business Plan, as discussed 

further in this application. 

                                                           

1
 “The Northern California Megaregion; innovative, connected and growing” Bay Area Council Economic Institute, 

2016. http://www.bayareaeconomy.org/files/pdf/The_Northern_California_Megaregion_2016c.pdf 
2 “The Caltrain Corridor Vision Plan” SPUR, 2017. 
http://www.spur.org/sites/default/files/publications_pdfs/SPUR_Caltrain_Corridor_Vision_Plan.pdf 
3 “Rail and the California Economy” UC Berkeley in partnership with the California Department of Transportation, 
2017 http://www.dot.ca.gov/californiarail/docs/Rail_CAEconomy_Book_Report_V28_LowResPages.pdf 
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Figure 1: The Incremental Modernization and Development of the Peninsula Corridor – Overall Program 
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Peninsula Corridor Electrification Expansion Project (EEP) – Proposed Scope  

The EEP includes elements that build on the existing PCEP, delivering independent benefit while also 

building incrementally towards the long-term evolution of the corridor. Individual scope elements of the 

expansion included in Caltrain’s application are described below. 

 

Caltrain is primarily applying for funding to exercise its remaining options under the agency’s contract 

with Stadler for the purchase of an additional 96 Electric Multiple Unit (EMU) train cars. When fully 

deployed, adding these cars to the base EMU order under PCEP will allow Caltrain to operate a 

completely electrified mainline fleet of 192 EMU vehicles configured in consists of up to 8-cars in 

length4.  Full electrification of Caltrain’s mainline fleet yields multiple significant benefits including: 

� Reduced GHG emissions resulting from the cessation of mainline diesel operations 

� Increased flexibility to operate more attractive service and increase ridership to address increasing 

capacity demands 

� The ability to support the development of state and interregional services including; 

o Fulfilling a necessary precursor to allow for blended Caltrain/California High-Speed Rail 

operations on the San Jose to San Francisco corridor 

o Allowing for potential increase in Gilroy service and the possible redeployment of 

Caltrain’s diesel fleet on an inter-regional San Jose to Salinas service in coordination 

with the Transportation Agency for Monterey County (TAMC) 

It is critical to note that while Caltrain could theoretically achieve many of the benefits of full 

electrification with the purchase of fewer EMUs (e.g. only purchasing those EMUs needed to fully 

electrify its fleet with 6-car EMU consists), doing so would reduce the railroad’s peak hour seated 

capacity from its currently planned levels for mixed diesel electric service.  This reduction in peak hour 

seated capacity would damage the ability of the system to attract and carry riders. As discussed above, 

Caltrain has experienced dramatic recent increases in ridership growth since initial planning for PCEP 

occurred in 2012. Initial ridership projections for electrification used in both the PCEP EIR and Caltrain’s 

previous (2015) TIRCP application were developed using 2013 base data and showed an estimated 

weekday ridership demand in 2020 of 69,000 riders. These projections were revisited in 2017 using 

updated base ridership and a revised project schedule. Adjusted ridership projections based on the same 

prototypical electrified service Caltrain analyzed in its 2015 environmental document now project 

weekday ridership of nearly 90,000 passengers in the corridor by 2025. Because the two sets of ridership 

projections have different near-term horizon years, 2020 for the 2013 projections and 2025 for the 2017 

projections, some level of interpolation is required to develop a direct horizon year to horizon year 

comparison.  Interpolating the 2013 projections from 2020 to 2025 yields a value of roughly 79,000 

weekday riders, whereas the 2017 projections show an estimated 2025 ridership demand of over 89,000 

riders – a 10,000 rider per weekday difference.  

While this strong projected ridership underscores the tremendous benefits of electrified service as a 

mobility solution, it also points to the critical nature of increasing the system’s seated capacity.  Full 

electrification with 8-car EMU consists (rather than 6-car consists) will allow the railroad to sustain and 

grow capacity while also achieving the service benefits of full electrification. The addition of 96 EMUs 

requested in this application will provide Caltrain with a total electrified fleet of 192 EMUs (the 

                                                           

4
 The potential for alternative EMU consist configurations will be further explored in the Caltrain Business Plan. 
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equivalent of 24, 8-car consists), and will allow the system to more fully maximize the ridership, service, 

and capacity potential of an electrified corridor.   

Given the ultimate need to fully electrify the mainline fleet and the system’s pressing capacity challenges, 

Caltrain has organized its request for EEP funding into a series of sub-elements that each deliver 

independent benefit. These include: 

1. EEP Elements to Increase Capacity: Work on these project elements can begin immediately and 

benefits will be tied to the 2022 timeframe along with the start of PCEP revenue service, slated for 

2022. These project elements are necessary to support the expanded ridership demand that the 

electrified system is anticipated to generate. They include: 

a. Exercising options on the JPB’s existing contract with Stadler for the procurement of 40 

additional EMUs to increase capacity of the electrified system by expanding 6-car EMU sets 

already under procurement to 8-car sets. Exercising these options by early 2019 will allow the 

PCEP to begin service with 17, 8-car EMU trainsets.  

b. Funding for limited platform modifications (lengthening) to support the operation of 8-car 

trains. More complex platform modifications, including pursuit of level boarding, will be 

analyzed as part of the planning work described below. These improvements require 

significant additional analysis and are not part of this application for funding. During the 

interim period, 8-car consists can also be addressed through operational practices at platform 

locations where modifications are challenging.  

c. Implementation of improved wayside bicycle facilities throughout the system to complement 

Caltrain’s program of on-board bike carriage and reduce further degradation of Caltrain’s 

onboard seated capacity. Caltrain will seek to enhance ridership and safeguard capacity on 

the electrified system by implementing a robust wayside bike parking program as defined 

through its recently adopted “Bicycle Parking Management Plan”5. Nearly 7,000 passengers a 

day access the Caltrain system by bicycle, with most of these riders choosing to bring their 

bike on board the train.  In order for Caltrain to maintain this high rate of cycle usage while 

also preserving overall system capacity, it is essential that the agency provide a viable system 

of bike parking amenities at its stations as an attractive supplement and alternative to having 

passengers bring their bike on board the train.  

d. Planning funds equivalent to 1 percent of the total EMU cost estimate to support the critical 

development of plans and policy agreements that ensure that the Caltrain corridor and 

additional EMUs are used in a way that maximizes their utility and meets the goals and 

service levels identified in the draft 2018 State Rail Plan. This planning would support work 

related to: 

• The Caltrain Business Plan and the long-term development of the Peninsula Corridor 

• Planning for storage and maintenance needs related to the expansion of the electrified 

fleet 

• Detailed planning for the long-term evolution of passenger rail services between San 

Jose, Gilroy and connecting to Salinas, in coordination with TAMC 

• Ongoing planning related to service and capacity expansion with California High-

Speed Rail on the Caltrain corridor, including planning and design work related to 

                                                           
5http://www.caltrain.com/Assets/_Planning/Bicycle+Access+and+Parking+Plan/Bicycle+Parking+Management+Pla
n+-+Final.pdf 
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additional infrastructure requirements, a potential new signal system and additional 

platform modifications and level boarding 

• Significant terminal planning activities in San Francisco and at San Jose Diridon  

• Planning associated with a potential Dumbarton Rail connection in Redwood City 

• Planning activities supporting the coordination and integration of Caltrain ticketing 

and fare payment systems with state standards and programs 

 

2. EEP Elements to Improve the System: Caltrain is also seeking to enhance ridership and support the 

experience of its customers. Work on this element will begin immediately and will deliver benefits 

starting in 2022. This EEP element includes implementation of a broadband communications program 

that will include both customer facing Wi-Fi and communications systems that support remote 

vehicle diagnostics and improved fleet maintenance outcomes. This system will be installed in 

conjunction with the PCEP and will become operational in 2022 when the electrified system begins 

revenue service. 

 

3. EEP Elements to Fully Convert the Mainline Diesel Fleet: This group of EEP components is 

required to fully convert the Caltrain mainline fleet to an all-EMU service. These project elements 

can begin procurement later (in 2021 or 2022) and will deliver benefits by 2027 (at the latest).  

Minimally, the full conversion of the mainline diesel fleet will deliver GHG and secondary air quality 

benefits related to the cessation of diesel operations on the main line. These benefits are quantified in 

Caltrain’s application through the California Air Resources Board’s (CARB) Calculator Tool for the 

California State Transportation Agency’s (CalSTA) TIRCP GHG Reduction Fund. The full 

conversion of the mainline fleet also provides a range of secondary benefits and opportunities as 

described throughout the application.  Project elements include: 

a. Exercising of remaining options on the JPB’s contract with Stadler for the procurement of 56 

additional EMUs to fully convert the mainline diesel fleet and complete the fleet of 192 

EMUs. When complete, this procurement will yield a total EMU fleet size equivalent to 24 8-

car EMU sets. 

b. As noted elsewhere in the application, Caltrain will need to modify its existing storage and 

maintenance facilities to accommodate a 192 vehicle EMU fleet. Caltrain acknowledges this 

issue and is applying for planning funds that will support the complex analysis and 

agreements that will be required to achieve a resolution on the long-term configuration of 

storage and maintenance facilities for the corridor. Key issues that impact storage and 

maintenance requirements and must still be decided include: 

• The ultimate configuration of the Caltrain 192 EMU fleet and the timing of 

deployment activities 

• Decisions and timing related to the decommissioning and/or redeployment of the 

diesel fleet 

• Decisions related to the potential for sharing future maintenance facilities with 

California High-Speed Rail or other rail operators 

• Ongoing terminal planning at both Salesforce Transit Center/4th & King in San 

Francisco and San Jose Diridon as these plans relate to current Caltrain storage and 

maintenance facilities at 4th & King and the Central Equipment Maintenance & 

Operations Facility (CEMOF) 
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Beyond Electrification –Planning for the Long-Term Evolution of the Corridor: 

The PCEP and EEP elements contemplated in this 2018 application are incremental steps in the long-term 

development of the corridor.  There is significant additional planning and analysis required to fully scope 

the service vision and associated long term needs of the Caltrain corridor and identify the appropriate set 

of legal agreements and projects that need to be put in place to optimize the future of the railroad to the 

level contemplated in the draft State Rail Plan’s 2040 horizon.  Caltrain has developed the comprehensive 

framework to conduct this planning through its “Business Plan” (see scope materials for the Business 

Plan presented to the JPB in Attachment D) along with other related planning efforts.  Funding to 

support these planning efforts has been requested as part of this application. 

While much planning work remains, Caltrain’s 2018 TIRCP application discusses both the direct benefits 

of the individual project elements (quantified in this application through the CARB Calculator Tool for 

TIRCP) as well as the broad conceptual benefits related to a larger, cumulative program of corridor 

enhancements and service. The conversion and expansion of Caltrain’s fleet is central to this larger 

program of improvements and benefits.  The conceptual “cumulative” benefits that would result from a 

larger program of corridor improvements are described in the application in addition to the direct benefits 

anticipated to result from the immediate expansion project. 

Peninsula Corridor Electrification Expansion Benefits  

 

Direct Benefits 

The direct benefits of the EEP and supporting activities in this application include:   

 

� Increased Ridership based on Capacity Improvements and System Enhancements 

Capacity improvements related to the expanded EMU fleet and wayside bicycle program will 

allow Caltrain to accommodate increases in projected future ridership levels and further reduce 

greenhouse gas emissions. Similarly, overall ridership growth will be enhanced by the addition of 

on-board Wi-Fi as a long-requested customer amenity. 

 

� Improved Regional Air Quality and Reduced Greenhouse Gas Emissions related to Vehicle 

Changes 

Electrified trains produce substantially less air pollution compared with diesel trains, even when 

the indirect emissions from electrical power generation are included. The reduction of greenhouse 

gas emissions will significantly improve regional air quality and will help meet the State’s 

emission reduction goals.  

 

� Safety 

While this benefit is not quantified through the CARB Calculator Tool for TIRCP, the 

implementation of broadband service and associated systems will do more than just provide 

customer facing Wi-Fi. Broadband communications will also increase safety and decrease 

maintenance costs for the railroad. Broadband permits more precise train positioning, and can 

more precisely help control traffic, schedules, and maintenance. In addition, on-board real-time 

video surveillance permits operators to monitor and assess critical/abnormal situations in 

passenger coaches, on tracks or platforms, or security breaches. Finally, preventative maintenance 

is improved by permanently and remotely monitoring infrastructure and rolling stock to detect 

potential issues earlier and address them prior to causing operational delays. EMUs with 
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connected sensors in China have found 20-25 percent increase in maintenance efficiency with 

smart sensors/remote monitoring.   

 

Cumulative Benefits 

The cumulative benefits of the larger program of corridor improvements that include and assume the EEP 

are significant. Realization of these benefits is contingent on the outcome of additional planning and 

policy work as well as potential supplemental investments in the corridor. These benefits have not been 

explicitly quantified as part of this application. Cumulative benefits include: 

 

� Increased Service and Increased Ridership 

Electrified trains can accelerate and decelerate more quickly than diesel-powered trains, allowing 

Caltrain to run more efficiently. In addition, because of their performance advantages, electric 

trains will enable more frequent and/or faster train service to more riders. When included in a 

long-range program of additional corridor improvements, a fully electrified and expanded 

Caltrain fleet has the capability of supporting service levels on the corridor that match those 

contemplated in the draft 2018 State Rail Plan horizon year 2040. Caltrain has modeled a 

conceptual, higher-intensity, 220 train per day Caltrain schedule that also accommodates High-

Speed Rail and is conceptually representative of the level of service an improved corridor could 

support by 2040.  Initial ridership modeling for this expanded service was conducted in 2017 and 

showed projected 2040 ridership demand of over 140,000 riders per weekday. Planning for 

potential expanded service on the Caltrain corridor and conducting additional ridership modeling 

will be a central component of the Caltrain Business Plan and related planning work described 

previously. 

 

� Coordinated Interregional and State Rail Service  

A fully electrified Caltrain system fulfills a necessary prerequisite allowing for the development 

of key portions of the interregional and state rail network, and for supporting and enhancing 

economic vitality on the Peninsula, throughout the Bay Area, and the entire State of California.  

Fully electrifying the Caltrain fleet is a key step in preparing the Peninsula Corridor for blended 

Caltrain/California High-Speed Rail operations. Similarly, the timely expansion of the full 

Caltrain fleet will allow for the potential redeployment of the remaining diesel fleet to support 

improved Gilroy service and/or interregional connections in coordination with TAMC to extend 

rail service to Salinas.   
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Project Location 

The EEP location is coterminous with the extent of the 

existing electrification project and covers the 51-mile 

existing Caltrain rail corridor between the 4th and King 

Station (San Francisco) and Tamien Station (San Jose). 

The cumulative impacts of the project that relate to the 

long-range development of the corridor are broader and 

extend from San Francisco’s 4th and King Station at the 

northern terminus to the Gilroy Station at the southern 

terminus, with planning work also considering an 

extension of service further south to Salinas.  

 

The EEP serves several disadvantaged and low-income 

communities, benefitting the entire corridor and 

substantially benefitting those located between San 

Francisco and San Jose. Their locations are noted below 

with their census tract numbers: 

� Disadvantaged Communities 

o South San Francisco, San Francisco – 

6081602300 

o San Bruno, San Bruno – 6081604200 

o Tamien, San Jose – 6085503113 

o Gilroy, Gilroy – 6085512603 

� Low-Income Communities not within ½ mile of 

Disadvantaged Communities  

o South San Francisco, San Francisco – 

6081602300 

o San Bruno, San Bruno – 6081604200 

o Millbrae, Millbrae – 6081604400 

o Burlingame, Burlingame – 6081605500 

o San Mateo, San Mateo – 6081606300 

o Redwood City, Redwood City – 

6081610202 

o Tamien, San Jose – 6085503113 

o Capitol, San Jose – 6085503204 

o Morgan Hill, Morgan Hill – 6085512314 

o Gilroy, Gilroy – 6085512603 

� Low-Income Communities within ½ mile of 

Disadvantaged Communities 

o Redwood City, Redwood City – 

6081610202 

o Morgan Hill, Morgan Hill – 6085512314 

 

A project map noting the project limits can be found at the 

right, and maps of the stations serving disadvantaged and 

low-income communities can be found in Attachment E. 
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Project Mode 

Commuter Rail  

 

Multi-Agency Coordination 

The Caltrain corridor is the spine of the transportation network on the San Francisco Peninsula and plays 

a vital role in connecting to other transit services providing mobility to residents throughout the Bay Area. 

 

Caltrain is in regular coordination with the California High-Speed Rail Authority related to the on-going 

planning and design efforts for the San Francisco to San Jose Project Section of the California High-

Speed Rail system. Coordination efforts between the two agencies include regular meetings and 

conference calls to plan the future implementation of Blended Service. These efforts have intensified in 

the last 6 months as the two agencies have begun renewed planning work around the long-range evolution 

of the Peninsula Corridor.  Operational concepts developed through this work have formed the basis for 

the “cumulative” service scenario discussed in this application. 

 

More generally, Caltrain directly connects to four existing rail systems serving the Bay Area and Northern 

California: Altamont Corridor Express (ACE), Capitol Corridor, Amtrak, and BART. Caltrain coordinates 

its planning with these agencies through a variety of different venues including at specific stations where 

services overlap as well as through more general planning venues including the growing Northern 

California “megaregional” planning efforts that the State has taken a lead in organizing. Caltrain has also 

focused its planning coordination efforts intensively around the San Jose Diridon Station, a critical piece 

of infrastructure where multiple rail services connect and coordinate. 

 

Finally, Caltrain has committed to the development of a comprehensive and transparent planning 

framework for the future of the long-term development of the railroad through the Caltrain Business Plan.  

Caltrain kicked off its stakeholder engagement for the Business Plan with an all-day workshop in 

September of 2017 that included participation by high level staff members from the State, the California 

High-Speed Rail Authority, Capital Corridor, ACE, BART, and TAMC among others.  This initial 

stakeholder outreach was deliberately broad, open, and inclusive and was intended to set the tone for the 

planning work to come as part of the Caltrain Business Plan. 

 

In the future, as part of the Business Plan as well as other related planning work, Caltrain will coordinate 

closely with other transit and rail agencies. Ongoing coordination with the California High-Speed Rail 

Authority and TAMC will be of particular importance as these agencies look to develop service across 

infrastructure that is shared with Caltrain. 

 

Green House Gas (GHG) Reductions 

Using the CARB Calculator Tool for TIRCP, the EEP component focused on an additional 40 EMUs and 

support elements such as planning, bike improvements, and platform modifications will achieve direct 

greenhouse gas emissions of 891,952 metric tons; the broadband communications element will achieve 

direct greenhouse gas emissions reduction of 98,4264 metric tons; and the additional acquisition of 56 

EMUs will achieve direct greenhouse gas emissions reduction of 197,917 metric tons, for a total 

reduction of 1,188,133 metric tons. A copy of the CARB Calculator Tool for TIRCP used to calculate 

this data is included in both pdf and excel form as Attachment C. 
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Funding 

Caltrain is requesting $631.5 million in TIRCP funds in support of the EEP as part of the overall 

Peninsula Corridor modernization and development program. This program includes realized and future 

matching funds of at least $4.7 billion in local, regional, state, and federal funds in support of the overall 

program of rail improvement in the corridor. TIRCP funds requested in 2018 would specifically be used 

for the expansion elements identified throughout this application. Table 1 on the following page describes 

the funding sources assumed as part of an overall program of improvements in the Peninsula Corridor.   

The overall Peninsula Corridor modernization and development program begins with the funded (and in 

construction) PCEP. This $2 billion program includes $20 million in already received funding from 

TIRCP leveraged against a wide array of local, federal and state funds. 

The next increment of investment in the corridor includes the EEP elements described in this application. 

Caltrain is requesting $631,500,000 in TIRCP funding to fund these incremental improvements. The 

direct benefits these expansion elements create rely on the existing investment in the original PCEP.   

The larger program of long-term development for the Peninsula Corridor will be defined in 2018 through 

the Caltrain Business Plan. The program will include those infrastructure, fleet and systems elements 

necessary to support the State Rail Plan’s 2040 Vision including increased levels of service and 

connectivity and the introduction of High-Speed Rail service to the corridor. This program will build on 

the investments made in the corridor through the PCEP and the EEP elements described in this 

application and will minimally include the following conceptual additional elements- all of which require 

additional planning and agreements: 

� Reconfigured maintenance and storage facilities sufficient to store and maintain the expanded 

electrified fleet (potentially to be developed as joint facilities with California High-Speed Rail or 

other operators) 

� Infrastructure and systems improvements necessary to support the introduction of high-speed rail 

service onto the corridor as well as the expansion and improvement of Caltrain services.  These 

elements could include: 

o Improvements to underlying track structure; 

o Expansion of traction power facilities; 

o Signal system enhancements; 

o Limited standing (at station) overtakes and/or limited running overtakes; 

o Station modifications and level boarding; 

o Terminal modifications at both the North Terminal (San Francisco) and South Terminal 

(Santa Clara through Tamien) areas. 

� Improvements and/or agreements related to the Union Pacific Railroad (UPRR) owned San Jose 

through Gilroy corridor sufficient to allow for improved services including potential future San 

Jose to Salinas service. 

� Potential additional fleet expansion (above 192) based on the long-term target service levels and 

operating plan identified through the Caltrain Business Plan 

In addition to these core infrastructure improvements, the long-term development of the Caltrain corridor 

will likely also include significant additional secondary improvements. Most notably these could include 

station facility upgrades, first- and last-mile facilities and the separation, improvement and/or closure of 

existing at-grade crossings. These elements will be identified and described through the Caltrain Business 

Plan process in 2018. The Business Plan will also identify additional funding mechanisms including self-
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generated revenues, value capture strategies and the potential for new voter approved measures in the 

2020 timeframe or beyond. 

Table 1: Peninsula Corridor Modernization and Development – Overall Program 

Program 
Overall Peninsula Corridor modernization and 

development 
Total by Source 

Peninsula Corridor Electrification Project (PCEP) 

Fund Sources   

Transit and Intercity Rail 
Capital Program 

 $20 million 

Other State Funds  $730 million 

Federal Funds  $978 million 

Regional/Local Funds  $252 million 

Subtotal by Project  $1,980 million 

Peninsula Corridor Electrification Expansion Project (EEP)  

Fund Sources   

Transit and Intercity Rail 
Capital Program 

 $631.5 million 

Subtotal by Project  $631.5 million 

Long term development of the Peninsula Corridor 

Fund Sources   

Local Funds- Remaining 
Measure A (Caltrain) 

Existing  $83 million 

Local Funds- Remaining 
Measure A (Grade Seps) 

Existing  $200 million 

Local Funds – Measure B 
(Caltrain) 

Existing  $314 million 

Local Funds – Measure B 
(Caltrain) 

Existing  $700 million 

Local Funds – Potential 
San Mateo County Ballot 
Measure 

Caltrain has submitted over $2 billion in funding 
requests to the initial “Get Us Moving” call for 

projects  

$1,140 million 

Local Funds – San 
Francisco Potential Ballot 
Measure 

Caltrain is engaged with San Francisco to ensure that 
potential ballot measure includes appropriate funds 

$314 million 

Other Funding Sources To be identified through the Caltrain Business Plan  

Subtotal by Project  $2,751 million 

Overall Program 

Funding 

 $5,363 million 

 

Agency Point of Contact 

Peter Skinner 

Manager, Grants and Fund Programming 

1250 San Carlos Avenue 

San Carlos, CA 94070 

Phone: 650-622-7818 

skinnerp@samtrans.com  
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B. Project Costs & Funding 

 

The total capital cost of the PCEP, which is underway, is $2 billion. This includes the procurement of 96 

initial EMUs, the infrastructure (poles/wires) design build contract, contingency, and owner’s costs such 

as program management, project management, and engineering oversight. The EEP for the expansion of 

the fleet and associated improvements is $631.5 million. The total combined costs for these foundational 

elements in a larger program of corridor modernization and development is $2.61 billion. Leveraged 

funding from other Federal, State, and Regional/Local sources can be found in Table 3. The JPB is 

requesting $631.5 million in TIRCP funds to support the EEP as described in Table 2 below. 

 

Table 2: Electrification Expansion TIRCP Elements Project Costs (in Thousands) 

Project Element Cost 

Capacity Improvements  

Procurement of 40 Electric Multiple Units (EMUs) $224,700 

Minor Platform Modifications  $8,000 

Wayside Bike Parking Improvements $3,500 

Planning and Agreement Support  $6,000 

Subtotal $242,200 

System Enhancements 

Broadband Communications $14,000 

Subtotal $14,000 

Full Fleet Conversion  

Procurement of 56 Electric Multiple Units (EMUs) $375,300 

Subtotal $375,300 

TOTAL $631,500 

 

Table 3: PCEP & Electrification Expansion Leveraging Funding (in Thousands)  

Funding Sources Initial PCEP Current EEP Total 

FEDERAL 

FTA Formula Funding $330,677  $330,677 

Section 5309 Core Capacity $647,000  $647,000 

STATE: Greenhouse Gas Reduction Funds 

Transit and Intercity Rail Capital Program (TIRCP) $20,000 $631,500 $651,500 

Low Carbon Transit Operations Program (LCTOP) $9,000  $9,000 

STATE: Non-Greenhouse Gas Reduction Funds 

Proposition 1B PTMISEA $8,000  $8000 

Proposition 1A and High-Speed Rail Non-Prop 1A $713,000  $713,000 

REGIONAL/LOCAL 

Carl Moyer Program $20,000  $20,000 

MTC Bridge Tolls $39,430  $39,430 

JPB Members $193,145  $193,145 

Total by Project $1,980,252 $631,500 $2,611,752 
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Project Funding 

Caltrain received an executed Full Funding Grant Agreement for a Core Capacity Grant from the Federal 

Transit Administration (FTA) committing $647 million to PCEP in May 2017. The PCEP received a 

project rating of Medium High. Of the $647 million, an appropriation of $72.9 million from prior year 

budgets (FY14-FY16) and another $100 million in FY17 are currently available to the project.  

 

In addition to the Core Capacity funding, over $1 billion in local, regional, and state funding for the PCEP 

is committed through a regional nine-party Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) agreement signed in 

late 2012 between the following funding partners: 

� California High-Speed Rail Authority (CHSRA) 

� Metropolitan Transpiration Commission (MTC) 

� Peninsula Corridor Joint Power Board (PCJPB) 

� San Francisco County Transportation Authority (SFCTA) 

� San Mateo County Transportation Authority (SMCTA) 

� Santa Clara County Transportation Authority (VTA) 

� City of San Jose 

� City and County of San Francisco 

� Transbay Joint Powers Authority (TJPA) 

 

The MOU is the result of a collaborative effort between the CHSRA, MTC, and San Francisco Bay Area 

local agencies to identify early investment projects along existing rail corridors that improve service, 

safety, and efficiency, and create linkages between the state high-speed rail system and local passenger 

rail service. A copy of the MOU is available upon request. 

 

To supplement the original funds committed in the 9-Party Regional Funding MOU, additional fund 

sources were committed by seven of the funding partners to help fully fund the PCEP. The JPB received 

$113 million from CHSRA, and a total of $98 million from the JPB member agencies and MTC. These 

additional fund sources were committed in August 2016 through a supplemental agreement to the MOU 

(seven party supplemental MOU). Part of the additional funding included leveraging $9 million Low 

Carbon Transportation Operations (LCTOP) formula funds allocated to the JPB. 
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Table 4: Electrification Expansion Project Schedule 

Milestone 

Number 

Milestone Description Start Work 

Date 

Completion 

Capacity Improvements  

1.1 Procure initial 40 EMUs to achieve conversion of 17, 6-car 
EMU consists to 17, 8-car consists 

FY19 FY2022 

1.2 Minor modification of platforms FY19 FY2022 

1.3 Implementation of wayside Bike Parking Program  FY19 FY19-FY22 

1.4 Planning and policy support FY19-FY22 FY19-FY22 

System Enhancements  

2.2 Implementation of Broadband communication system FY19 FY2022 

Full Fleet Conversion  

3.1 Additional 56 EMUs to achieve conversion of remaining 
mainline diesel fleet to 8-car diesel consists 

FY2021 FY2027* 

*Conservative delivery assumption used. Depending on timing of order delivery of final 56 EMUs could 

occur earlier 
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C. Eligibility 

 

Using the CARB Calculator Tool for TIRCP, the EEP elements funded through this application will 

achieve a greenhouse gas emissions reduction of 1,188,133 metric tons.  

 

Caltrain’s EEP elements included in this application are eligible for TIRCP funding as they involve:  

1. Acquisition of electric rail cars, and the facilities to support them, that expand, enhance, and 

improve Caltrain’s existing rail system and its connectivity to future transit systems, including the 

California High-Speed Rail system sharing a blended corridor between San Jose and San 

Francisco; 

2. Caltrain’s intercity and commuter urban rail projects that increase service levels and are expected 

to generate increased ridership by developing a robust wayside bike parking and sharing system 

and adding Wi-Fi to on-board amenities; and 

3. Rail integration implementation by pursuing planning activities that enable and enhance shared-

use corridors between Caltrain and High-Speed Rail and an extension of rail service to Salinas. 

 

Based upon the CARB Calculator Tool for TIRCP, the EEP is expected to reduce 1,188,133 metric tons 

of GHG’s. This GHG reduction is based upon increased ridership due to the increased carrying capacity 

of larger rail consists, increased ridership due to amenity improvements associated with broadband 

communications, including Wi-Fi, and the GHG benefit of fully converting Caltrain’s mainline service to 

an all-electric operation. 
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D. Project Benefits 

 

Caltrain’s Electrification Expansion Project builds upon the existing PCEP to fully realize the corridor’s 

potential for increasing ridership and reducing greenhouse gas emissions. All of the project elements 

described in this application assume and build on the infrastructure and equipment currently being 

constructed and procured through Caltrain’s in-progress PCEP and represent incremental investments that 

support the long-term evolution and growth of the corridor towards and beyond the 2022, 2027 and 2040 

service visions contemplated in the Draft 2018 State Rail Plan.  

 

All stations along the line, including ten serving disadvantaged and/or low-income communities (South 

San Francisco, San Bruno, Millbrae, Burlingame, San Mateo, Redwood City, Tamien, Capitol, Morgan 

Hill, and Gilroy), will experience more frequent and faster journeys with increased overall capacity on the 

congested corridor between San Jose and San Francisco, which will be able to carry more riders during 

peak travel periods. Cities and areas along the segment of the corridor between San Francisco and San 

Jose, including seven of the aforementioned disadvantaged and/or low-income communities, will see a 

reduction in greenhouse gas emissions and pollutants from reduced vehicle miles traveled with the 

capacity expansion of zero emission electric vehicles. 

 

Full electrification of the Caltrain system fulfills a necessary prerequisite for development of key portions 

of the State and regional transit and intercity rail services, particularly in preparing the corridor for 

blended service with High-Speed Rail, as well as potential redeployment of the remaining diesel fleet to 

support interregional connections in coordination with the TAMC’s Salinas Rail Extension. The EEP 

builds on the foundational elements of Caltrain’s current PCEP and represents a key step towards future 

capacity improvements integral to the success of intercity, interregional, and State rail services. 

 

Expected Benefits and Metrics for Tracking and Reporting Progress 

Caltrain intends to provide periodic reports consistent with CalSTA’s requirements upon award of a 

TIRCP grant. Consistent with the CARB’s Funding Guidelines, Caltrain will provide quarterly reports 

upon award and implementation of a TIRCP funding allocation, and annual reports once Project outcome 

tracking begins when the project elements are operational.  

 

Quarterly reports will include any necessary updates on all the metrics provided in this application, 

including but not limited to total project cost, total GGRF funds awarded in each reporting cycle, 

estimated total project GHG emission reductions, indicated benefits to AB 1550 populations 

(disadvantaged communities, low-income communities, and low-income households), and estimated 

project co-benefits and indicators including: 

� VMT reductions (miles) 

� Criteria Air Pollution Reductions (tons) 

� Fuel Use Reductions (gallons) 

 

Upon delivery and operation of the proposed project, Caltrain will utilize the following metrics to 

measure the quantified benefits expected through the EEP: 

� Capital Improvements that Result in New or Expanded Transit Service or Increase Mode 

Share on Existing Transit Service (Capacity improvements including purchase of 40 EMUs 

and development of associated infrastructure to lengthen consists and wayside bike parking 

program) 
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o Days of operation per year (days/year) based on evaluation of service schedule. 

o Average daily ridership (unlinked trips/day) as calculated during Caltrain’s extensive 

ridership count conducted once a year around February, based on the following: 

• Monthly Total Ridership and Average Weekday Ridership (AWR) based on Fare 

Media Sales using a ridership model, along with other Caltrain performance 

statistics measures, as included in each Caltrain Board of Directors monthly 

agenda packet 

• National Transit Database (NTD) Ridership as reported Monthly and at Fiscal 

Year (FY) end to NTD 

• Annual Count Ridership as calculated through an extensive onboard ridership 

census of passengers used to validate the monthly ridership estimation derived 

from fare media sales. 

 

� New Vehicle(s) for Existing Transit Service (Full conversion of mainline Caltrain fleet 

through purchase of 56 additional EMUs) 

o Fuel/energy consumption or vehicle miles traveled (gallons/year by fuel type, kWh/year, 

scf/year, or vehicle miles traveled/year) based on an evaluation of fueling, utility, 

mileage, or other operating records 

o Change in fuel/energy consumption or annual vehicle miles traveled (gallons/year by fuel 

type, kWh/year, scf/year, or vehicle miles traveled/year) based on an evaluation of 

fueling, utility, mileage, or other operating records 

 

Primary Evaluation Criteria 

 

Greenhouse Gas Emissions (GHG) Reduction 

Based on CARB’s Calculator Tool for TIRCP, the EEP is expected to reduce 1,188,133 metric tons of 

greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions. A copy of the CARB Calculator Tool for TIRCP used to calculate 

this data is included in both pdf and excel form as Attachment C. 

 

The GHG reduction is tied to project components and quantified in the following ways:  

� Capacity Expansion: The expansion of Caltrain’s seated capacity to be able to accommodate the 

updated levels of service demand ridership modeled in the corridor and the protection of this 

capacity from further degradation through onboard bike carriage (the increment of benefit 

claimed is equivalent to the increment of ridership in excess/above the benefit previously 

modeled in Caltrain’s 2015 TIRCP application). Expansion of Caltrain’s electrified fleet will 

increase the number of train cars Caltrain can run, increasing capacity to accommodate modeled 

ridership demand.  This results in a direct reduction of vehicle miles travelled (VMTs) on 

Peninsula roadways. The reduction of greenhouse gas emissions is not only good for regional air 

quality, but will also help meet the State’s emission reduction goals.  

� System Enhancements: An additional increase in ridership associated with the installation of 

customer facing Wi-Fi on the Caltrain service.   

� Full Fleet Conversion: The conversion of Caltrain’s diesel fleet operating between San 

Francisco and San Jose to a fully electric operation and the elimination of diesel Caltrain service 

from the mainline. Electrified trains produce substantially less corridor air pollution compared 
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with diesel trains, even when the indirect emissions from electrical power generation are 

included.  

 

Ridership 

Ridership projections for the PCEP were initially completed in 2013 for the 2015 PCEP EIR (and were 

also used in the 2015 Caltrain TIRCP application).  Ridership projections have been updated for this 

application.  A comparison of prior and current projections (along with interpolated interim years) is 

shown visually in Figure 2. Documentation of the ridership projections and calculations are included in 

Attachment F.  

 

Figure 2: Comparison of Prior (2013) and Current (2017) Weekday Ridership Modeling and 

Service Scenarios 

 

 
 

As Figure 2 indicates, ridership on the Caltrain service grew significantly faster between 2012 and 2017 

than the baseline growth rate implicit in the 2013 “no project” projection. Thus, while the base PCEP was 

planned to a forecast ridership of 69,000 weekday riders in its opening year spanning to 111,000 in 2040, 

revised ridership projections suggest that demand for Caltrain’s services is on pace to be significantly 

higher. Caltrain uses the Santa Clara Valley Transportation Agency’s (VTA) travel demand ridership 

model to forecast future demand. The lines shown in Figure 2 describe projections based on the 

following assumptions: 

� 2013-Base “No Project” Scenario: This line shows projections developed in 2013 using the VTA 

travel demand ridership model that assume the continuation of Caltrain’s 92-train per weekday 
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diesel schedule through 2040. No service to Salesforce Transit Center (Transbay Terminal) is 

assumed since it is precluded by the diesel technology. 

� 2013-Base “Prototypical Service” Scenario: This line shows projections developed in 2013 using 

the VTA travel demand ridership model that assume Caltrain’s implementation of PCEP in 2020 

(the start year for the project at the time) and the start of a 114 train per weekday “prototypical 

schedule.” By 2040 these projections also assumed that 2 out of 6 Caltrain trains per peak hour 

were serving the Salesforce Transit Center (Transbay Terminal). 

� 2017-Base “Prototypical Service” Scenario: This projection has been updated using the VTA 

travel demand ridership model and calibrated to factor in a revised baseline of demand. It 

assumes the same 114 train per weekday prototypical service modeled in 2013. The 2040 out year 

projections assume additional Caltrain service to the Salesforce Transit Center (Transbay 

Terminal) consistent with current operational simulations (The 2017 projections assume that 4 

our 6 trains per hour will serve the terminal in 2040). 

� 2017-Base “Enhanced Corridor Service” Scenario: This projection is shown for illustrative 

purposes only (benefits are not quantified for this application).  It reflects initial modeled 

ridership of a conceptual “enhanced” 220 train per weekday schedule assumed to go into effect in 

2027. This kind of conceptual service is indicative of what an “enhanced” Caltrain corridor could 

support as part of its long-term evolution and development.  Further study, service refinement and 

ridership analysis of these kinds of “enhanced” service concepts will be conducted through the 

Caltrain Business Plan. 

 

These revised ridership modeling results tie to claimed GHG benefits for both the Capacity Expansion 

and System Enhancement components of the EEP as follows: 

� Capacity Expansion – Relationship to Ridership: Updated ridership projections show a 

significant projected increase in demand for Caltrain service.  This increase in demand 

significantly exceeds the planning horizon used to develop the PCEP as well as the ridership 

projections used to develop estimates of GHG benefits claimed in Caltrain’s 2015 TIRCP 

application. They demonstrate that there is significant, robust demand for service in the Caltrain 

corridor. 

VTA’s travel demand ridership model is not capacity constrained, however, meaning that its 

projections do not take into account the effect of crowding on trains.  Caltrain believes that the 

system will need additional capacity to accommodate the projected increase in ridership growth.  

Specifically, Caltrain is tying its request for capacity expansion funding as part of the EEP 

to the benefit of the incremental increase in ridership demand projected between the 2013 

and 2017 model runs.  

 

While VTA’s travel demand ridership model is capacity-blind, there is ample evidence that 

crowding on transit can be a significant deterrent to realizing latent ridership demand. Expansion 

of Caltrain’s electrified fleet from 6- to 8- car train sets will directly increase ridership on each 

Caltrain trip between San Francisco and San Jose. In addition to the clear ridership benefits of 

increasing capacity by adding 33 percent more train cars, there are noticeable impacts to ridership 

resulting from customer experience related to crowding. Crowding has been shown by numerous 

transit and rail studies to greatly influence modal choice due to its significant effect on the 

perception and valuation of travel time, with indications that the higher the perceived cost of a 

combination of route and mode (e.g., longer travel time, more crowded conditions), the less likely 
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a person would choose it for a given trip. When the passenger load (the ratio between passengers 

to seats) is at 1.0, perceived travel time is 10 percent longer for seated passengers and 90 percent 

longer for standing passengers.  When the passenger load is 1.4, this increases to 30 percent 

longer for seated passengers and 110 percent longer for standing passengers.6 For passengers 

sitting, the crowding multiplier increases the value of travel time from 1.0 to 1.63 as the density 

of standing passengers increases from zero to six passengers per square meter, whereas for 

passengers standing these figures are 1.53 and 2.04, respectively.7  Other studies have found that 

the time multiplier for standing passengers averages 2.32.8 Additionally, crowding has actual 

impacts on travel time due to increased time needed for boarding and alighting, resulting in 

longer dwell times, and with high average occupancy levels increasing the probability of trains 

being full, and therefore, not being able to pick up passengers waiting at stops and stations, 

further increasing waiting time and travel time variability.    

 

Developing an improved wayside bicycle system in line with Caltrain’s recently adopted “Bicycle 

Parking Management Plan” is also essential to preserving capacity and growing ridership on the 

system.  Nearly 7,000 passengers a day access the Caltrain system by bicycle, with most of these 

riders choosing to bring their bike on board the train, often resulting in capacity constraints and 

issues with crowding as discussed above as the bike cars fill up early on peak trains. In order for 

Caltrain to maintain this high rate of cycle usage while also preserving overall system capacity, it 

is essential that the agency provide a viable system of bike parking amenities at its stations as an 

attractive supplement and alternative to having passengers bring their bike on board the train with 

them. In the absence of such as system as a viable alternative for bicycles Caltrain will risk 

having to degrade its on-board capacity and remove seats to accommodate bikes. 

 

Expanding the capacity of Caltrain’s fleet is essential to realizing the full ridership demand and 

GHG benefits of the corridor. 

 

� Caltrain System Enhancements – Relationship to Ridership: Caltrain will also seek to 

enhance ridership by improving the experience of its customers.  After Amtrak launched free Wi-

Fi internet service on all Capitol Corridor trains in 2011, an on-board survey and study of its 

impacts was conducted in 2012.  This study found that Wi-Fi as an amenity increased ridership in 

a number of ways. The overall expected number of Capitol Corridor trips increased by 2.7 

percent, with new riders expected to make 8.6 percent more trips than if Wi-Fi were not available 

– indicating that Wi-Fi both increases ridership and is a potentially significant draw in attracting 

new, choice riders.9 For the purpose of GHG benefits analysis, Caltrain has assumed that the 

addition of free Wi-Fi to its system will result in a 2.7 percent increase in ridership above the 

2017 modeled ridership results. 

 

Integration with State Rail and Transit Operations 

The Caltrain corridor is the spine of the transportation network on the San Francisco Peninsula and plays 

a vital role in connecting to other rail and transit services providing mobility to residents throughout the 

                                                           
6 http://onlinepubs.trb.org/onlinepubs/tcrp/tcrp_rpt_165ch-04.pdf 
7 http://www.hydeparkandwoodhouseonline.com/wp-content/uploads/2014/01/NGT-travel-and-comfort.pdf 
8 http://www.tandfonline.com/doi/abs/10.1080/01441647.2010.519127?journalCode=ttrv20 
9 https://link.springer.com/article/10.1007%2Fs11116-014-9532-7 
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Bay Area. Caltrain directly connects to four regional and interregional rail systems serving the Bay Area 

and beyond: ACE, Capitol Corridor, Amtrak, and BART; VTA (San Jose) and MUNI light rail (San 

Francisco) in the two biggest cities in the Bay Area; three bus systems serving Santa Clara, San Mateo, 

and San Francisco Counties as well as longer-distance bus services; and approximately 50 private and 

public shuttles.  

 

Supported by the planning activities to be funded through this application, Caltrain is committed to the 

development of a comprehensive and transparent planning framework for the future of the long-term 

development of the railroad through the Caltrain Business Plan, in order to fully realize the potential 

ridership and emissions benefits related to electrification on the Caltrain corridor and beyond. Where 

needed, Caltrain coordinates its planning with transit and rail agencies through a variety of different 

venues, including at specific stations where services overlap as well as through more general planning 

venues including the nascent Northern California “megaregional” planning efforts that the State has taken 

a lead in organizing. Caltrain has focused its planning coordination efforts intensively around the San Jose 

Diridon Station, a critical piece of infrastructure where multiple rail services connect and can coordinate 

to provide a more seamless experience for riders accessing the regional, interregional, and State transit 

and rail network. Long range plans related to San Jose’s Diridon Station include VTA’s extension of 

BART to Silicon Valley, TAMC’s Salinas Rail Extension, and California’s High-Speed Rail system. At 

the northern terminus, long range plans include connecting Caltrain to the Salesforce Transit Center 

(Transbay Terminal) in downtown San Francisco through the Downtown Extension Project. 

 

The California High-Speed Rail Authority’s (CHSRA) 2016 Business Plan, “Connecting and 

Transforming California,” introduced the Central Valley to Silicon Valley line (connecting an interim 

stop just north of Bakersfield to San Jose Diridon) as the initial operating segment of the California High-

Speed Rail system in 202510. The Valley to Valley line was chosen based on the available funds to the 

California High-Speed Rail Authority at the time of the publication of the Business Plan. In the event 

additional funds would become available, an option to extend the Valley to Valley line to San Francisco 

and Bakersfield was included. Extending service to the San Francisco market by way of the Caltrain 

Corridor is crucial for High-Speed Rail’s ridership. Under the medium ridership scenario the 2016 

Business Plan projects ridership to be about 3 million annually in 2025 for the Valley to Valley line. 

However, if the Valley to Valley line is extended to San Francisco and Bakersfield, ridership increases to 

about 5.3 million annually in 2025. Extending the initial operating segment of the California High-Speed 

Rail system is only possible with the completion of the Caltrain PCEP as California High-Speed Rail and 

Caltrain would share the electrified tracks. Without the electrification project, San Jose would remain the 

northern terminal for High-Speed Rail and the ridership increase potential to be realized with rail service 

to San Francisco would not occur. 

 

The Business Plan highlights the connection between electrifying Caltrain and implementing High-Speed 

Rail to operate the future Caltrain/California High-Speed Rail blended system between San Jose and San 

Francisco. The 2016 Business Plan discusses the close coordination and integration between Caltrain and 

California High-Speed Rail on page 25: “The San Francisco to San Jose Project Section will connect the 

cities of San Francisco, Millbrae (San Francisco Airport), and San Jose on an electrified corridor utilizing 

a blended system which will support modernized Caltrain commuter rail service and high-speed rail 

                                                           
10 http://www.hsr.ca.gov/docs/about/business_plans/2016_BusinessPlan.pdf 
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service on shared track. This approach minimizes impacts on surrounding communities, reduces project 

cost, improves safety and expedites implementation.”  

 

Caltrain’s Short Range Transit Plan (SRTP) details Caltrain’s commitment to ongoing planning for longer 

range improvements focused on expanding system capacity and preparing for the shared use of the 

Peninsula Corridor by both Caltrain and High-Speed Rail Service in a “Blended System.”11 

 

Improve Safety 

The new EMUs to be procured as part of the EEP will incorporate crash energy management (CEM) to 

improve passenger safety on the trains. The CEM element will allow Caltrain’s new vehicles to be 

designed and fabricated in a way that will enhance crashworthiness and limit the severity of impact in 

occupied spaces. The EMUs will also be equipped with the Positive Train Control (PTC) system being 

installed on the Caltrain corridor.   

 

Implementation of a Broadband Communications System to support remote diagnostics and improved 

fleet maintenance outcomes will have the additional benefit of improving safety on the Caltrain corridor 

due to more efficient operations with improved communications and system control. On-board real-time 

video surveillance can monitor and assess critical/abnormal situations in coaches, on tracks or platforms, 

or security breaches. Finally, preventative maintenance is improved by permanently and remotely 

monitoring assets (assets including infrastructure and rolling stock, remotely monitoring could be video 

or smart sensors) to detect potential issues earlier and address them prior to causing operational delays.  

 

Secondary Evaluation Criteria 

 

Implementation of Sustainable Communities’ Strategies 

The Metropolitan Transportation Commission’s (MTC) Plan Bay Area 2040 (PBA 2040), the Regional 

Transportation Plan and Sustainable Communities Strategy for the San Francisco Bay Area 2017–2040, 

details electrification and extension of Caltrain as fulfilling the region’s Key Transportation Strategies, 

Investments, and Projects. Strategy 2, Modernize, includes Caltrain’s Electrification as a key component 

of the Transit Modernization and Efficiency goal, and Strategy 3, Expand, includes the Bay Area segment 

of the California High-Speed Rail Project (including the extension up the shared corridor with Caltrain to 

San Francisco) as the largest transportation expansion project, as well as the Caltrain Downtown San 

Francisco Extension project. Plan Bay Area 2040 goes on to detail that it “invests almost $24 billion – 10 

percent of its funding and 15 percent of discretionary funding – to increasing transit capacity throughout 

the region’s core by connecting jobs and people between San Francisco and Silicon Valley via transit 

expansion and modernization projects” with electrifying and modernizing Caltrain noted as one of the 

major projects (page 66)12. 

 

Beyond the Bay Area, and beyond the bounds of PBA 2040, expansion of capacity on the Caltrain 

Corridor linking San Francisco, San Jose, and Gilroy is a key component of multiple significant 

interregional and state projects serving Northern California as well as the entire State of California.  

 

                                                           

11
 http://www.caltrain.com/Assets/_Planning/Strategic+Plan/Strategic+Plan+FY2015+-

+FY2024/Caltrain+Short+Range+Transit+Plan+-+FY2015-FY2024+-+Final.pdf 
12http://2040.planbayarea.org/cdn/farfuture/u_7TKELkH2s3AAiOhCyh9Q9QlWEZIdYcJzi2QDCZuIs/1510696833/
sites/default/files/2017-11/Final_Plan_Bay_Area_2040.pdf 
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Benefits to Disadvantaged Communities, Low-Income Communities, and Low-Income Households 

The EEP will help reduce significant levels of diesel fumes that affect seven AB 1550 communities 

served by Caltrain stations between San Francisco and San Jose. The project, which is designated to 

replace the existing diesel fleet with electrical trains from San Francisco to San Jose, will immediately 

lead to a reduction of diesel exhaust emissions throughout the corridor. This will provide aid to 

communities that suffer from the highest level of pollution surrounding 10 of the Caltrain stations. This is 

significant, since the aforementioned communities fall above the 75th percentile level in the state. 

Correspondingly, communities that scored high in asthma and are affected by outdoor air pollution will 

experience a decrease in emissions that trigger negative health conditions. Disadvantaged communities at 

close proximity to the San Bruno and Redwood City stations are especially impacted by pollutants and 

will benefit from cleaner air.  

 

Additionally, increased capacity and service during peak hours and the implementation of a wayside 

bikeshare system will improve connectivity to other travel modes that will facilitate smoother transfer 

points and better overall travel trip for low-income households. The improved travel amenities such as 

attractiveness of on-board Wi-Fi and the new wayside bike system will attract and retain new riders who 

may choose this transit service rather than drive in the congested corridor, thus serving disadvantaged and 

low-income communities while reducing traffic congestion.  

 

Project Priorities  

As further detailed under the Primary Evaluation Criteria, Integration with State Rail and Transit 

Operations, the EEP is a major priority of Caltrain in pursuit of full electrification and expansion of the 

corridor between San Francisco and San Jose, and provides the necessary foundation for a major priority 

of CHSRA’s High-Speed Rail Project. CHSRA’s 2016 Business Plan notes that extending the initial 

operating segment of the High-Speed Rail system is only possible with the completion of electrification 

of Caltrain as High-Speed Rail and Caltrain would share the electrified tracks. Caltrain is in regular 

coordination with the California High-Speed Rail Authority related to the on-going planning and design 

efforts for the San Francisco to San Jose Project Section of the California High-Speed Rail system. These 

efforts have intensified in the last 6 months as the two agencies have begun renewed planning work 

around the long-range evolution of the Peninsula Corridor.  Operational concepts developed through this 

work have formed the basis for the “cumulative” service scenario discussed in this application. 

 

Similarly, ongoing coordination with TAMC will be of particular importance as TAMC pursues its 

Salinas Rail Extension to deliver rail service south beyond Gilroy. Full electrification of the Caltrain fleet 

is a necessary prerequisite for the redeployment of the remaining diesel fleet to support improved Gilroy 

service and to extend rail service to Salinas. The impacts of the EEP on other regional, interregional, and 

State transit and rail projects is further discussed under Section E, Project Impacts.   
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Geographic Equity 

The EEP seeks to equitably distribute system benefits by implementing Wi-Fi and a wayside bike parking 

and sharing program along the entire system, and by providing additional capacity between San Francisco 

and San Jose in response to increased ridership and capacity demands on that segment, ultimately 

improving service throughout the entire system and distributing benefits to all who access Caltrain. 

Implementation of a wayside bike parking and sharing program will also improve bike capacity, allowing 

Caltrain to expand the footprint of riders it serves by allowing more passengers to use bicycles as a mode 

fitting their first and last mile needs. Caltrain’s Short Range Transit Plan (SRTP) underscores Caltrain’s 

Vision to provide an equitable distribution of system benefits throughout the corridor13. The SRTP’s 

Goals, Objectives and Standards detail seven focus areas for Caltrain’s Vision, with Focus Area 7, Social 

Responsibility, detailing Caltrain’s goal to provide an inclusive and equitable system by striving for an 

equitable distribution of system benefits and project impacts throughout the corridor. 

 
Consistency with Sustainable Communities’ Strategy 

MTC has issued a determination that the elements in Caltrain’s application are consistent with Plan Bay 

Area 2040 (PBA 2040), the region’s Sustainable Communities Strategy. MTC notes that the potential 

expansion of Caltrain diesel service to Salinas, outside of the 9-county Bay Area, is not included in PBA 

2040. While this consideration is discussed in Caltrain’s application, it is not a direct part of the Caltrain 

funding request and will be the subject of further discussions, planning, and agreements of which MTC 

will be a part. Beyond the Bay Area, as detailed extensively in the sections above and throughout this 

application, expansion of the Caltrain Corridor linking San Francisco, San Jose, and Gilroy is a key 

component of multiple significant interregional and State projects serving Northern California as well as 

the entire State of California.  

 

Freight Benefits 

Caltrain is committed to maintaining freight’s existing agreed upon usage of the corridor as identified 

through planning, agreements and processes developed as part of the planning for PCEP. The EEP does 

not create any additional benefits or impacts to freight operations. 

 

Non-State Supplemental Funding Commitments 

Caltrain’s request of $631.5 million in TIRCP funds would specifically be used for the EEP elements 

identified throughout this application. The realized and future funding commitments for the overall 

development and modernization of the Peninsula Corridor are currently $2.61 billion (including this 

request). Of that $2.61 billion, the program includes the leveraging of at least $1.23 billion in local, 

regional, and federal funds in support of State’s commitments.  

 

Caltrain received an executed Full Funding Grant Agreement for a Core Capacity Grant from the Federal 

Transit Administration (FTA) committing $647 million to PCEP in May 2017. Caltrain has also received 

FTA formula funding in support of the PCEP in the amount of $331 million. MTC has committed nearly 

$60 million in regional funding to the PCEP, with the JPB members contributing an additional $193 

million. Much of the local and regional funding for the PCEP Expansion project is committed through a 

regional nine-party agreement (MOU), which includes a State funding partner, signed in late 2012 

between the following funding partners: 

                                                           
13 http://www.caltrain.com/Assets/_Planning/Strategic+Plan/Strategic+Plan+FY2015+-
+FY2024/Caltrain+Short+Range+Transit+Plan+-+FY2015-FY2024+-+Final.pdf 
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� California High-Speed Rail Authority (CHSRA) 

� Metropolitan Transpiration Commission (MTC) 

� Peninsula Corridor Joint Power Board (PCJPB) 

� San Francisco County Transportation Authority (SFCTA) 

� San Mateo County Transportation Authority (SMCTA) 

� Santa Clara County Transportation Authority (VTA) 

� City of San Jose 

� City and County of San Francisco 

� Transbay Joint Powers Authority (TJPA) 

 

The sources and specific amounts of funding committed to the overall Peninsula Corridor modernization 

and development program can be found detailed in Section B, Project Costs & Funding. 

 

The larger program of long-term development for the Peninsula Corridor will be defined in 2018 through 

the Caltrain Business Plan. The program will include those infrastructure, fleet, and systems elements 

necessary to support the State Rail Plan’s 2040 Vision, including increased levels of service and 

connectivity and the introduction of High-Speed Rail service to the corridor. As part of development of 

the Business Plan, Caltrain will explore the following funding sources and potential revenue options: 

� San Mateo Measure A remaining funds for Caltrain and Grade Separations 

� Santa Clara Measure B 

o $314 million in support of Caltrain Corridor Capacity Improvements including expansion 

of ridership capacity, level boarding, and increased train service 

o $700 million in support of Caltrain Grade Separations including separating tracks from 

roadways; safety improvements for pedestrians, bicyclists, and autos; and reduction of 

traffic congestion   

� Potential future sales tax measures in San Francisco and San Mateo Counties 

� Additional funding mechanisms including self-generated revenues, value capture strategies and 

the potential for new voter approved measures in the 2020 timeframe or beyond. 

Multi-Modal Integration  

As discussed above in the Primary Evaluation Criteria Integration with State Rail and Transit 

Operations section, the Caltrain corridor plays a vital role in connecting to other transit services to 

enhance the mobility of Bay Area residents. The EEP significantly improves existing integration with 

other modes, including airports, transit, and intercity rail services, by expanding capacity on Caltrain. 

Caltrain directly connects to the San Francisco International Airport; four rail systems serving the Bay 

Area and beyond (ACE, Capitol Corridor, Amtrak, and BART); VTA and MUNI light rail in the two 

biggest cities in the Bay Area; three bus systems serving Santa Clara, San Mateo, and San Francisco 

Counties as well as longer-distance bus services; and approximately 50 private and public shuttles. Long 

range plans also include connecting Caltrain to the Salesforce Transit Center (Transbay Terminal) in 

downtown San Francisco through the Downtown Extension Project, VTA’s extension of BART to Silicon 

Valley, TAMC’s Salinas Rail Extension, and California’s High-Speed Rail system, which will share 

Caltrain’s tracks as part of the blended system.  
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Caltrain also has the most extensive bicycle access program among passenger railroads in the nation. 

Nearly 7,000 passengers a day access the Caltrain system by bicycle, with most of these riders choosing 

to bring their bike on board the train. The EEP will include implementation of improved wayside bicycle 

facilities throughout the system to complement Caltrain’s program of on-board bike carriage in order for 

Caltrain to maintain this high rate of cycle usage while simultaneously preserving overall system 

capacity. 

 

Financial Plan for Expansion of Service  

The service levels that have been assumed and quantified in this application are broadly consistent with 

those analyzed in Caltrain’s existing SRTP and in the financial plan it developed to support its full 

funding grant agreement with FTA for the PCEP. Looking forward, the Caltrain Business Plan is 

currently under development and is slated for completion at the end of 2018. Through development of the 

Caltrain Business Plan, Caltrain will develop a transparent and comprehensive framework for the 

railroad’s growth that will ensure state, and all other, funding is used to maximum benefit to support a 

financially sustainable system. Caltrain kicked off its stakeholder engagement for the Business Plan with 

an all-day workshop in September of 2017 that included participation by high level staff members from 

the State, the California High-Speed Rail Authority, Capital Corridor, ACE, BART and TAMC, among 

others. The work undertaken through Caltrain’s Business Plan will support ongoing financial viability of 

Caltrain. 

 

Estimated Useful Life of Project 

The majority of the capital investments in the EEP have a many-decades useful life, with each individual 

project component having the following useful life: 

� Electric Multiple Unit (EMU) train cars have an estimated useful life of 30 years. 

� Implementation of a robust wayside bike parking and sharing program also has an ongoing useful 

life for as long as the infrastructure is maintained.  In this case Caltrain is committed to sustaining 

its initial investment in bike parking in perpetuity alongside its electrified service and the benefits 

associated to this project element have been tied to the EMU lifecycle.  

� Implementation of a broadband communications program including both customer facing Wi-Fi 

as well as communications systems that support over-the-rail diagnostics and improved fleet 

maintenance outcomes have an ongoing useful life corresponding to the maintenance of the 

system.  The bulk of the costs assumed in Caltrain’s application relate to the installation of initial 

Wi-Fi equipment. Caltrain is committed to maintaining this equipment and replacing or 

upgrading it in place to maintain continuity of service.  As such the assumed useful life of the 

initial investment is 15 years. 
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E. Project Impacts 

The Caltrain corridor is the spine of the transportation network on the San Francisco Peninsula and plays 

a vital role in connecting to other transit services providing mobility to residents throughout the Bay Area. 

Caltrain directly connects to four existing rail systems serving the Bay Area and Northern California: 

ACE, Capitol Corridor, Amtrak, and BART. In order to ensure planning of future projects is coordinated 

among agencies to provide maximum benefit to riders and the overall rail network, Caltrain works closely 

with these agencies through a variety of different venue,s including at specific stations where services 

overlap, as well as through more general planning venues including the nascent Northern California 

“megaregional” planning efforts that the State has taken a lead in organizing.  Caltrain has also focused its 

planning coordination efforts intensively around the San Jose Diridon Station, a critical piece of 

infrastructure where multiple rail services connect and coordinate. 

 

Caltrain also coordinates regularly with local, regional, and State agencies to support long range planning, 

including connecting Caltrain to the Salesforce Transit Center (Transbay Terminal) in downtown San 

Francisco through the Downtown Extension Project, VTA’s extension of BART to Silicon Valley, 

TAMC’s Salinas Rail Extension, and California’s High-Speed Rail system. A fully electrified Caltrain 

system fulfills a necessary prerequisite allowing for the development of key portions of the interregional 

and state rail network.  Fully electrifying the Caltrain fleet is a key step in preparing the Peninsula 

Corridor for blended Caltrain/California High-Speed Rail operations.  Similarly, the timely electrification 

and expansion of the full Caltrain fleet will allow for the potential redeployment of the remaining diesel 

fleet to support improved Gilroy service and/or interregional connections in coordination with TAMC to 

extend rail service to Salinas.   

 

Primary Evaluation Criteria 

 

� Greenhouse Gas Emissions (GHG) Reduction 

As a necessary precursor to allow for blended Caltrain/California High-Speed Rail operations on 

the San Jose to San Francisco corridor, Caltrain’s EEP will support California High-Speed Rail in 

achieving significant greenhouse gas reductions throughout the State by operating electrified 

High-Speed Rail services and reducing vehicle miles travelled. Similarly, as a necessary 

precursor for replacing Caltrain’s existing diesel fleet with electric vehicles in order to redeploy 

the diesel fleet to TAMC in support of the Salinas Rail Extension, Caltrain’s EEP will lay the 

groundwork for reducing greenhouse gas emissions and vehicle miles travelled in Monterey 

County. 

 

� Increase Ridership 

Extending service to the San Francisco market by way of the Caltrain Corridor is crucial for 

High-Speed Rail’s ridership. Under the medium ridership scenario, the 2016 Business Plan 

projects ridership to be about 3 million annually in 2025 for the initial operating segment of 

California High-Speed Rail, with the Central Valley to Silicon Valley line terminating at San 

Jose’s Diridon Station. However, if the Valley to Valley line is extended to San Francisco and 

Bakersfield, ridership increases to about 5.3 million annually in 2025. Extending the initial 

operating segment of the California High-Speed Rail system is only possible with the completion 

of the Caltrain PCEP as High-Speed Rail and Caltrain would share the electrified tracks. Without 

the electrification project San Jose would remain the northern terminal for high-speed rail and the 

ridership increase that can be attributed to service to San Francisco would not be realized. As 
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discussed previously in this application, Caltrain has modeled a higher intensity, 220 train per day 

schedule that also accommodates High-Speed Rail and is conceptually representative of the level 

of service an improved corridor could support by 2040.   

 

� Integration with State Rail and Transit Operations 

In order to fully realize the greenhouse gas emissions reductions and ridership benefits described 

above, close coordination between transit and rail agencies operating throughout and beyond 

Northern California is required. Caltrain is committed to participating in the Northern California 

“megaregional” planning efforts that are developing under State direction and organization, and 

Caltrain will continue to coordinate closely with other transit and rail agencies as part of the 

Business Plan as well as other related planning work, some of which will be funded through this 

application.  Ongoing coordination with the CHSRA and TAMC will be of particular importance 

as these agencies look to develop service across infrastructure that is shared with Caltrain. 

 

� Improve Safety 

The planning and coordination described above to ensure full integration of Caltrain with existing 

and planned interregional and State rail services will prioritize safety as a key goal for Caltrain’s 

impacts in the region and in the overall regional, interregional, and Statewide rail network. 

 

Secondary Evaluation Criteria 

 

� Implementation of Sustainable Communities’ Strategies 

As detailed under Section D, Project Benefits, MTC’s Plan Bay Area 2040 (PBA 2040) details 

electrification and expansion of Caltrain as fulfilling the region’s Key Transportation Strategies, 

Investments, and Projects in fulfillment of its goal to increasing transit capacity throughout the 

region’s core by connecting jobs and people between San Francisco and Silicon Valley via transit 

expansion and modernization projects. The Bay Area segment of the California High-Speed Rail 

Project, including the extension up the shared corridor with Caltrain to San Francisco, is the 

number 1 ranked project in PBA 2040’s Key Transportation Strategies, Investments, and Projects, 

and is the largest transportation expansion project in “Strategy 3. Expand.” The project to extend 

Caltrain into Downtown San Francisco to the Salesforce Transit Center (Transbay Terminal) is 

detailed as a vital factor in achieving “Strategy 3. Expand.” Expansion of Caltrain’s electrified 

fleet to expand capacity is a necessary precursor to blended service with California High-Speed 

Rail operatoins. Beyond the Bay Area, and beyond the bounds of PBA 2040, expansion of 

capacity on the Caltrain Corridor linking San Francisco, San Jose, and Gilroy is a key component 

of multiple significant interregional and state projects serving Northern California as well as the 

entire State of California – notably, TAMC’s Salinas Rail Extension.  

 

� Benefits to Disadvantaged Communities, Low-Income Communities, and Low-Income 

Households 

o The California High-Speed Rail system will serve 12 disadvantaged and low-income 

communities throughout the entire Phase 1 corridor, and Caltrain’s electrification and 

expansion will support connecting residents all over the State with job centers in Silicon 

Valley and the Bay Area. The progressive California High-Speed Rail system is 

programmed to be interwoven with existing transit networks including Caltrain and the 

entire State rail, transit, and express bus network. In order to be implemented, California 
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High-Speed Rail requires the completion of Caltrain’s electrification project and track 

improvements. This collaboration between transit and rail will provide a better quality of 

service to disadvantaged low-income riders who will benefit from seamless transfer 

points.  

o The Salinas Rail Extension project will extend service beyond Gilroy to serve 3 cities and 

disadvantaged and/or low-income communities south of Caltrain’s Gilroy Station. This 

proposed passenger rail project is expected to help resolve inadequate transportation 

options in Monterey County to connect riders from Pajaro, Castroville, and Salinas north 

to San Jose and San Francisco on Caltrain, and northeast to destinations along the way to 

and including Sacramento on Capitol Corridor, as well as facilitating a connection to 

faster service throughout the State on High-Speed Rail.  

 

� Project Priorities  

As described more thoroughly under the Primary Evaluation Criteria discussion, Caltrain is 

committed to coordinating closely with other transit and rail agencies operating throughout and 

beyond Northern California. The planning funds requested in this application will support the 

critical development of plans and policy agreements, including Memoranda of Understanding 

(MOUs), that ensure that the Caltrain corridor and additional EMUs are used in a way that 

maximizes their utility and meets the goals and service levels of the statewide rail network 

identified in the draft 2018 State Rail Plan.  This planning would support work related to: 

o The Caltrain Business Plan and the long-term development of the San Francisco 

Peninsula Corridor 

o Detailed planning for the long-term evolution of passenger rail services between San 

Jose, Gilroy and connecting to Salinas, in coordination with TAMC 

o Ongoing planning related to capacity expansion and service blending with CHSRA on the 

Caltrain corridor including planning and design work related to additional infrastructure 

requirements, a potential new signal system and platform modifications and level 

boarding 

o Major terminal planning activities in San Francisco and at San Jose Diridon in 

coordination with ACE, Capitol Corridor, Amtrak, VTA, and eventually BART   

o Planning associated with a potential Dumbarton rail connection at Redwood City, 

potentially in coordination with Capitol Corridor to fully realize the benefits of their 

station and routing relocation at an improved Ardenwood Intermodal Station on the 

Alameda County side of the Dumbarton corridor, as well as with ACE. 

o Planning activities supporting the coordination and integration of Caltrain ticketing and 

fare payment systems with state standards and program. 

 

� Geographic Equity 

Caltrain’s EEP will extend access to Silicon Valley beyond the Bay Area through support of 

interregional and state projects to extend and integrate future planned rail services. Increasing 

Caltrain’s capacity and providing additional amenities such as Wi-Fi and increased bike access 

will also provide benefits to a wide-reaching range of riders. 

 

� Consistency with Sustainable Communities’ Strategy 

MTC has issued a determination that the elements in Caltrain’s application are consistent with 

Plan Bay Area 2040 (PBA 2040), the region’s Sustainable Communities Strategy. MTC notes 
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that the potential expansion of Caltrain diesel service to Salinas, outside of the 9-county Bay 

Area, is not included in PBA 2040.  While this consideration is discussed in Caltrain’s 

application, it is not a direct part of the Caltrain funding request and will be the subject of further 

discussions, planning and agreements of which MTC will be a part.  

 

Beyond the Bay Area, as detailed extensively in the sections above and throughout this 

application, expansion of the Caltrain Corridor linking San Francisco, San Jose, and Gilroy is a 

key component of multiple significant interregional and state projects serving Northern California 

as well as the entire State of California. As a necessary precursor to High-Speed Rail on the 

shared corridor between San Francisco and San Jose, the EEP is also consistent with PBA 2040’s 

designation of the Bay Area segment of the California High-Speed Rail Project, including the 

extension up the shared corridor with Caltrain to San Francisco, as the largest and number 1 

ranked project under Key Transportation Strategies, Investments, and Projects. Beyond the Bay 

Area, and beyond the bounds of PBA 2040, as detailed extensively throughout this application, 

expansion of capacity on the Caltrain Corridor linking San Francisco, San Jose, and Gilroy is a 

key component of multiple significant interregional and state projects serving Northern California 

as well as the entire State of California – notably TAMC’s Salinas Rail Extension.  

 

� Freight Benefits 

Caltrain is committed to maintaining freight’s existing agreed upon usage of the corridor as 

identified through planning, agreements and processes developed as part of the planning for 

PCEP. The EEP does not create any additional benefits or impacts to freight operations. 

 

� Non-State Supplemental Funding Commitments 

Caltrain’s electrification project has numerous non-state supplemental funding commitments, as 

described further in Section B, Project Costs and Funding, and Section D, Project Benefits, 

though those commitments have relatively little to no impact on other planned or underway 

projects. However, funding of the planning activities requested in this application will have a 

significant positive impact on coordination with other transit and rail agency’s planned or 

underway projects, which will support positioning Caltrain and its partner’s projects in obtaining 

funding from non-state sources. 

 

� Multi-Modal Integration  

As detailed further in Section D, Project Benefits, Caltrain directly connects to an airport and 

multiple bus, transit and intercity rail services, all of which will be positively impacted by the 

EEP significantly expanding capacity on Caltrain. Caltrain directly connects to the San Francisco 

International Airport; four rail systems serving the Bay Area and beyond (ACE, Capitol Corridor, 

Amtrak, and BART); VTA and MUNI light rail in the two biggest cities in the Bay Area; three 

bus systems serving Santa Clara, San Mateo, and San Francisco Counties as well as longer-

distance bus services; and approximately 50 private and public shuttles. Long-range plans also 

include connecting Caltrain to the Salesforce Transit Center (Transbay Terminal) in downtown 

San Francisco through the Downtown Extension Project, VTA’s extension of BART to Silicon 

Valley, TAMC’s Salinas Rail Extension, and California’s High-Speed Rail system, which will 

share Caltrain’s tracks as part of the blended system. Additionally, Caltrain has the most 

extensive bicycle access program among passenger railroads in the nation, and existing on-board 
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bicycle accommodations and overall capacity will be enhanced by the implementation of a 

wayside bike parking and sharing system. 

 

� Financial Plan for Expansion of Service  

A financial plan for expansion of Caltrain service as it relates to other planned or underway projects is 

not yet necessary as the need for partnered projects and their operating funds have not been identified, 

though should that need arise Caltrain will approach development of any required financial plans 

through work in developing the Caltrain Business Plan. 
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F. Disadvantaged Communities, Low-Income Communities, and Low-Income Households 

 

AB 1550 and SB 535 Populations 

The Caltrain corridor, and therefore the projects funded through this application, serve AB 1550 

communities according to the CARB Funding Guidelines following three criteria which evaluate benefits 

to those communities: 

1A. The project is at least partially located within the boundaries of a disadvantaged community 

census tract. 

1B.  The project is at least partially located within the boundaries of a low-income community 

census tract. 

1C.  The project is located outside of a disadvantaged community but within ½ mile of a 

disadvantaged community and within a low-income community census tract.  

 

1A: Disadvantaged Communities  

The Caltrain corridor has 4 stations located in disadvantaged communities. Their locations are noted 

below with their census tract numbers:  

� South San Francisco, San Francisco – 6081602300 

� San Bruno, San Bruno – 6081604200 

� Tamien, San Jose – 6085503113 

� Gilroy, Gilroy – 6085512603 

  

1B: Low-Income Communities 

Caltrain has 10 stations located in low-income communities. Their locations are noted below with their 

census tract numbers: 

� South San Francisco, San Francisco – 6081602300 

� San Bruno, San Bruno – 6081604200 

� Millbrae, Millbrae – 6081604400 

� Burlingame, Burlingame – 6081605500 

� San Mateo, San Mateo – 6081606300 

� Redwood City, Redwood City – 6081610202 

� Tamien, San Jose – 6085503113 

� Capitol, San Jose – 6085503204 

� Morgan Hill, Morgan Hill – 6085512314 

� Gilroy, Gilroy – 6085512603 

 

1C: Low-Income Communities Adjacent to Disadvantaged Communities 

Additionally, Caltrain has 2 stations located within low-income communities and within half a mile of 

disadvantaged communities. Their locations are noted below with their census tract numbers: 

� Redwood City, Redwood City – 6081610202 

� Morgan Hill, Morgan Hill – 6085512314 

 

Table 5 details Caltrain stations that are located within or adjacent to disadvantaged and/or low-income 

communities, along with those disadvantaged and/or low-income communities that are served by 

connecting shuttle service or other public transportation options to the Caltrain corridor. 
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Table 5: Caltrain Stations Serving Disadvantaged & Low-Income Communities 

 

Station 

 

Criteria 1A 

 

Criteria 1B 

 

Criteria 1C 

Served by 

Caltrain/SamTran

s/ 

CCAG/SMCTA 

Census 

Tract 

San Francisco to San Jose (Tamien) 

Bayshore - - - � 6075061000 

South San 
Francisco 

� � - � 6081602300 

San Bruno � � - � 6081604200 

Millbrae - � - - 6081604400 

Broadway 
(Weekend Only) 

- - - � 6081605100 

Burlingame - � - - 6081605500 

San Mateo - � - � 6081606300 

Redwood 
City 

- � � � 6081610202 

Palo Alto - - - � 6085511609 

California 
Avenue 

- - - � 6081605100 

Lawrence - - - � 6085508704 

Santa Clara - - - � 6085511302 

San Jose 
Diridon 

- - - � 6085500300 

Tamien � � - � 6085503113 

San Jose (Tamien) to Gilroy 

Capitol - � - - 6085503204 

Morgan Hill - � � - 6085512314 

Gilroy � � - - 6085512603 

 

Addresses Important Need for a Community or Household 

The EEP will result in scaling down the levels of pollution that communities disproportionately suffer and 

provide a benefit that reduces vulnerability to affected communities. Currently, 12 stations are heavily 

impacted by diesel emissions, falling at or above the 75th percentile in the State (according to 

CalEnviroScreen 3.0). Of those 12 stations 11 of them will experience lower diesel pollution impacts due 

to the replacement of diesel trains with electrical trains along the San Francisco to San Jose corridor. 

Consequently, this is equivalent to more than 42 percent of the stations along the expansion of the project 

and 38 percent of the stations within the entire corridor experiencing heavy impacts by diesel emissions. 

On average, the Caltrain corridor from San Francisco to San Jose falls into the 68th percentile of diesel 

emissions in the state. 

 

The EEP will also reduce pollution as a result of increasing ridership and reducing traffic congestion. The 

San Francisco Peninsula and Silicon Valley currently have the highest levels of diesel pollution in the 

entire Caltrain corridor. This contributes to significant levels of traffic congestion in San Francisco and 

South of San Jose. Of the 31 existing Caltrain stations, 11 stations are located in areas where traffic 
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pollution impacts are in the 75th percentile for the state and of those 11 stations, 10 of them will achieve 

improved levels of traffic congestion. Finally, 2 of the 3 stations along this corridor that have 

communities that significantly suffer from asthma, which is often triggered by environmental factors such 

as outdoor air pollution from significant automobile traffic, will see a benefit in the reduction of 

emissions.  

 

Project Benefits 

The EEP provides substantial project benefits to disadvantaged and low-income communities. The Project 

provides improved passenger rail service in the form of greater capacity and improved accessibility for 10 

stations within AB 1550 communities, with 7 of those stations along the San Francisco to San Jose 

service corridor experiencing a major increase in service capacity with the increase of additional train cars 

serving their stops. The EEP also improves connectivity between travel modes, notably bicycles, and 

provides increased access to shared-mobility transportation options along the entire corridor and to the 10 

AB 1550 communities served, by implementing a wayside bike share system, in addition to the 

significant bicycle accommodations currently made on-board Caltrain’s trains. Finally, the EEP improves 

existing service and infrastructure between San Francisco and San Jose by replacing diesel vehicles, 

which result in higher emissions of pollutants, with electric vehicles, resulting in a significant reduction of 

air pollution for the 10 stations that have the highest diesel pollution level in the project segment. 
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G. Project Implementation 

 

The projects included in Caltrain’s EEP application can be incorporated into existing electrification 

contracts, and will be overseen as a part of the overall PCEP. Element details include: 

 

Capacity Expansion: 

The project elements included within the “Capacity Expansion” section of Caltrain’s application are ready 

to move forward as soon as funding is received.  

� Procurement of 40 EMUs: The PCEP project delivery team will begin work to exercise additional 

EMU options from JPB’s contract with Stadler. 

� Platform Lengthening: Caltrain’s engineering department will proceed with design and necessary 

approvals and/or environmental activities related to platform extensions. 

� Bike Parking: Caltrain is in the process of hiring a bike access manager, who will be tasked with 

implementing Caltrain’s wayside bike facilities and programs. 

� Plans and agreements: Caltrain planning will immediately use available funding to support the 

Business Plan and other near-term planning activities. 

 

System Enhancement 

The project elements included within the “System Enhancement” section of Caltrain’s application are also 

ready to move forward as soon as funding is received. 

� Installation of Broadband Communications System: With receipt of funding, Caltrain will amend the 

installation of wayside broadband communications equipment into the existing, ongoing 

electrification contract. 

 

Mainline Fleet Conversion: 

Mainline fleet conversion can be accomplished by Caltrain executing its remaining contract capacity with 

Stadler for the final 56 EMUs. 

 

Change orders and risk management will be covered by existing policies and procedures implemented in 

support of PCEP. 
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H. Project Readiness 

 

The projects included in Caltrain’s EEP application are ready to move forward on the following timeline 

pending funding: 

 

Capacity Expansion: 

With assumed receipt of funding in mid-2018, project activities are anticipated to proceed as follows: 

� Procurement of 40 EMUs: The PCEP project delivery team will issue Notice to Proceed (NTP) prior 

to February of 2019. 

� Platform Lengthening: Caltrain’s engineering department will conduct design and necessary 

approvals and/or environmental activities in 2018 and 2019 and would proceed to bid award and 

construction prior to 2020. 

� Bike Parking: Caltrain is in the process of hiring a bike access manager, and in 2018 this individual 

will be tasked with implementing Caltrain’s wayside bike facilities and programs with a target to have 

all improved facilities operational by 2022. 

� Plans and agreements: Caltrain planning will immediately use available funding to support the 

Business Plan and other near-term planning activities, which will continue through 2022. 

System Enhancement 

With assumed receipt of funding in mid-2018, project activities are anticipated to proceed as follows: 

� Installation of Broadband Communications System: The goal is to amend an existing contract in late 

2018 and 2019. This will allow for equipment to be installed in an efficient and cost-effective manner 

as part of the construction of the electrified system. Following the installation of equipment Caltrain 

will begin testing and demonstration and will be ready for revenue service in 2022. 

 

Mainline Fleet Conversion: 

Mainline fleet conversion will require additional planning work prior to implementation. Specifically, 

Caltrain intends to address the following issues prior to executing additional EMU options with Stadler; 

� Completion of the Caltrain Business Plan including definition of future fleet requirements, use and 

configuration 

� Development of a defined plan and commitment to develop an incremental storage and maintenance 

facility sufficient to support the expanded electrified fleet as well as the potential to support shared 

use by other state or interregional rail operators. 

� Agreement around the redeployment of diesel fleet to support the expansion of service between San 

Jose and Gilroy as well as the development of connecting service to Salinas in coordination with 

TAMC. 

Following the completion of these activities Caltrain anticipates executing its remaining contract capacity 

with Stadler for the final 56 EMUs and issuing notices to proceed by 2021. 

 

Environmental Clearance 

The PCEP, including acquisition of vehicles, received State CEQA environmental certification on January 

8, 2015. TAMC’s Salinas Rail Extension State CEQA Environmental Impact Report was certified in 

2006. Caltrain will address additional minor environmental clearance issues related to platform extensions 

as part of its capital project implementation process.  
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Partner Agreements 

Much of the funding for the PCEP is committed from Federal funds as well as local, regional, and State 

funds committed through an existing regional nine-party agreement (MOU) between the following 

funding partners: 

� California High-Speed Rail Authority (CHSRA) 

� Metropolitan Transpiration Commission (MTC) 

� Peninsula Corridor Joint Power Board (PCJPB) 

� San Francisco County Transportation Authority (SFCTA) 

� San Mateo County Transportation Authority (SMCTA) 

� Santa Clara County Transportation Authority (VTA) 

� City of San Jose 

� City and County of San Francisco  

� Transbay Joint Powers Authority (TJPA) 

 

JPB will continue to coordinate with CAHSR to enter into future agreements to allow for the orderly and 

timely deployment of blended service on the Peninsula Corridor.  

 

JPB will coordinate with relevant cities for wayside bike parking and bike share system, and enter into 

agreements as applicable for specific improvements for specific stations. 

 

JPB will coordinate with TAMC on any agreements/MOU needed for a potential extension of rail service 

to Salinas. As this service would be outside of JPB’s current service area, it is likely that the planning 

would be significant and could involve policy discussions surrounding whether to expand Caltrain’s 

service area or become a “contract” operator as well as the resolution of other outstanding operations and 

labor issues. 

 

Planning funds will support development of the above described MOUs. 
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STATEMENT OF WORK 
 

i. Project Scope: Peninsula Corridor Electrification Expansion Project (EEP) 

 

Project Tasks 

Caltrain is primarily applying for funding to exercise its remaining options under the agency’s contract 

with Stadler and purchase an additional 96 Electric Multiple Unit (EMU) train cars. When fully deployed, 

these cars, along with the base EMU order under PCEP, will allow Caltrain to operate a completely 

electrified mainline fleet of 192 EMU vehicles configured in consists of up to 8-cars in length. Full 

electrification of Caltrain’s mainline fleet yields multiple significant benefits including: 

� Reduced GHG emissions resulting from the cessation of mainline diesel operations 

� Increased flexibility to operate more attractive service and increase ridership to address increasing 

capacity demands 

� The ability to support the development of state and interregional services including; 

o Fulfilling a necessary precursor to allow for blended Caltrain/California High-Speed Rail 

operations on the San Jose to San Francisco corridor 

o Allowing for the possible redeployment of Caltrain’s diesel fleet to potentially expand 

service to Gilroy and potentially operate an inter-regional San Jose to Salinas service in 

coordination with TAMC 

Caltrain has organized its request for EEP funding into a series of elements that each deliver independent 

benefit. These include: 

1. EEP Elements to Increase Capacity: Work on these project elements can begin immediately and 

benefits will be tied to the 2022 timeframe along with the start of PCEP revenue service, slated for 

2022. These project elements are necessary to support the expanded ridership demand that the 

electrified system is anticipated to generate. They include: 

a. Exercising options on the JPB’s existing contract with Stadler for the procurement of 40 

additional EMUs to increase capacity of the electrified system by expanding 6-car EMU sets 

already under procurement to 8-car sets. Exercising these options by early 2019 will allow the 

PCEP to begin service with 17, 8-car EMU trainsets.  

b. Funding for limited platform modifications (lengthening) to support the operation of 8-car 

trains. More complex platform modifications, including pursuit of level boarding, will be 

analyzed as part of the planning work described below. These improvements require 

significant additional analysis and are not part of this application for funding. During the 

interim period, 8-car consists can be addressed through operational practices at platform 

locations where modifications are challenging.  

c. Implementation of improved wayside bicycle facilities throughout the system to complement 

Caltrain’s program of on-board bike carriage and reduce further degradation of Caltrain’s 

onboard seated capacity. Caltrain will seek to enhance ridership and safeguard capacity on 

the electrified system by implementing a robust wayside bike parking program as defined 

through its recently adopted “Bicycle Parking Management Plan.”14 Nearly 7,000 passengers 

a day access the Caltrain system by bicycle, with most of these riders choosing to bring their 

                                                           
14http://www.caltrain.com/Assets/_Planning/Bicycle+Access+and+Parking+Plan/Bicycle+Parking+Management+Pl
an+-+Final.pdf 
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bike on board the train.  In order for Caltrain to maintain this high rate of cycle usage while 

also preserving overall system capacity, it is essential that the agency provide a viable system 

of bike parking amenities at its stations as an attractive supplement and alternative to having 

passengers bring their bike on board the train with them.  

d. Planning funds equivalent to 1 percent of the total EMU cost estimate to support the critical 

development of plans and policy agreements that ensure that the Caltrain corridor and 

additional EMUs are used in a way that maximizes their utility and meets the goals and 

service levels identified in the draft 2018 State Rail Plan. This planning would support work 

related to: 

• The Caltrain Business Plan and the long-term development of the Peninsula Corridor 

• Planning for storage and maintenance needs related to the expansion of the electrified 

fleet 

• Detailed planning for the long-term evolution of passenger rail services between San 

Jose, Gilroy and connecting to Salinas, in coordination with TAMC 

• Ongoing planning related to service blending and capacity expansion with California 

High-Speed Rail on the Caltrain corridor, including planning and design work related 

to additional infrastructure requirements, a potential new signal system and additional 

platform modifications and level boarding 

• Significant terminal planning activities in San Francisco and at San Jose Diridon  

• Planning associated with a potential Dumbarton rail connection at Redwood City 

• Planning activities supporting the coordination and integration of Caltrain ticketing 

and fare payment systems with state standards and programs 

 

2. EEP Elements to Improve the System: Caltrain is also seeking to enhance ridership and support the 

experience of its customers. Work on this element will begin immediately and will deliver benefits 

starting in 2022. This EEP element includes implementation of a broadband communications program 

that will include both customer facing Wi-Fi as well as communications systems that support over-

the-rail diagnostics and improved fleet maintenance outcomes. This system will be installed in 

conjunction with the PCEP program and will become operational in 2022 when the electrified system 

begins revenue service. 

 

3. EEP Elements to Fully Convert the Mainline Diesel Fleet: This group of EEP components is 

required to fully convert the Caltrain mainline fleet to an all-EMU service. These project elements 

can begin procurement later (in 2021 or 2022) and will deliver benefits by 2027 (at the latest).  

Minimally, the full conversion of the mainline diesel fleet will deliver GHG and secondary air quality 

benefits related to the cessation of diesel operations on the main line. These benefits are quantified in 

Caltrain’s application through CARB’s Calculator Tool for TIRCP. The full conversion of the 

mainline fleet also provides a range of secondary benefits and opportunities as described throughout 

the application.  Project elements include; 

a. Exercising of remaining options on the JPB’s contract with Stadler for the procurement of 56 

additional EMUs to fully convert the mainline diesel fleet and complete the fleet of 192 

EMUs. When complete, this procurement will yield a total EMU fleet size equivalent to 24, 

8-car EMU sets. 

b. As noted elsewhere in the application, Caltrain will need to modify its existing storage and 

maintenance facilities to accommodate a 192 vehicle EMU fleet. Caltrain acknowledges this 

issue and is applying for planning funds that will support the complex analysis and 
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agreements that will be required to achieve a resolution on the long-term configuration of 

storage and maintenance facilities for the corridor. Key issues that impact storage and 

maintenance requirements and must still be decided include: 

• The ultimate configuration of the Caltrain 192 EMU fleet and the timing of 

deployment activities 

• Decisions and timing related to the decommissioning and/or redeployment of the 

diesel fleet 

• Decisions related to the potential for sharing future maintenance facilities with 

California High-Speed Rail or other rail operators 

• Ongoing terminal planning at both Salesforce Transit Center/4th & King in San 

Francisco and San Jose Diridon as these plans relate to current Caltrain storage and 

maintenance facilities at 4th & King and the Central Equipment Maintenance & 

Operations Facility (CEMOF) 

 

Project Deliverables 

The deliverables for this grant request include: 

� An additional 96 EMUs, broken into procurements of 40 and then 56 

� Design and implementation of platform modifications 

� Improved wayside bicycle facilities 

� Planning and Agreement support 

� Implementation of a broadband communications program, including customer facing Wi-Fi 

 

Project Milestones 

 

Table 1: Electrification Expansion Project Milestones & Schedule 

Milestone 

Number 

Milestone Description Start Work 

Date 

Completion 

Capacity Improvements  

1.1 Procure initial 40 EMUs to achieve conversion of 17, 6-car 
EMU consists to 17, 8-car consists 

FY19 FY2022 

1.2 Minor modification of platforms FY19 FY2022 

1.3 Implementation of wayside Bike Parking Program  FY19 FY19-FY22 

1.4 Planning and policy support FY19-FY22 FY19-FY22 

System Enhancements  

2.2 Implementation of Broadband communication system FY19 FY2022 

Full Fleet Conversion  

3.1 Additional 56 EMUs to achieve conversion of remaining 
mainline diesel fleet to 8-car diesel consists 

FY2021 FY2027* 
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Project Location  

A project location map noting the project limits can be found 

at the right, and KML file maps are included as Attachment 

G. Close-up maps of the stations serving disadvantaged and 

low-income communities can be found in Attachment E. 

Below is a list of the disadvantaged and low-income stations 

benefitted by the project, listing their specific zip codes 

organized by county. 

 

� San Mateo County 

o South San Francisco – 94080 

o San Bruno, San Bruno – 94066 

o Millbrae, Millbrae – 94010 

o Burlingame, Burlingame – 94010 

o San Mateo, San Mateo – 94401 

o Redwood City, Redwood City – 94063 

� Santa Clara County 

o Tamien, San Jose – 95110 

o Capitol, San Jose – 95111 

o Morgan Hill, Morgan Hill – 95037 

o Gilroy, Gilroy – 95020 

 

The Caltrain corridor’s 4 stations located in disadvantaged 

communities and their census tract numbers are:  

� South San Francisco, San Francisco – 6081602300 

� San Bruno, San Bruno – 6081604200 

� Tamien, San Jose – 6085503113 

� Gilroy, Gilroy – 6085512603 

  

Caltrain’s 10 stations located in low-income communities 

and their census tract numbers are: 

� South San Francisco, San Francisco – 6081602300 

� San Bruno, San Bruno – 6081604200 

� Millbrae, Millbrae – 6081604400 

� Burlingame, Burlingame – 6081605500 

� San Mateo, San Mateo – 6081606300 

� Redwood City, Redwood City – 6081610202 

� Tamien, San Jose – 6085503113 

� Capitol, San Jose – 6085503204 

� Morgan Hill, Morgan Hill – 6085512314 

� Gilroy, Gilroy – 6085512603 
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Caltrain’s 2 stations located within low-income communities and within half a mile of disadvantaged 

communities and their census tract numbers are: 

� Redwood City, Redwood City – 6081610202

� Morgan Hill, Morgan Hill – 6085512314

ii. Project Costs

The total capital cost of the PCEP, which is underway, is $2 billion. This includes the procurement of 96 

initial EMUs, the infrastructure (poles/wires) design build contract, contingency, and owner’s costs such 

as program management, project management, and engineering oversight. The EEP for the expansion of 

the fleet and associated improvements is $631.5 million. The total combined costs for these foundational 

elements in a larger program of corridor modernization and development is $2.61 billion. Leveraged 

funding from other Federal, State, and Regional/Local sources can be found in Table 3. The JPB is 

requesting $631.5 million in TIRCP funds to support the EEP as described in Table 2 below. 

Table 2: EEP TIRCP Elements Project Costs (in Thousands) 

Project Element Cost 

Capacity Improvements 

Procurement of 40 Electric Multiple Units (EMUs) $224,700 

Minor Platform Modifications $8,000 

Wayside Bike Parking Improvements $3,500 

Planning and Agreement Support $6,000 

Subtotal $242,200 

System Enhancements 

Broadband Communications $14,000 

Subtotal $14,000 

Full Fleet Conversion 

Procurement of 56 Electric Multiple Units (EMUs) $375,300 

Subtotal $375,300 

TOTAL $631,500 
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Table 3: PCEP & Electrification Expansion Leveraging Funding (in Thousands) 

Funding Sources Initial PCEP Current EEP Total 

FEDERAL 

FTA Formula Funding $330,677 $330,677 

Section 5309 Core Capacity $647,000 $647,000 

STATE: Greenhouse Gas Reduction Funds 

Transit and Intercity Rail Capital Program (TIRCP) $20,000 $631,500 $651,500 

Low Carbon Transit Operations Program (LCTOP) $9,000 $9,000 

STATE: Non-Greenhouse Gas Reduction Funds 

Proposition 1B PTMISEA $8,000 $8000 

Proposition 1A and High-Speed Rail Non-Prop 1A $713,000 $713,000 

REGIONAL/LOCAL 

Carl Moyer Program $20,000 $20,000 

MTC Bridge Tolls $39,430 $39,430 

JPB Members $193,145 $193,145 

Total by Project $1,980,252 $631,500 $2,611,752 

Benefits 

The direct benefits of the EEP and supporting activities in this application include: 

� Increased Ridership – Capacity improvements related to the expanded EMU fleet and wayside

bicycle program will allow Caltrain to support increases in projected future ridership levels and 

further reduce greenhouse gas emissions. Similarly, overall ridership growth will be supported by 

implementation on-board Wi-Fi. 

� Improved Regional Air Quality and Reduced Greenhouse Gas Emissions – Electrified trains

produce substantially less air pollution compared with diesel trains, even when the indirect 

emissions from electrical power generation are included. The reduction of greenhouse gas 

emissions is not only good for regional air quality, but will also help meet the State’s emission 

reduction goals. It is projected that there will a reduction of 1.2 million metric tons of greenhouse 

gas due to this project. 

� Benefits Disadvantaged and Low-Income Communities – The Project provides improved

passenger rail service in the form of greater capacity and improved accessibility for 10 stations 

within AB 1550 communities along the Caltrain corridor, who will also benefit from improved 

connectivity between travel modes, notably bicycles, with implementation of a wayside bike 

share system, complementing the significant bicycle accommodations currently made on-board 

Caltrain’s trains. In addition to a major increase in service capacity with the increase of additional 

train cars serving the corridor, 7 stations within AB 1550 communities and 10 stations scoring at 

or above the 75th percentile level in the state in pollutants between San Francisco and San Jose 

Diridon will benefit from a significant reduction in the levels of diesel exhaust emissions with full 

electrification of Caltrain’s fleet. 

� Safety – While this benefit is not quantified through the CARB Calculator Tool for TIRCP, the

implementation of broadband service and associated systems will do more than just provide 

customer facing Wi-Fi. Broadband communications will also increase safety and decrease 

maintenance costs for the railroad.  
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Cumulative Benefits 

Realization of these benefits is contingent on the outcome of additional planning and policy work as well 

as potential supplemental investments in the corridor and as such they have not been explicitly quantified 

as part of this application.  Cumulative benefits include: 

 

� Increased Service and Increased Ridership – Electrified trains can accelerate and decelerate 

more quickly than diesel-powered trains, allowing Caltrain to run more efficiently. In addition, 

because of their performance advantages, electrified trains will enable more frequent and/or faster 

train service to more riders.   

� Coordinated Interregional and State Rail Service – A fully electrified Caltrain system fulfills a 

necessary prerequisite allowing for the development of key portions of the interregional and state 

rail network.  Fully electrifying the Caltrain fleet is a key step in preparing the Peninsula Corridor 

for blended Caltrain/California High-Speed Rail operations. Similarly, the timely expansion of 

the full Caltrain fleet will allow for the potential redeployment of the remaining diesel fleet to 

support improved Gilroy service and/or interregional connections in coordination with TAMC to 

extend rail service to Salinas.   

 

iii. Project Schedule 

 

Table 4: EEP Milestones & Schedule 

Milestone 

Number 

Milestone Description Start Work 

Date 

Completion 

Capacity Improvements  

1.1 Procure initial 40 EMUs to achieve conversion of 17, 6-car 
EMU consists to 17, 8-car consists 

FY19 FY2022 

1.2 Minor modification of platforms FY19 FY2022 

1.3 Implementation of wayside Bike Parking Program  FY19 FY19-FY22 

1.4 Planning and policy support FY19-FY22 FY19-FY22 

System Enhancements  

2.2 Implementation of Broadband communication system FY19 FY2022 

Full Fleet Conversion  

3.1 Additional 56 EMUs to achieve conversion of remaining 
mainline diesel fleet to 8-car diesel consists 

FY2021 FY2027* 

 

iv. Funding Sources 

 

Caltrain received an executed Full Funding Grant Agreement for a Core Capacity Grant from the Federal 

Transit Administration (FTA) committing $647 million to PCEP in May 2017. The PCEP received a 

project rating of Medium High. Of the $647 million, an appropriation of $72.9 million from prior year 

budgets (FY14-FY16) and another $100 million in FY17 are currently available to the project.  

 

In addition to the Core Capacity funding, over $1 billion in local, regional, and state funding for the PCEP 

is committed through a regional nine-party agreement (MOU) signed in late 2012 between the following 

funding partners: 

� California High-Speed Rail Authority (CHSRA) 

� Metropolitan Transpiration Commission (MTC) 
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� Peninsula Corridor Joint Power Board (PCJPB) 

� San Francisco County Transportation Authority (SFCTA) 

� San Mateo County Transportation Authority (SMCTA) 

� Santa Clara County Transportation Authority (VTA) 

� City of San Jose 

� City and County of San Francisco 

� Transbay Joint Powers Authority (TJPA) 

The MOU is the result of a collaborative effort between the CHSRA, MTC, and San Francisco Bay Area 

local agencies to identify early investment projects along existing rail corridors that improve service, 

safety, and efficiency, and create linkages between the state high-speed rail system and local passenger 

rail service. A copy of the MOU is available upon request. 

To supplement the original funds committed in the 9-Party Regional Funding MOU, additional fund 

sources were committed by seven of the funding partners to help fully fund the PCEP. The JPB received 

$113 million from CHSRA, and a total of $98 million from the JPB member agencies and MTC. These 

additional fund sources were committed in August 2016 through a supplemental agreement to the MOU 

(seven party supplemental MOU). Part of the additional funding included leveraging $9 million Low 

Carbon Transportation Operations (LCTOP) formula funds allocated to the JPB. 

A Project Programming Request (PPR) form listing Federal, State, local and regional funding sources by 

fiscal year can be found in Attachment H. 

v. Scalable Project Elements

The EEP has discrete elements that could be undertaken as standalone projects. Separating them is not 

without consequences, of course. The sequencing is listed below with a brief discussion of the benefits 

and challenges of separating components: 

1. Capacity Improvements
a. 40 EMUs with minor platform modifications

Benefits: Allows Caltrain to leverage the near-term opportunity to purchase additional trains

under the existing EMU contract.

Challenges: Implementation of component 1 without 2 means Caltrain will run mixed electric
and diesel fleet, continuing to result in greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions; neglects to support
realization of full potential of long-term planning efforts to support viability of Caltrain and
regional, interregional, and State rail network addressed by project component 3; risks not
meeting capacity demands and ridership benefits addressed by project components 4-5.

b. Wayside Bike Improvements

Benefits: In addition to benefits described under components 1-4 above to significantly
reduce GHGs, supports full capitalization of ridership benefits and addresses capacity
demands.
Challenges: None.
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c. Planning and Agreement Support

Benefits: In addition to benefits described under components 1 and 2 above to significantly
reduce GHGs, supports realization of full potential of long-term planning efforts to support
viability of Caltrain and regional, interregional, and State rail network.
Challenges: Implementing components 1-3 only risks not capitalizing on full ridership
benefits and addressing capacity demands achieved by project components 4-5.

2. System Enhancements

a. Broadband communications

Benefits: In addition to benefits described under components 1-3 above to significantly
reduce GHGs, supports capitalization of ridership benefits and addresses capacity demands.
Challenges: None.

3. Full Fleet Conversion

a. 56 EMUs (assumes platform modifications occur during first sequence)

Benefits: Allows Caltrain to leverage the near-term opportunity to purchase additional trains
under the existing EMU contract; fully electrifies Caltrain fleet resulting in significant GHG
reduction.
Challenges: Implementing components 1 and 2 only neglects to support realization of full
potential of long-term planning efforts to support viability of Caltrain and regional,
interregional, and State rail network addressed by project component 3; risks not meeting
capacity demands and full ridership benefits achieved by project components 4-5.
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ATTACHED SUPPORT DOCUMENTATION 

A. Cost Estimate Certification

Copy of Cover Letter certifying cost estimates

B. Letters of Support

� Project Partners

� California High-Speed Rail Authority (CHSRA)

� San Francisco County Transportation Authority (SFCTA)

� Metropolitan Planning Organization (MPO) Letter of Concurrence

� Metropolitan Transportation Commission (MTC)

� Regional Agencies

� Capitol Corridor Joint Powers Authority (CCJPA)

� Transbay Joint Powers Authority (TJPA)

� Transportation Agency for Monterey County (TAMC)

C. CARB Calculator Tool for CalSTA’s TIRCP Greenhouse Gas (GHG) Reduction Fund FY18-19

D. Caltrain Business Plan Materials

E. Disadvantaged and Low-Income Community Maps

F. Ridership Documentation

G. Project Maps (KML Files)

H. Project Programming Request (PPR) Form



Attachment A. 

Cost Estimate Certification 







Attachment B. 

Letters of Support and Concurrence 

Caltrain has included the following letters of concurrence and support 

as part of its application:   

 The Metropolitan Transportation Commission (letter of SCS

concurrence)

 Congresswoman Jackie Speier

 Representative Anna Eshoo

 Caltrain’s State Legislative Delegation

o Senator Jerry Hill, 13th District

o Senator Jim Beall, 15th District

o Senator Scott Wiener, 11th District

o Senator Bob Wieckowski, 10th District

o Assemblymember Phil Ting, 19th District

o Assemblymember Marc Berman, 24th District

o Assemblymember Evan Low, 28th District

o Assemblymember David Chiu, 17th  District

o Assemblymember Kansen Chu, 25th District

o Assemblymember Kevin Mullin, 22nd District

o Assemblymember Ash Karla, 27th District

 California High Speed Rail Authority

 Santa Clara Valley Transportation Authority

 City and County of San Francisco

 San Francisco County Transportation Agency



• Transportation Agency for Monterey County

• San Mateo County Transportation Authority
• Bay Area Council

• City of San Jose

• Capitol Corridor Joint Powers Authority

• Transbay Joint Powers Authority

• Commute.org

• San Mateo County Economic Development Association

• SPUR

• Silicon Valley Leadership Group

• Silicon Valley & San Francisco Bicycle  Coalitions  



Jake Mad«nzie, Chair 
Sonoma County and Cities 

Scott Haggerty, Vtce Chair 
Alameda County 

Alicia C. AguiFn 
Cities of San M2œo County 

Tom Azumfmulg 

U.S. Ocparnnent of Housing 
and Urban Development 

Jeannie Bnuns 
Cities of Santa Clar.a County 

Damon Connolly 
Marin County and Cities 

Dave Cortese 
Sant.a Clara Cowny 

C=I Dutra-Venuui 
Cities of Ala.meda County 

Dorme M. Giact>pini 
U.S. Department of Tì-ansporration 

Fedenú D. Glover 
Contra Com. County 

Anne W. Ha/sud 
San Francisco Bay Consuvarion 
and Development Commission 

Niclt Josefowitz 
San Francisco Mayor's Appointee 

Jt,ne lGm 
City and County of San Francisco 

Smn Liccarm> 
San Jose M2yor's Appointee 

Alfredo Pedroza 
Napa County and Cities 

Julie Pierce 
Association of ß¡¡y Area Governments 

Bijan Sartípi 
CalifomiaSrate 

T r.msport:nion Agency 

Libby Schaaf 
Oakland Mayor's Appointee 

Wan-en Slocum 
San M:ueo County 

],,mes P Spering 
Solano County and Cities 

Amy R. Wc>rth 
Cities of Contra Costa County 

Steve Heminger 
Executive Director 

Alix Bockelman 
Deputy Executive Director, Policy 

Andrew B. Fremier 
Deputy Executive Direcror, Operations 

Brod Paul 
Deputy Executive Director, 
Local C-.ovemment Services 

e METROPOLITAN 

TRANSPORTATION 

COMMISSION 

Bay Area Metro Center 

375 Beale Street, Suite 800 

San Francisco, CA 94105 

415.778.6700 

www.mtc.ca.gov 

January 5, 2018 

Mr. Ezequiel Castro, Acting Chief 
Division of Rail and Mass Transportation 
Office of State Transit Programs and Plans (MS 39) 
P.O. Box 942874 
Sacramento, CA 94274-0001 

RE: 2018 Transit and Intercity Rail Capital Program Application from Caltrain - 
Consistency with Regional Sustainable Communities Strategy 

Dear Mr. Castro: 

The Metropolitan Transportation Commission (MTC) is the Metropolitan Planning 
Organization (MPO) for the nine-county Bay Area. Our current regional Sustainable 
Communities Strategy, Plan Bay Area 2040, was adopted in July 2017. 

We have reviewed Caltrain's planned application for the 2018 Transit and Intercity Rail 
Capital Program, Ca/train Electrification - Full Fleet Conversion and Expansion, and 
confirm that the elements for which funding is requested ( expanded EMU fleet and 
system enhancements) are consistent with Plan Bay Area 2040. We do note, however, 
that Plan Bay Area 2040 does not include Cal train expansion south of Gilroy. 

Please feel free to contact me with any questions. 

Sincerely, 

Anne Richman 
Director, Programming and Allocations 

AR:CB 
J:\PROJEC1ìFunding\Cap and Trade\TIRCP\TIRCP 2018\SCS Consistency Letters\Caltrain.docx 

























Decembet 29,2017

Secretary Bdan I(elly
California State Transportation Agency
915 Capitol Mall, Suite 3508
Sacramento, CÂ 95814

Subject: Letter of Support for 201.8 Transit and Intercity Rail Capital Program Grant
for Caluun's Putchase of 96 additional Electric Multiple Unit Trains

Dear Secretary l(ell¡

The San Francisco County Transportation Authority is pleased to support the Peninsula
Corridor Jornt Powers Board's (Caltrain's) 2018 Transit ard Intercity Rail Capital Progtam

GIRCP) gtant application for the purchase of 96 additional Electtic Multiple Unit
Trains (EMUs) znd a series of associated projects. The project will expand Caltrain's

electrified fleet while allowing for blended operations with the Caltfotnta High-Speed Rail
Authority's future high-speed rail service along the San Jose to San Francisco corridor. The
project is fearured in the 201.8 Caltfornia State Rail Plan, It will also provide for the
possibility of re-deploying Caltrain's diesel fleet on a new inter-tegional San Jose to Salinas

service.

Once fully deployed, these EMUs will allow Caltrain to operâte a completely electrified fleet
on its mainline with 8-car trains. The comprehensive project takes advantage of the near-

term opportunity to purchase additional EMUs whjle also ptoviding strong linkages to
ongoing pianning work along the corddor. In addition to expanding the EMU fleet, the
project consists of platform modifications, installation of a Brcadband Communications
System, improved wayside bicycle facilities, and planning funds. The proposed investment
will build on the infrastructure and equipment curtently being constructed and procuted
through Caltrain's electrification proj ect.

A completely elecuified Caltrain fleet is projected to reduce greenhouse gas emissions by
189,000 metric tons annually and significantly reduce the ctitetia pollutânt emissions and
toxic aLr contaminant health dsks along the corridor, Ptocutement of the 96 additional
EMUs is a key step towards full electdfication and would allow Caltrain to ptovide the
additional capaciry needed to 

^ttra'ct 
and serve riders, further teducing congestion and

vehicle miles traveled.

On behalf of the Transportation Authodty, I respectfully urge Caluans to ptovide funding
support for this project to help minimize greenhouse gases and improve mobilty for cuttent
and future transit riders across Califotnia.

Sincetely,

Tilly Chang
Executive Director

S. Heminger, À. Richman - MTC
-À.Chan, S. Petty, P Skinner - Caltain
MBL,ÄC,ÀL,ÀS, OQ

cc:

$år Fr*'reiscû {.çünty TranspÕr{afiên Arlhor¡ty

1455 Market Street, 22nd Floor

5an trancisco, California 941o3

415,522,48oo r Ax. 415,522,4829
¡nfo@sfctã,org www.sfcta,Òrg

Plan, Fund, Deliver

c0MM r55l0N ER5

Aâron Peskln
CHÂIR

Katy Tang
VICE CHA¡N

London Breed

Mal¡a Cohen

Mark Farrell

Sandra Lee Fewer

Jane Kim

Hillary Ronen

Ahsha Safai

jeff Sheehy

Norman Yee

Tilly Chang
EXECUIIVE DIR€CTOR
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January 2, 2018 
 
Brian Kelly, Secretary  
California State Transportation Agency 
915 Capitol Mall, Suite 350B 
Sacramento, CA  95814 
 
RE:  Support for Caltrain’s Transit and Intercity Rail Capital Program Grant Application to Expand 

and Fully Electrify the Fleet 
 
 
Dear Secretary Kelly: 
 
On behalf of the Bay Area Council, a public policy organization representing hundreds of the largest 
employers in the Bay Area, I’m pleased to express my strong support for Caltrain’s application to the 
Transit and Intercity Rail Capital Program (TIRCP).  Their funding request will be used to expand and fully 
electrify the fleet, modify platforms and add storage capacity to the system and provide important 
ridership enhancements.   
 
Caltrain currently serves over 65,000 daily passengers and links the residents, employees, and visitors 
with the major economic centers of San Francisco and Silicon Valley.  This corridor is home to the 
nation’s fastest growing companies, yet traffic and transit congestion threaten to strangle our future 
economic success.  A fully electrified system will double available capacity and allow the system to 
deliver a cleaner, quieter, faster, and more frequent service to the region.  That is why the Bay Area 
Council has long advocated for an electrified Caltrain and helped assemble the original package of 
federal, state and regional funding for the project.  
 
Caltrain’s existing electrification project, which will replace 75 percent of the diesel service with electric 
trains (EMUs) and install the electrification infrastructure, is currently under construction.  The next 
wave of improvements, outlined in the TIRCP application, leverage the electrification project to grow 
service and provide additional benefits, not just to the Bay Area region but to the larger interregional 
and State rail network as well.   
 
The full conversion and expansion of Caltrain’s mainline fleet will further reduce greenhouse gas 
emissions, enhance capacity, and greatly increase the flexibility of service to serve the growing needs in 
the corridor.  Full conversion and expansion of the fleet is also important to support interregional and 
statewide rail projects as envisioned in the draft 2018 State Rail Plan.  Conversion to high performance 
electric trains will also fulfill a necessary prerequisite for the blended operation of Caltrain and California 
High Speed Rail services on the Peninsula Corridor.  
 
Caltrain’s application is particularly timely and important since the agency has an open contract with 
their vehicle manufacturer, Stadler, allowing them to proceed quickly with the purchase of additional 
electric trains.  This is a unique and important opportunity for Caltrain to leverage ongoing investments 



 

in the corridor.  For these reasons, the Bay Area Council is pleased to support Caltrain’s application for 
TIRCP funds to fully electrify this critical rail system.  
 
Sincerely, 
 

 
Jim Wunderman 
President & CEO 



Sam T. Liccardo

CITY OF Cr ^2

SAN JOSE
CAPITAL OF SILICON VALLEY MAYOR

January 9, 2018

Brian Kelly, Secretary 
California State Transportation Agency 
915 Capitol Mall, Suite 35OB 
Sacramento, CA 95814

Dear Secretary Kelly,

I am writing to express our strong support for Caltrain’s application to the Transit and Intercity 
Rail Capital Program (TIRCP). Their funding request will be used to expand and fully electrify 
the fleet, modify platforms and add storage capacity to the system, and provide important 
ridership enhancements.

Caltrain’s existing electrification project, which will replace 75 percent of the diesel service with 
electric trains (EMUs) and install the electrification infrastructure, is under construction. This 
project is the transformational foundation on which the future of the corridor will be built. The 
next wave of improvements, outlined in the TIRCP application, leverage the electrification 
project to grow service and provide additional benefits, not just to the Bay Area region, but to the 
larger inter-regional and State rail network as well.

Buying additional electric trains supports the goals of the TIRCP program by completely 
eliminating diesel passenger service from Caltrain’s mainline operation and by providing 
additional capacity necessary to serve the corridor’s growing demands. Caltrain’s application is 
timely and important since the agency has an open contract with their vehicle manufacturer, 
Stadler, allowing them to proceed quickly with the purchase of additional electric trains. This is a 
unique and important opportunity for Caltrain to leverage ongoing investments in the corridor.

The full conversion and expansion of Caltrain’s mainline fleet will further reduce greenhouse gas 
emissions, enhance capacity, and greatly increase the flexibility of service offered on the Caltrain 
corridor. Full conversion and expansion of the fleet is also important to supporting inter-regional 
and statewide rail projects as envisioned in the draft 2018 State Rail Plan. The conversion of the 
mainline fleet to high performance electric trains will fulfill a necessary prerequisite for the 
blended operation of Caltrain and California High Speed Rail services on the Peninsula Corridor.

200 East Santa Clara Street, 18th Floor San Jose, CA 95113 tel (408) 535-4800 fax (408) 292-6422 www.sjmayor.org

http://www.sjmayor.org


The Caltrain application has been structured in a way that will allow the railroad to take 
advantage of the near-term opportunity to purchase additional electric trains while also providing 
strong links to ongoing planning work in the corridor. In particular, the application emphasizes 
the central role of the Caltrain Business Plan in developing a transparent and comprehensive 
framework for the railroad’s growth - a framework that will ensure state funding is used to 
maximum benefit in a way that supports the regional needs and ambitious service and 
connectivity goals defined in the 2018 draft State Rail Plan.

Sincerely,

Sam Liccardo 
Mayor
City of San Jose

200 East Santa Clara Street, 18th Floor San Jose, CA 95113 tel (408) 535-4800 fax (408) 292-6422 www.sjmayor.org

http://www.sjmayor.org
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January 11, 2018 
 
 
Brian Kelly, Secretary  
California State Transportation Agency 
915 Capitol Mall, Suite 350B 
Sacramento, CA  95814 
 
Dear Secretary Kelly: 
 
On behalf of Commute.org, I am writing to express our support for Caltrain’s application 
to the Transit and Intercity Rail Capital Program (TIRCP). Their funding request will be 
used to expand and fully electrify the fleet, modify platforms, add storage capacity to 
the system, and provide important ridership enhancements.   
 
Commute.org is dedicated to addressing the challenges involved in getting to and from 
work, school and home in San Mateo County.  Part of our mission is to reduce the 
number of single occupancy vehicles traveling in, to and through San Mateo County, 
reducing vehicle emissions resulting in improved air quality. 
 
Caltrain’s electrification project is a critical component to the transportation 
infrastructure that will serve the Peninsula and provide commuters with a viable 
alternative to driving alone. The Caltrain electrification project will grow service and 
provide additional benefits, not just to our county, but the Bay Area region and larger 
interregional rail network as well.  
 
For these reasons, we support the Caltrain’s application and their effort to provide safe, 
reliable, and frequent transit, reduce GHGs, and encourage non-drive alone commuting. 
Please feel free to contact me for more information on how this project will improve our 
region.  
 
Sincerely,  

 
John Ford 
Executive Director 







	

January 10, 2018 
 
Brian Kelly, Secretary  
California State Transportation Agency 
915 Capitol Mall, Suite 350B 
Sacramento, CA  95814 
 
RE: Caltrain Grant Application for 2018 TIRCP Funds 
 
Dear Secretary Kelly: 
 
SPUR is a member-supported nonprofit organization that promotes good planning and good 
government in the San Francisco Bay Area through research, education and advocacy. Improving 
public transit and increasing transit use in cities are core priorities for our organization. 

On behalf of SPUR, I am writing in support of Caltrain’s application to the Transit and Intercity 
Rail Capital Program (TIRCP). Their funding request will be used to expand and fully electrify 
the fleet, lengthen and modify platforms, add capacity to the system and provide important 
ridership enhancements.   
 
Caltrain’s existing electrification project, which will replace 75 percent of the diesel service with 
electric trains (EMUs) and install the electrification infrastructure, is under construction. This 
project is the transformational foundation on which the future of the corridor will be built.  The 
next wave of improvements, outlined in the TIRCP application, leverage the electrification 
project to grow service and provide additional benefits, not just to the Bay Area region but to the 
larger interregional and State rail network as well.  
 
Buying additional electric trains supports the goals of the TIRCP program by completely 
eliminating diesel passenger service from Caltrain’s mainline operation and by providing 
additional capacity necessary to serve the corridor’s growing demands. Caltrain’s application is 
particularly timely and important since the agency has an open contract with their vehicle 
manufacturer, Stadler, allowing them to proceed quickly with the purchase of additional electric 
trains. This is a unique and important opportunity for Caltrain to leverage ongoing investments in 
the corridor. 
 
The full conversion and expansion of Caltrain’s mainline fleet will further reduce greenhouse gas 
emissions, enable the system to keep up with increased ridership demand, and greatly increase 
the flexibility of service offered on the Caltrain corridor. Full conversion and expansion of the 
fleet is also important to supporting interregional and statewide rail projects as envisioned in the 
draft 2018 State Rail Plan. Conversion of mainline operations to all-electric service will free up 
Caltrain’s remaining diesel fleet for redeployment elsewhere- including as part of a potential new 
passenger train service between San Jose and Salinas.  Similarly, conversion of the mainline fleet 
to high performance electric trains will fulfill a necessary prerequisite for the blended operation 
of Caltrain and California High Speed Rail services on the Peninsula Corridor. 



The Caltrain application has been structured in a way that will allow the railroad to take 
advantage of the near-term opportunity to purchase additional electric trains while also providing 
strong links to ongoing planning work in the corridor. In particular the application emphasizes 
the central role of the Caltrain Business Plan in developing a transparent and comprehensive 
framework for the railroad’s growth that will ensure state funding is used to maximum benefit in 
a way that supports the regional needs and ambitious service and connectivity goals defined in 
the 2018 draft State Rail Plan.  

Sincerely, 

Ratna Amin 
Transportation Policy Director 





  
 
 
 
 
 
January 11, 2018 
 
Brian Kelly, Secretary  
California State Transportation Agency 
 
Dear Secretary Kelly: 
 
On behalf of Silicon Valley Bicycle Coalition and the San Francisco Bicycle Coalition, we are 
writing to express our strong support for Caltrain’s application to the Transit and Intercity Rail 
Capital Program (TIRCP). Their funding request will be used to expand and fully electrify the 
fleet, modify platforms, and add storage capacity to the system and provide important ridership 
enhancements.   
 
SVBC and the SF Bicycle Coalition recognize the promise of electrified service and its benefits, 
including increased capacity per hour. We feel that it is crucial that Caltrain has the opportunity 
to increase train length for the 2021 launch of electrified service and increase bike space per 
trainset in order to meet growing ridership numbers.  
 
Caltrain’s existing electrification project, which will replace 75 percent of the diesel service with 
electric trains (EMUs) and install the electrification infrastructure, is under construction. The next 
wave of improvements, outlined in the TIRCP application, leverage the electrification project to 
grow service and provide additional benefits, not just to the Bay Area region but to the larger 
interregional and State rail network as well.  
 
For many years, Caltrain has allowed bikes on board, providing a sustainable first and last mile 
connection option to roughly 11% of its passengers who bring a bike on board. Demand for 
Caltrain and for on board bike capacity, both at peak hours and throughout the day, has 
continued to grow year after year. Buying additional electric trains supports the goals of the 
TIRCP program by completely eliminating diesel passenger service from Caltrain’s mainline 
operation and by providing additional capacity necessary to serve the corridor’s growing 
demands. 
 
The full conversion and expansion of Caltrain’s mainline fleet will further reduce greenhouse gas 
emissions, enhance capacity, and greatly increase the flexibility of service offered on the 
Caltrain corridor. The Caltrain application has been structured in a way that will allow the 
railroad to take advantage of the near-term opportunity to purchase additional electric trains 
through their open contract with the vehicle manufacturer, Stadler, while also providing strong 
links to ongoing planning work in the corridor, including High Speed Rail and the draft 2018 
State Rail Plan. In particular the application emphasizes the central role of the Caltrain Business 
Plan in developing a transparent and comprehensive framework for the railroad’s growth that 
will ensure state funding is used to maximum benefit in a way that supports the regional needs 
and ambitious service and connectivity goals defined in the draft 2018 State Rail Plan.  
 
We urge you to approve Caltrain’s support for funding.  
 
Sincerely,  
 
Shiloh Ballard  
President and Executive Director 
Silicon Valley Bicycle Coalition  

Brian Wiedenmeier 
Executive Director 
San Francisco Bicycle Coalition  
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California Air Resources Board

Calculator Tool for the 

California State Transportation Agency

Transit and Intercity Rail Capital Program

Greenhouse Gas Reduction Fund

Fiscal Year 2018-19

www.arb.ca.gov/cci-quantification

Project Name:

Contact Name:

Contact Phone Number:

Contact Email:

Date Completed:

For more information on CARB’s efforts to support implementation of GGRF investments, see: http://www.arb.ca.gov/caclimateinvestments

Questions pertaining to TIRCP should be sent to: TIRCPcomments@dot.ca.gov

Questions on this calculator should be sent to : GGRFProgram@arb.ca.gov

Submit documentation:  Save file for submittal.  See Section C. Documentation of the Quantification Methodology for additional documentation requirements.

The California Air Resources Board (CARB) is responsible for providing the quantification methodology to estimate the greenhouse gas (GHG) emission reductions and other non-GHG outcomes, referred to as co-

benefits (e.g., air pollutant emission estimates), from projects receiving monies from the Greenhouse Gas Reduction Fund (GGRF).  

Instructions:  Applicants must use this calculator to estimate the GHG emission reductions and air pollutant emissions associated with the quantification methodology, as applicable. This Excel file must be 

submitted with other documentation requirements.  Please use the following file naming convention:  “[Project Name]_calc” not to exceed 20 characters.  Project names may be abbreviated.   Additional 

documentation may be necessary to substantiate the inputs to this file.  Fields highlighted in yellow indicate input needed by the project applicant.   

Read Me Tab (this page):

Enter the Project Name and the contact information for person who can answer project-specific questions on the quantification calculations.

Step 1 Define the Project: Applicants must define the project by identifying both eligible project types in Table 2 of the Quantification Methodology and the number of quantifiable components.

Step 2 Determine the TIRCP Calculator Tool Inputs Needed: The applicant will use Table 3 in the Quantification Methodology to determine the required data inputs to estimate the GHG emission reductions and air 

pollutant emission co-benefits for each quantifiable component by project type, as identified in Step 1. 

Step 3 Estimate the GHG Emission Reductions and Air Pollutant Emissions for the Proposed Project for Each Component Using the TIRCP Calculator Tool: The applicant will enter the required data inputs 

identified in Step 2 into this TIRCP Calculator Tool to calculate the GHG emission reductions and air pollutant emission estimates of the proposed project.

Quantifiable Component Tabs:

Cells in yellow with headers in red indicate a direct user input is required.  Cells in red indicate a direct user input is optional (note: additional supporting documentation is required if used).  Green fields indicate a 

selection from a drop-down box is required.  Gray fields indicate output or calculation fields that are automatically populated based on user entries and the quantification methods.

For each component, applicants must work from top to bottom and enter all relevant data.  Some cells may not be applicable to the project type; these cells will turn black and lock.  Applicants should use one tab 

per quantifiable component and may use as many tabs as necessary to characterize all relevant components of the proposed project, including additional GGRF funding requested from other California Climate 

Investments (CCI) programs.  A component is a project type for which GHG emission reductions and air pollutant emissions may be estimated, evaluated and reported separately from other components within the 

TIRCP project.  Inputs must be substantiated in the documentation provided to CalSTA and CARB; see Section C. Documentation of the Quantification Methodology.

Penisula Corridor Electrification Expansion

Peter Skinner

1/5/2018

650-622-7818

skinnerp@samtrans.com

CARB released the California State Transportation Agency (CalSTA) Transit and Intercity Rail Capital Program (TIRCP) Draft Quantification Methodology and Draft TIRCP Calculator Tool for Fiscal Year (FY) 2018-

19 for public comment in September 2017.  The Draft Quantification Methodology and Draft TIRCP Calculator Tool were updated as necessary to reflect stakeholder comments and final TIRCP Guidelines for FY 

2018-19. This Final TIRCP Calculator Tool accompanies the Final Quantification Methodology for FY 2018-19, available at: 

Final October 13, 2017  1 of 9 Read Me Tab



California Air Resources Board

Calculator Tool for the 

California State Transportation Agency

Transit and Intercity Rail Capital Program

Greenhouse Gas Reduction Fund

Fiscal Year 2018-19

Project Name:
Penisula Corridor 

Electrification Expansion

Input Description

Identifying 
Descriptor (ID)

Brief description of the quantifiable component identifying it 
from other separable components.

TIRCP Funds 
Requested

Total TIRCP funds requested for this separable component.   

Multi-Year
Will this component request several California Transportation 
Commission allocations over multiple calendar years?

CCI Program
Other CCI Program from which project has or will be 
requesting GGRF funds.

Additional GGRF 
Funds

Total GGRF funds requested or to be requested from 
Additional CCI Program 1.

CCI Program
Other CCI Program from which project has or will be 
requesting GGRF funds.

Additional GGRF 
Funds

Total GGRF funds requested or to be requested from 
Additional CCI Program 2.

Total GGRF Funds 
Requested

Total GGRF funds requested from all CCI Programs

Project Type
For the purposes of this quantification, eligible TIRCP projects 
fall into four project types.  Select the project type that best 
describes this component.

Service Type

The transit service (e.g., Intercity/Express Bus (Long 
Distance), Light Rail, Vanpool, etc.) directly associated with the 
proposed project.  For projects that serve multiple services, 
select Multi-modal.

Vehicle Type
The vehicle type (e.g., Transit Bus, Streetcar, Ferry, etc.) that 
will operate the new service or will be procured.

Region
The region that best encompasses the geographic location for 
the proposed project type.

Sub region
The County or Air Basin where the majority of the service 
occurs.

Year 1 (Yr1)
The first year of service or the first year the facility or rolling 
stock will be in use. 

Year F (YrF)
The final year of service or the final year the facility or rolling 
stock's useful life. 

Useful Life
The number of years the service is funded or the useful life of 
the facility or rolling stock. 

Input Reference

Yr1 Ridership
The increase in unlinked passenger trips directly associated 
with the proposed project in the first year (Yr1).

2,658,680                   see ridership discussion

YrF Ridership
The increase in unlinked passenger trips directly associated 
with the proposed project in the final year. If the ridership is not 
expected to change, Yr1 and YrF should be the same value.

8,218,184                   see ridership discussion

Adjustment Factor 
(A)

Discount factor applied to annual ridership to account for 
transit-dependent riders. 
Use: document project-specific data or system average 
developed from a recent, statistically valid survey or default. 

0.83 default value taken

San Francisco Bay Area

2052

30

Project Inputs

New/Expanded Service

Heavy Rail

Heavy Rail

Air Basin

Displaced Autos Inputs

Quantified Component 1

Funding Inputs

$242,200,000

No

Additional CCI Program 1

Capacity increases- order of 40 new EMUs to expand 
consist length from 6- to 8-car trains.  Development of 

improved bike parking and bikeshare system

2022

Additional CCI Program 2

$242,200,000
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Length of Average 
Trip (L)

Annual passenger miles over unlinked trips directly associated 
with the proposed project. 

26.6 2016 NTD figure

Input Reference

Hybrid Vehicle 
Is the vehicle for the new/expanded service, or vehicle(s) to be 
procured, a hybrid?

Fuel Type
The fuel type (e.g., electric, diesel, etc.) of the vehicle for the 
new/expanded service, or of the new vehicle(s) to be procured.

Model Year
The engine model year of the vehicle that will operate the 
new/expanded service, or of the new vehicle(s) to be procured.

Project-Specific 
Emission Factor

If used, applicant must be able to demonstrate an approved 
carbon intensity value under the Low Carbon Fuel Standard 
and submit additional documentation. 

Annual VMT

The estimated annual VMT required to operate the 
new/expanded service or of the new vehicle(s) to be procured 
(e.g., 72,000).  For rail and ferry vehicles, applicants may 
alternatively use Annual Fuel.

2,966,700 see VMT and fuel calculation sheets

Annual Fuel
The estimated annual fuel (i.e., gallon of diesel, KWh of 
electricity) required to operate the new/expanded service, or of 
the new rail or ferry vehicle(s) to be procured (e.g., 26,000).

27,004,074 see VMT and fuel calculation sheets

Input Reference

Fuel Type
The fuel type (e.g., electric, diesel, etc.) of the displaced 
vehicle(s) or of fuel reductions as a result of the project. 

Model Year
The average engine model year(s) of the displaced vehicle(s) 
or of the vehicle(s) to realize fuel reductions as a result of the 
project. 

Annual VMT
The estimated annual VMT of the displaced vehicle(s).  For rail 
and ferry vehicles, applicants may alternatively use Annual 
Fuel.

Annual Fuel

The estimated annual fuel reductions expected to be realized 
as a result of the project or the estimated annual fuel the 
displaced vehicle(s) would have required to operate the 
equivalent as the new vehicle to be procured.

No

Electric

New/Expanded Service Vehicle Inputs

Displaced Vehicle/Fuel Reductions Inputs
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California Air Resources Board

Calculator Tool for the 

California State Transportation Agency

Transit and Intercity Rail Capital Program

Greenhouse Gas Reduction Fund

Fiscal Year 2018-19

Project Name:
Penisula Corridor 

Electrification Expansion

Input Description

Identifying 
Descriptor (ID)

Brief description of the quantifiable component identifying it 
from other separable components.

TIRCP Funds 
Requested

Total TIRCP funds requested for this separable component.   

Multi-Year
Will this component request several California Transportation 
Commission allocations over multiple calendar years?

CCI Program
Other CCI Program from which project has or will be 
requesting GGRF funds.

Additional GGRF 
Funds

Total GGRF funds requested or to be requested from 
Additional CCI Program 1.

CCI Program
Other CCI Program from which project has or will be 
requesting GGRF funds.

Additional GGRF 
Funds

Total GGRF funds requested or to be requested from 
Additional CCI Program 2.

Total GGRF Funds 
Requested

Total GGRF funds requested from all CCI Programs

Project Type
For the purposes of this quantification, eligible TIRCP projects 
fall into four project types.  Select the project type that best 
describes this component.

Service Type

The transit service (e.g., Intercity/Express Bus (Long 
Distance), Light Rail, Vanpool, etc.) directly associated with the 
proposed project.  For projects that serve multiple services, 
select Multi-modal.

Vehicle Type
The vehicle type (e.g., Transit Bus, Streetcar, Ferry, etc.) that 
will operate the new service or will be procured.

Region
The region that best encompasses the geographic location for 
the proposed project type.

Sub region
The County or Air Basin where the majority of the service 
occurs.

Year 1 (Yr1)
The first year of service or the first year the facility or rolling 
stock will be in use. 

Year F (YrF)
The final year of service or the final year the facility or rolling 
stock's useful life. 

Useful Life
The number of years the service is funded or the useful life of 
the facility or rolling stock. 

Input Reference

Yr1 Ridership
The increase in unlinked passenger trips directly associated 
with the proposed project in the first year (Yr1).

701,727.00                 See riderhsip and benefit discussion

YrF Ridership
The increase in unlinked passenger trips directly associated 
with the proposed project in the final year. If the ridership is not 
expected to change, Yr1 and YrF should be the same value.

930,322.00                 See riderhsip and benefit discussion

Adjustment Factor 
(A)

Discount factor applied to annual ridership to account for 
transit-dependent riders. 
Use: document project-specific data or system average 
developed from a recent, statistically valid survey or default. 

0.83 defualt value used

Displaced Autos Inputs

2037

15

2022

Additional CCI Program 2

$14,000,000

Project Inputs

System and Efficiency Improvements

Heavy Rail

Heavy Rail

Air Basin

San Francisco Bay Area

Quantified Component 2

Funding Inputs

$14,000,000

No

Additional CCI Program 1

Installation of Broadband communications system including 
customer-facing wi-fi
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Length of Average 
Trip (L)

Annual passenger miles over unlinked trips directly associated 
with the proposed project. 

26.6 2016 NTD value

Input Reference

Hybrid Vehicle 
Is the vehicle for the new/expanded service, or vehicle(s) to be 
procured, a hybrid?

Fuel Type
The fuel type (e.g., electric, diesel, etc.) of the vehicle for the 
new/expanded service, or of the new vehicle(s) to be procured.

Model Year
The engine model year of the vehicle that will operate the 
new/expanded service, or of the new vehicle(s) to be procured.

Project-Specific 
Emission Factor

If used, applicant must be able to demonstrate an approved 
carbon intensity value under the Low Carbon Fuel Standard 
and submit additional documentation. 

Annual VMT

The estimated annual VMT required to operate the 
new/expanded service or of the new vehicle(s) to be procured 
(e.g., 72,000).  For rail and ferry vehicles, applicants may 
alternatively use Annual Fuel.

Annual Fuel
The estimated annual fuel (i.e., gallon of diesel, KWh of 
electricity) required to operate the new/expanded service, or of 
the new rail or ferry vehicle(s) to be procured (e.g., 26,000).

Input Reference

Fuel Type
The fuel type (e.g., electric, diesel, etc.) of the displaced 
vehicle(s) or of fuel reductions as a result of the project. 

Model Year
The average engine model year(s) of the displaced vehicle(s) 
or of the vehicle(s) to realize fuel reductions as a result of the 
project. 

Annual VMT
The estimated annual VMT of the displaced vehicle(s).  For rail 
and ferry vehicles, applicants may alternatively use Annual 
Fuel.

Annual Fuel

The estimated annual fuel reductions expected to be realized 
as a result of the project or the estimated annual fuel the 
displaced vehicle(s) would have required to operate the 
equivalent as the new vehicle to be procured.

New/Expanded Service Vehicle Inputs

Displaced Vehicle/Fuel Reductions Inputs
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California Air Resources Board

Calculator Tool for the 

California State Transportation Agency

Transit and Intercity Rail Capital Program

Greenhouse Gas Reduction Fund

Fiscal Year 2018-19

Project Name:
Penisula Corridor 

Electrification Expansion

Input Description

Identifying 
Descriptor (ID)

Brief description of the quantifiable component identifying it 
from other separable components.

TIRCP Funds 
Requested

Total TIRCP funds requested for this separable component.   

Multi-Year
Will this component request several California Transportation 
Commission allocations over multiple calendar years?

CCI Program
Other CCI Program from which project has or will be 
requesting GGRF funds.

Additional GGRF 
Funds

Total GGRF funds requested or to be requested from 
Additional CCI Program 1.

CCI Program
Other CCI Program from which project has or will be 
requesting GGRF funds.

Additional GGRF 
Funds

Total GGRF funds requested or to be requested from 
Additional CCI Program 2.

Total GGRF Funds 
Requested

Total GGRF funds requested from all CCI Programs

Project Type
For the purposes of this quantification, eligible TIRCP projects 
fall into four project types.  Select the project type that best 
describes this component.

Service Type

The transit service (e.g., Intercity/Express Bus (Long 
Distance), Light Rail, Vanpool, etc.) directly associated with the 
proposed project.  For projects that serve multiple services, 
select Multi-modal.

Vehicle Type
The vehicle type (e.g., Transit Bus, Streetcar, Ferry, etc.) that 
will operate the new service or will be procured.

Region
The region that best encompasses the geographic location for 
the proposed project type.

Sub region
The County or Air Basin where the majority of the service 
occurs.

Year 1 (Yr1)
The first year of service or the first year the facility or rolling 
stock will be in use. 

Year F (YrF)
The final year of service or the final year the facility or rolling 
stock's useful life. 

Useful Life
The number of years the service is funded or the useful life of 
the facility or rolling stock. 

Input Reference

Yr1 Ridership
The increase in unlinked passenger trips directly associated 
with the proposed project in the first year (Yr1).

YrF Ridership
The increase in unlinked passenger trips directly associated 
with the proposed project in the final year. If the ridership is not 
expected to change, Yr1 and YrF should be the same value.

Adjustment Factor 
(A)

Discount factor applied to annual ridership to account for 
transit-dependent riders. 
Use: document project-specific data or system average 
developed from a recent, statistically valid survey or default. 

Displaced Autos Inputs

Additional CCI Program 2

Project Inputs

Quantified Component 3

Funding Inputs

Additional CCI Program 1
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Length of Average 
Trip (L)

Annual passenger miles over unlinked trips directly associated 
with the proposed project. 

Input Reference

Hybrid Vehicle 
Is the vehicle for the new/expanded service, or vehicle(s) to be 
procured, a hybrid?

Fuel Type
The fuel type (e.g., electric, diesel, etc.) of the vehicle for the 
new/expanded service, or of the new vehicle(s) to be procured.

Model Year
The engine model year of the vehicle that will operate the 
new/expanded service, or of the new vehicle(s) to be procured.

Project-Specific 
Emission Factor

If used, applicant must be able to demonstrate an approved 
carbon intensity value under the Low Carbon Fuel Standard 
and submit additional documentation. 

Annual VMT

The estimated annual VMT required to operate the 
new/expanded service or of the new vehicle(s) to be procured 
(e.g., 72,000).  For rail and ferry vehicles, applicants may 
alternatively use Annual Fuel.

Annual Fuel
The estimated annual fuel (i.e., gallon of diesel, KWh of 
electricity) required to operate the new/expanded service, or of 
the new rail or ferry vehicle(s) to be procured (e.g., 26,000).

Input Reference

Fuel Type
The fuel type (e.g., electric, diesel, etc.) of the displaced 
vehicle(s) or of fuel reductions as a result of the project. 

Model Year
The average engine model year(s) of the displaced vehicle(s) 
or of the vehicle(s) to realize fuel reductions as a result of the 
project. 

Annual VMT
The estimated annual VMT of the displaced vehicle(s).  For rail 
and ferry vehicles, applicants may alternatively use Annual 
Fuel.

Annual Fuel

The estimated annual fuel reductions expected to be realized 
as a result of the project or the estimated annual fuel the 
displaced vehicle(s) would have required to operate the 
equivalent as the new vehicle to be procured.

New/Expanded Service Vehicle Inputs

Displaced Vehicle/Fuel Reductions Inputs
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California Air Resources Board

Calculator Tool for the 

California State Transportation Agency

Transit and Intercity Rail Capital Program

Greenhouse Gas Reduction Fund

Fiscal Year 2018-19

Project Name:
Penisula Corridor 

Electrification Expansion

Input Description

Identifying 
Descriptor (ID)

Brief description of the quantifiable component identifying it 
from other separable components.

TIRCP Funds 
Requested

Total TIRCP funds requested for this separable component.   

Multi-Year
Will this component request several California Transportation 
Commission allocations over multiple calendar years?

CCI Program
Other CCI Program from which project has or will be 
requesting GGRF funds.

Additional GGRF 
Funds

Total GGRF funds requested or to be requested from 
Additional CCI Program 1.

CCI Program
Other CCI Program from which project has or will be 
requesting GGRF funds.

Additional GGRF 
Funds

Total GGRF funds requested or to be requested from 
Additional CCI Program 2.

Total GGRF Funds 
Requested

Total GGRF funds requested from all CCI Programs

Project Type
For the purposes of this quantification, eligible TIRCP projects 
fall into four project types.  Select the project type that best 
describes this component.

Service Type

The transit service (e.g., Intercity/Express Bus (Long 
Distance), Light Rail, Vanpool, etc.) directly associated with the 
proposed project.  For projects that serve multiple services, 
select Multi-modal.

Vehicle Type
The vehicle type (e.g., Transit Bus, Streetcar, Ferry, etc.) that 
will operate the new service or will be procured.

Region
The region that best encompasses the geographic location for 
the proposed project type.

Sub region
The County or Air Basin where the majority of the service 
occurs.

Year 1 (Yr1)
The first year of service or the first year the facility or rolling 
stock will be in use. 

Year F (YrF)
The final year of service or the final year the facility or rolling 
stock's useful life. 

Useful Life
The number of years the service is funded or the useful life of 
the facility or rolling stock. 

Input Reference

Yr1 Ridership
The increase in unlinked passenger trips directly associated 
with the proposed project in the first year (Yr1).

YrF Ridership
The increase in unlinked passenger trips directly associated 
with the proposed project in the final year. If the ridership is not 
expected to change, Yr1 and YrF should be the same value.

Adjustment Factor 
(A)

Discount factor applied to annual ridership to account for 
transit-dependent riders. 
Use: document project-specific data or system average 
developed from a recent, statistically valid survey or default. 

2057

30

Displaced Autos Inputs

2027

Additional CCI Program 2

$375,300,000

Project Inputs

Cleaner Vehicles/Technology/Fuels

Heavy Rail

Heavy Rail

Air Basin

San Francisco Bay Area

Quantified Component 4

Funding Inputs

$375,300,000

Yes

Additional CCI Program 1

Conversion of remaining mainline diesel fleet through 
purchase of an additional 56 EMUs
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Length of Average 
Trip (L)

Annual passenger miles over unlinked trips directly associated 
with the proposed project. 

Input Reference

Hybrid Vehicle 
Is the vehicle for the new/expanded service, or vehicle(s) to be 
procured, a hybrid?

Fuel Type
The fuel type (e.g., electric, diesel, etc.) of the vehicle for the 
new/expanded service, or of the new vehicle(s) to be procured.

Model Year
The engine model year of the vehicle that will operate the 
new/expanded service, or of the new vehicle(s) to be procured.

Project-Specific 
Emission Factor

If used, applicant must be able to demonstrate an approved 
carbon intensity value under the Low Carbon Fuel Standard 
and submit additional documentation. 

Annual VMT

The estimated annual VMT required to operate the 
new/expanded service or of the new vehicle(s) to be procured 
(e.g., 72,000).  For rail and ferry vehicles, applicants may 
alternatively use Annual Fuel.

2,745,600                   see VMT and fuel calculations

Annual Fuel
The estimated annual fuel (i.e., gallon of diesel, KWh of 
electricity) required to operate the new/expanded service, or of 
the new rail or ferry vehicle(s) to be procured (e.g., 26,000).

23,341,535                 see VMT and fuel calculations

Input Reference

Fuel Type
The fuel type (e.g., electric, diesel, etc.) of the displaced 
vehicle(s) or of fuel reductions as a result of the project. 

Model Year
The average engine model year(s) of the displaced vehicle(s) 
or of the vehicle(s) to realize fuel reductions as a result of the 
project. 

Annual VMT
The estimated annual VMT of the displaced vehicle(s).  For rail 
and ferry vehicles, applicants may alternatively use Annual 
Fuel. 2,005,900.00                      

see VMT and fuel calculations

Annual Fuel

The estimated annual fuel reductions expected to be realized 
as a result of the project or the estimated annual fuel the 
displaced vehicle(s) would have required to operate the 
equivalent as the new vehicle to be procured.

1,125,009.60              see VMT and fuel calculations

Diesel

No

Electric

New/Expanded Service Vehicle Inputs

Displaced Vehicle/Fuel Reductions Inputs
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California Air Resources Board

Calculator Tool for the 

California State Transportation Agency

Transit and Intercity Rail Capital Program

Greenhouse Gas Reduction Fund

Fiscal Year 2018-19

Project Name:
Penisula Corridor 

Electrification Expansion

Input Description

Identifying 
Descriptor (ID)

Brief description of the quantifiable component identifying it 
from other separable components.

TIRCP Funds 
Requested

Total TIRCP funds requested for this separable component.   

Multi-Year
Will this component request several California Transportation 
Commission allocations over multiple calendar years?

CCI Program
Other CCI Program from which project has or will be 
requesting GGRF funds.

Additional GGRF 
Funds

Total GGRF funds requested or to be requested from 
Additional CCI Program 1.

CCI Program
Other CCI Program from which project has or will be 
requesting GGRF funds.

Additional GGRF 
Funds

Total GGRF funds requested or to be requested from 
Additional CCI Program 2.

Total GGRF Funds 
Requested

Total GGRF funds requested from all CCI Programs

Project Type
For the purposes of this quantification, eligible TIRCP projects 
fall into four project types.  Select the project type that best 
describes this component.

Service Type

The transit service (e.g., Intercity/Express Bus (Long 
Distance), Light Rail, Vanpool, etc.) directly associated with the 
proposed project.  For projects that serve multiple services, 
select Multi-modal.

Vehicle Type
The vehicle type (e.g., Transit Bus, Streetcar, Ferry, etc.) that 
will operate the new service or will be procured.

Region
The region that best encompasses the geographic location for 
the proposed project type.

Sub region
The County or Air Basin where the majority of the service 
occurs.

Year 1 (Yr1)
The first year of service or the first year the facility or rolling 
stock will be in use. 

Year F (YrF)
The final year of service or the final year the facility or rolling 
stock's useful life. 

Useful Life
The number of years the service is funded or the useful life of 
the facility or rolling stock. 

Input Reference

Yr1 Ridership
The increase in unlinked passenger trips directly associated 
with the proposed project in the first year (Yr1).

3,249,077                   see ridership discussion

YrF Ridership
The increase in unlinked passenger trips directly associated 
with the proposed project in the final year. If the ridership is not 
expected to change, Yr1 and YrF should be the same value.

3,784,174                   see ridership discussion

Adjustment Factor 
(A)

Discount factor applied to annual ridership to account for 
transit-dependent riders. 
Use: document project-specific data or system average 
developed from a recent, statistically valid survey or default. 

0.83 default value used

Displaced Autos Inputs

Additional CCI Program 2

Project Inputs

Quantified Component 5

Funding Inputs

Additional CCI Program 1
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Length of Average 
Trip (L)

Annual passenger miles over unlinked trips directly associated 
with the proposed project. 

23.3 2017 annual passanger count report

Input Reference

Hybrid Vehicle 
Is the vehicle for the new/expanded service, or vehicle(s) to be 
procured, a hybrid?

Fuel Type
The fuel type (e.g., electric, diesel, etc.) of the vehicle for the 
new/expanded service, or of the new vehicle(s) to be procured.

Model Year
The engine model year of the vehicle that will operate the 
new/expanded service, or of the new vehicle(s) to be procured.

Project-Specific 
Emission Factor

If used, applicant must be able to demonstrate an approved 
carbon intensity value under the Low Carbon Fuel Standard 
and submit additional documentation. 

Annual VMT

The estimated annual VMT required to operate the 
new/expanded service or of the new vehicle(s) to be procured 
(e.g., 72,000).  For rail and ferry vehicles, applicants may 
alternatively use Annual Fuel.

9,152,000                   

Annual Fuel
The estimated annual fuel (i.e., gallon of diesel, KWh of 
electricity) required to operate the new/expanded service, or of 
the new rail or ferry vehicle(s) to be procured (e.g., 26,000).

83,305,116                 

Input Reference

Fuel Type
The fuel type (e.g., electric, diesel, etc.) of the displaced 
vehicle(s) or of fuel reductions as a result of the project. 

Model Year
The average engine model year(s) of the displaced vehicle(s) 
or of the vehicle(s) to realize fuel reductions as a result of the 
project. 

Annual VMT
The estimated annual VMT of the displaced vehicle(s).  For rail 
and ferry vehicles, applicants may alternatively use Annual 
Fuel.

Annual Fuel

The estimated annual fuel reductions expected to be realized 
as a result of the project or the estimated annual fuel the 
displaced vehicle(s) would have required to operate the 
equivalent as the new vehicle to be procured.

No

Electric

New/Expanded Service Vehicle Inputs

Displaced Vehicle/Fuel Reductions Inputs
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California Air Resources Board

Calculator Tool for the 

California State Transportation Agency

Transit and Intercity Rail Capital Program

Greenhouse Gas Reduction Fund

Fiscal Year 2018-19

Project Name:
Penisula Corridor 

Electrification Expansion

Input Description

Identifying 
Descriptor (ID)

Brief description of the quantifiable component identifying it 
from other separable components.

TIRCP Funds 
Requested

Total TIRCP funds requested for this separable component.   

Multi-Year
Will this component request several California Transportation 
Commission allocations over multiple calendar years?

CCI Program
Other CCI Program from which project has or will be 
requesting GGRF funds.

Additional GGRF 
Funds

Total GGRF funds requested or to be requested from 
Additional CCI Program 1.

CCI Program
Other CCI Program from which project has or will be 
requesting GGRF funds.

Additional GGRF 
Funds

Total GGRF funds requested or to be requested from 
Additional CCI Program 2.

Total GGRF Funds 
Requested

Total GGRF funds requested from all CCI Programs

Project Type
For the purposes of this quantification, eligible TIRCP projects 
fall into four project types.  Select the project type that best 
describes this component.

Service Type

The transit service (e.g., Intercity/Express Bus (Long 
Distance), Light Rail, Vanpool, etc.) directly associated with the 
proposed project.  For projects that serve multiple services, 
select Multi-modal.

Vehicle Type
The vehicle type (e.g., Transit Bus, Streetcar, Ferry, etc.) that 
will operate the new service or will be procured.

Region
The region that best encompasses the geographic location for 
the proposed project type.

Sub region
The County or Air Basin where the majority of the service 
occurs.

Year 1 (Yr1)
The first year of service or the first year the facility or rolling 
stock will be in use. 

Year F (YrF)
The final year of service or the final year the facility or rolling 
stock's useful life. 

Useful Life
The number of years the service is funded or the useful life of 
the facility or rolling stock. 

Input Reference

Yr1 Ridership
The increase in unlinked passenger trips directly associated 
with the proposed project in the first year (Yr1).

YrF Ridership
The increase in unlinked passenger trips directly associated 
with the proposed project in the final year. If the ridership is not 
expected to change, Yr1 and YrF should be the same value.

Adjustment Factor 
(A)

Discount factor applied to annual ridership to account for 
transit-dependent riders. 
Use: document project-specific data or system average 
developed from a recent, statistically valid survey or default. 

Quantified Component 6

Project Inputs

Funding Inputs

Additional CCI Program 1

Additional CCI Program 2

Displaced Autos Inputs
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Length of Average 
Trip (L)

Annual passenger miles over unlinked trips directly associated 
with the proposed project. 

Input Reference

Hybrid Vehicle 
Is the vehicle for the new/expanded service, or vehicle(s) to be 
procured, a hybrid?

Fuel Type
The fuel type (e.g., electric, diesel, etc.) of the vehicle for the 
new/expanded service, or of the new vehicle(s) to be procured.

Model Year
The engine model year of the vehicle that will operate the 
new/expanded service, or of the new vehicle(s) to be procured.

Project-Specific 
Emission Factor

If used, applicant must be able to demonstrate an approved 
carbon intensity value under the Low Carbon Fuel Standard 
and submit additional documentation. 

Annual VMT

The estimated annual VMT required to operate the 
new/expanded service or of the new vehicle(s) to be procured 
(e.g., 72,000).  For rail and ferry vehicles, applicants may 
alternatively use Annual Fuel.

Annual Fuel
The estimated annual fuel (i.e., gallon of diesel, KWh of 
electricity) required to operate the new/expanded service, or of 
the new rail or ferry vehicle(s) to be procured (e.g., 26,000).

Input Reference

Fuel Type
The fuel type (e.g., electric, diesel, etc.) of the displaced 
vehicle(s) or of fuel reductions as a result of the project. 

Model Year
The average engine model year(s) of the displaced vehicle(s) 
or of the vehicle(s) to realize fuel reductions as a result of the 
project. 

Annual VMT
The estimated annual VMT of the displaced vehicle(s).  For rail 
and ferry vehicles, applicants may alternatively use Annual 
Fuel.

Annual Fuel

The estimated annual fuel reductions expected to be realized 
as a result of the project or the estimated annual fuel the 
displaced vehicle(s) would have required to operate the 
equivalent as the new vehicle to be procured.

New/Expanded Service Vehicle Inputs

Displaced Vehicle/Fuel Reductions Inputs
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California Air Resources Board

Calculator Tool for the 

California State Transportation Agency

Transit and Intercity Rail Capital Program

Greenhouse Gas Reduction Fund

Fiscal Year 2018-19

Project Name:

Quantified GHG 

Component 1

Quantified GHG 

Component 2

Quantified GHG 

Component 3

Quantified GHG 

Component 4

Quantified GHG 

Component 5

Quantified GHG 

Component 6

Total

Project

Identifying Descriptor

Capacity increases- 

order of 40 new EMUs 

to expand consist 

length from 6- to 8-car 

Installation of 

Broadband 

communications 

system including 

Conversion of 

remaining mainline 

diesel fleet through 

purchase of an 
GHG Emission Reduction Start Date 

(Year)
2022 2022 2027

Total GHG Emission Reductions  

(MTCO2e)
891,952                     98,264                       197,917                     1,188,133                  

Total GGRF Funds Requested ($) 242,200,000               14,000,000                 375,300,000               631,500,000               

Total GHG Emission 

Reductions/Total GGRF Funds 

Requested (MTCO2e/$)
0.003683                   0.007019                   0.000527                   0.001881                   

TIRCP GHG Emission Reductions 

(MTCO2e)
891,952                     98,264                       197,917                     1,188,133                  

TIRCP Funds Requested ($) 242,200,000               14,000,000                 375,300,000               631,500,000               

TIRCP GHG Emission 

Reductions/TIRCP Funds 

Requested (MTCO2e/$)
0.003683                   0.007019                   0.000527                   0.001881                   

TIRCP Funds Requested/TIRCP 

GHG Emission Reductions 

($/MTCO2e)
272                            142                            1,896                         532                            

CCI Program

GHG Emission Reductions 

Attributable to other GGRF 

Programs (MTCO2e)

Total Additional GGRF Funds to 

Implement Project ($)

CCI Program

GHG Emission Reductions 

Attributable to other GGRF 

Programs (MTCO2e)

Total Additional GGRF Funds to 

Implement Project ($)

Additional CCI Program 1

Additional CCI Program 2

Penisula Corridor Electrification Expansion

Total CCI 

TIRCP
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California Air Resources Board
Calculator Tool for the 

California State Transportation Agency
Transit and Intercity Rail Capital Program

Greenhouse Gas Reduction Fund
Fiscal Year 2018-19

Total 

Project

Identifying Descriptor

Passenger VMT Reductions

(miles)
               206,093,918 

Fossil Fuel Use Reductions  N/A    N/A        N/A           

Fossil Fuel Energy Use Reductions 

(kWh)
  

ROG Emission Reductions (lbs)                       475,364 

NOx Emission Reductions (lbs)                    7,916,887 

PM2.5 Emission Reductions (lbs)                       276,488 

Diesel PM Emission Reductions (lbs)                       302,957 

Passenger VMT Reductions

(miles)
               206,093,918 

Fossil Fuel Use Reductions  N/A    N/A        N/A           

Fossil Fuel Energy Use Reductions 

(kWh)
  

ROG Emission Reductions (lbs)                       475,364 

NOx Emission Reductions (lbs)                    7,916,887 

PM2.5 Emission Reductions (lbs)                       276,488 

Diesel PM Emission Reductions (lbs)                       302,957 

Passenger VMT Reductions

(miles)
  

Fossil Fuel Use Reductions                         

Fossil Fuel Energy Use Reductions 

(kWh)
  

ROG Emission Reductions (lbs)   

NOx Emission Reductions (lbs)   

PM2.5 Emission Reductions (lbs)   

Diesel PM Emission Reductions (lbs)   

Passenger VMT Reductions

(miles)
  

Fossil Fuel Use Reductions                         

Fossil Fuel Energy Use Reductions 

(kWh)
  

ROG Emission Reductions (lbs)   

NOx Emission Reductions (lbs)   

PM2.5 Emission Reductions (lbs)   

Diesel PM Emission Reductions (lbs)   

  

            

          

  

            

          

  

            

          

            

          

  

            

                                  23,027                                     2,750                                   277,180   

  

                                    6,911                                        711                                   268,865     

                                267,583                                   26,848                                7,622,457   

                                  421,591     

 N/A  N/A    N/A   

                               68,008,021   

Penisula Corridor Electrification Expansion

Total CCI

TIRCP

Additional CCI Program 1

Conversion of remaining 

mainline diesel fleet through 

purchase of an additional 56 

EMUs

                               68,008,021   

  

                                  421,591     

   N/A 
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Project Name:

Quantified

Co-Benefit

Component 1
Capacity increases- order of 

40 new EMUs to expand 

consist length from 6- to 8-

car trains.  Development of 

                         120,069,709 

Installation of Broadband 

communications system 

including customer-facing wi-

fi

                         120,069,709 

                           18,016,189 

                                  48,739                                     5,034 

 N/A  N/A 

                           18,016,189 

                                  48,739                                     5,034 
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Additional CCI Program 2

K
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y
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a
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s

            

            

            

  

                                    23,027                                     2,750                                   277,180   

Quantified

Co-Benefit

Component 2

Quantified

Co-Benefit

Component 3

Quantified

Co-Benefit

Component 4

Quantified

Co-Benefit

Component 5

Quantified

Co-Benefit

Component 6

  

  

                                    6,911                                        711                                   268,865     

                                267,583                                   26,848                                7,622,457   
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 AGENDA ITEM # 9 
 DECEMBER 7, 2017 
 

PENINSULA CORRIDOR JOINT POWERS BOARD 
STAFF REPORT 

 
TO:  Joint Powers Board 
 
THROUGH: Jim Hartnett 

Executive Director 
   

FROM:  Michelle Bouchard, 
Chief Operating Officer, Caltrain 

    
SUBJECT: CALTRAIN BUSINESS PLAN - DRAFT BUSINESS STRATEGY AND SCOPE 
 
ACTION 
Staff Coordinating Council recommends the Board receive and review the attached 
draft Business Strategy Principles and Draft Caltrain Business Plan Scope of Work 
 
SIGNIFICANCE 
Caltrain staff has prepared two draft documents (attached) for the Board’s initial 
review along with a presentation describing their contents.  The two documents 
include: 

• A set of draft policy principles comprising a “Business Strategy” that will help 
guide the further development of the Caltrain Business Plan 

• A draft Scope of Work that describes the tasks and technical analysis required to 
complete the Caltrain Business Plan 

Pending the Board’s review and comments, staff will revise these documents and return 
to the Board in January to request their formal adoption.   This action would launch 
“phase 2” of the Caltrain Business Plan. Following the Board’s adoption of the “Business 
Strategy” and Business Plan Scope, the Business Plan would take approximately one 
year to complete. The schedule for proposed Board updates and action is shown 
below:   

● January 2018:  Proposed Board Action- adopt the “Business Strategy” policy 
principles and the Scope of Work for the Business Plan (Attachments 1 and 2) 
along with any corresponding funding agreements or budget amendments. 
 

● Spring 2018: Proposed Board informational update on Tasks 1 and 2 from the 
Scope of Work.  The Board will be presented with analysis of potential markets 
and strategic opportunities for rail service on the Peninsula Corridor out to 2040 
(Task 1) Staff will also present the specific Service Vision scenarios that are being 
evaluated for how the Caltrain service and corridor could grow between 2022 
and 2040 (Task 2A).  Finally, staff will report on preliminary findings regarding a 
structural assessment of the Caltrain organization as well as a preliminary analysis 
of the community benefits, impacts and interface related to the development 
and evolution of the railroad (Tasks 2B and 2C). 
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● Summer 2018: 
o Proposed Board Action: Adopt a long range “Service Vision” for the 

Caltrain corridor including number of trains per hour, mix of express and 
local services, stopping patterns and desired connectivity to the regional, 
interregional and state rail network.  The  Service Vision will define:  

▪ A pathway of incremental, interim steps and timeframes to evolve 
from current service levels to the 2040 Service Vision, and 

▪ Preliminary performance targets for Caltrain service including 
ridership, service characteristics, costs and revenues. 
 

o Proposed Board Action: The Board will be presented with analyses that 
show how the Service Vision will drive infrastructure needs in the corridor 
and how these needs will influence other plans and projects throughout 
the region.  The Board may then choose to direct Caltrain staff to use the 
Service Vision as the planning basis for engaging with other local, regional 
and state projects going forward.   

 
o Proposed Board Action: The Board will be presented with analyses from 

Task 2B showing how the Caltrain organization currently functions and 
review comparative examples of organizational structures used by 
railways elsewhere. The Board may then choose to direct staff to develop 
an “organizational strategy” that shows options for how the Caltrain 
organization could evolve (in coordination with input and direction from 
the JPB partners) to support the 2040 Service Vision. 

 
o Proposed Board Action: Finally, the Board will be presented with analysis 

from Task 2C describing how Caltrain’s service creates both benefits and 
impacts in its surrounding communities.  The Board may then choose to 
direct staff to develop a “community interface strategy” that shows how 
Caltrain can work with partner jurisdictions and agencies to maximize 
community benefits and minimize impacts as the Service Vision is 
implemented over time. 

 
● Fall 2018: Proposed Board informational update on Tasks 3 and 4 from the Scope 

of Work.  The Board will be presented with additional technical analysis and 
refinements made to the “Service Vision” and will have the opportunity to 
provide input on any changed assumptions or new issues that have been 
identified through subsequent technical analysis.   
The Board will also be presented with analysis showing how first- and last-mile 
considerations, fare policy and joint development opportunities are being 
integrated into the Business Plan (Task 3).  Additionally the Board will receive 
updates on the development of an Organizational Strategy and a Community 
Interface Strategy and will have the opportunity to provide further direction (Task 
3).   Finally, the Board will receive preliminary information about the funding 
strategy underlying Business Plan (Task 4). 
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● End of 2018: The Board will be presented with the completed analyses from Tasks 
3 and 4 as well as a draft Business Plan document and may then choose to take 
the following actions: 

o Proposed Board Action:  Adopt a detailed, refined and optimized Business 
Plan that includes a year-to-year description of how service in the corridor 
will grow and change to achieve the 2040 Vision.   

▪ The plan will run through 2040 but will include a greater level of 
detail for the 2022-2032 period. 

▪ The Business Plan will identify the timing and nature of required 
infrastructure projects and fleet purchases along with capital and 
operating cost projections and targets.   

▪ The Business Plan will include refined revenue and ridership 
projections and targets. 

▪ The Business Plan will incorporate planning, policy and business 
recommendations related to improved customer amenities, fares 
and ticketing, first- and last-mile connections, and the 
development of Caltrain owned property.  These 
recommendations will be coordinated with and based on ongoing 
planning work.    

▪ The Business Plan will include a full funding strategy and a defined 
implementation program 

o Proposed Board Action: Review the Organizational Strategy prepared by 
staff and recommend next steps in conjunction with input from Caltrain’s 
partners 

o Proposed Board Action: Review the Community Interface Strategy 
prepared by staff and recommend next steps in conjunction with input 
from Caltrain’s partners and local jurisdictions 

 
BUDGET IMPACT 
There is no impact on the budget at this time.  When staff presents a final scope of work 
to the Board for adoption it will be accompanied by any associated funding 
agreements or required budget amendments. 
 
BACKGROUND 
In 2017 Caltrain secured full funding for the Peninsula Corridor Electrification Project and 
issued notices to proceed to its contractors. Now that construction on this long-awaited 
project has begun, the agency has the opportunity to articulate a long term business 
strategy for the future of the system. The initial concept for a Caltrain “Business Plan” 
was brought to the Board in April of 2017 and the Board was provided with a 
subsequent written update in July of 2017.  The Board formed an Ad-Hoc Subcommittee 
to focus on the Business Plan in August of 2017. 

Since that time staff has engaged with corridor stakeholders to discuss the future of the 
railroad.  These interactions culminated in September 2017 with an all-day stakeholder 
workshop focused on the “future of Caltrain.”  
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The workshop was attended by:  general managers and staff from Caltrain’s funding 
partners and peer agencies, state officials, city councilmembers, and members of the 
business and advocacy communities. The workshop was also attended by the four 
Caltrain Board members who comprise the Caltrain Business Plan Ad Hoc Committee.  
Participants were asked to envision the future they wanted for the railroad and to 
consider the challenges and obstacles that might stall or prevent the realization of that 
vision. 
 
Following the workshop staff has worked to develop a technical scope of work for the 
Business Plan that responds to the issues and ideas raised.  Staff has also continued 
conversations with corridor stakeholders to raise awareness of the Business Plan effort.   
Notable outreach has included discussion with local, state and federal elected officials. 
 
Prepared by:   Sebastian Petty, Senior Policy Advisor    650.622.7831 

       
               



Attachment 1:  Proposed Caltrain “Business Strategy” Policy Principles 

The following broad principles have been developed based on stakeholder outreach 
conducted during Phase 1 of the Business Plan.  They are proposed for Board adoption 
as policy principles that will be used to guide the development of the Caltrain Business 
Plan: 

• Caltrain’s core business is rail service. The Caltrain organization exists to 
manage the delivery of rail service, as well as the assets, infrastructure and 
ancillary activities that are required to support that delivery.  

• Today Caltrain provides a commuter rail service that primarily serves 
weekday commuters and special event attendees.  After electrification, 
Caltrain will face choices about how best to expand and tailor its service to 
support a much broader range of mobility markets.  The primary task of the 
Business Plan is to aid in the selection of a detailed, achievable Service Vision 
for Caltrain that provides maximum value to its customers.  The development 
of this Service Vision will require an understanding of the near-, medium and 
long term market for rail service in the corridor and an analysis of the different 
service approaches that could satisfy these demands.  A “business case” 
approach to the analysis of service options will allow ridership and other 
mobility benefits to be weighed against costs and infrastructure requirements. 

• The Caltrain corridor has a complex interface with the communities it 
traverses. The implementation of new services and infrastructure on the 
corridor will create a range of community benefits, opportunities and 
impacts. The Business Plan can address this reality by exploring economic, 
policy and technical approaches that will allow Caltrain to strategically and 
equitably manage its interface with communities in a way that minimizes 
impacts, generates value, and supports the Service Vision.  

• Finally, the selection of a Service Vision will influence how the Caltrain 
organization evolves over time.  Caltrain’s organizational, governance, and 
commercial and contracting strategies will be evaluated as part of a 
comprehensive structural assessment of what is needed to deliver value and 
support the long term success of the Service Vision. 
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Attachment 2: Draft Business Plan Scope of Work 

Background:  The following pages present a high level draft scope of work for the 
Caltrain Business Plan along with a description of outreach plans, project management 
structure, budget and potential funding sources.  The scope and project management 
portions of this document are presented for review and comment and will ultimately be 
proposed for Board adoption.  The scope has been written at a level of detail that 
describes the general organization, purpose and proposed outputs of individual project 
tasks while leaving flexibility to accommodate a range of detailed technical 
approaches and adaptation based on changing project needs and expert input.  
Subsequent to adoption, staff will return to the Board if a material deviation from the 
scope is anticipated or requested. 
 
More detailed technical work scopes for individual tasks and plan components will be 
developed and provided to the JPB’s Caltrain Business Plan Ad Hoc committee for their 
review and comment throughout the Business Plan process. 
 

Task 1- The “Strategic Case” for Caltrain 
Rail infrastructure investments have decades-long lifespans and the Business Plan will 
have a long range outlook. The Plan will begin by defining the potential markets and 
strategic opportunities for rail service on the Peninsula Corridor through 2040 (a horizon 
year that is consistent with the California State Rail Plan and the Regional Transportation 
Plan).   
 
The “Strategic Case” for Caltrain will present an analysis of current and projected 
demographic, economic development and travel pattern trends in the corridor, region 
and mega-region.  In doing so it will frame the strategic importance of the Caltrain 
corridor and its role in supporting the long term growth and mobility of the region.  The 
“Strategic Case” will also consider Caltrain’s “competitors” including the ability of the 
Bay Area’s freeway network to accommodate projected growth in travel demand as 
well as a discussion of how autonomous vehicles and other emerging technologies 
might shape Caltrain’s long term market outlook and business approach. 
 
Finally, in addition to defining the strategic importance of the corridor and reviewing 
local and regional market opportunities, the Strategic Case will also contextualize the 
long term development potential of the Caltrain corridor relative to other, comparable 
national and international rail corridors. 
 

Task 2A - Service Business Case Analysis 
Task 2A will involve the development of multiple “scenarios” or “evolutionary paths” 
showing how the Caltrain service and corridor could grow between 2022 and 2040.  The 
work will start with operational analysis to understand how many trains per hour could 
run on the corridor in 2040, how local and express services could be balanced, where 
trains could stop and how they could connect to a larger state and megaregional rail 
network.   
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This operational analysis will pay particular attention to the blending of Caltrain service 
with High Speed Rail service as well as the operations and infrastructure outcomes at 
the North Terminal (4th and King and DTX/ TTC), a potential Dumbarton rail interface at 
Redwood City, at the South Terminal (including San Jose Diridon Station) and in the 
southern portion of the corridor stretching from San Jose to Gilroy.   
 
From there, the project team will analyze the range of ridership and benefits associated 
with each service scenario, the infrastructure and fleet that would be required to 
deliver the service, and the kinds of costs and impacts the service would create.  
Finally, the team will analyze the incremental service steps and infrastructure 
investments that make up different “evolutionary paths” for how Caltrain could grow 
over time from its current service, through electrification and into each of the ultimate 
2040 scenarios contemplated. This full set of analysis will be used to develop “Business 
Cases” around each scenario, laying out the cumulative set of costs and benefits 
associated with each “evolutionary path” that Caltrain could take.  In the summer of 
2018 staff will present this analysis to the Board to aid in the selection of a single (or non-
exclusive combination of) service scenarios as the basis for a “Service Vision.” 

 

Task 2B – Organizational Assessment 
In parallel to Task 2A the technical team will also work on Task 2B; a structural 
assessment of the “Caltrain Organization.”  Within the context of the Business Plan the 
term “Caltrain Organization” is used broadly to encompass the total set of present and 
future governance structures, organizations, staff and contracted entities responsible for 
the funding, direction and delivery of the Caltrain service as well as the construction 
and maintenance of the corridor’s facilities. 
 
Within Task 2B, the technical team will map the existing Caltrain organization and 
identify key performance indicators and measures to help describe and quantify how 
the Caltrain organization functions and its effectiveness at delivering value for money 
spent.  The plan will then include a comparative analysis of peer railways and 
organizations both locally, domestically and internationally, reviewing alternative 
approaches to how a railway can be organized. Finally, Task 2B will include a high level 
analysis of how organizational needs may change in tandem with the long rang service 
scenarios under consideration in Task 2A.  This information will be presented to Caltrain’s 
partners and the Board in the summer of 2018 with a request that they provide feedback 
on the subsequent development of options for an “Organizational Strategy” that could 
support the delivery of the Service Vision. 
 
 
Task 2C – Community Interface Assessment 
Along with Tasks 2A and 2B, the technical team will also conduct an analysis of the 
railroad’s community interface and an assessment of equity considerations related to 
the development and evolution of the railroad.   
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Much as in the preceding tasks, the focus of Task 2C will be the development of an 
analytical and policy framework that assists staff and stakeholders in understanding and 
quantifying issues related to community interface and equity considerations.   
 
This work will include a description and quantified framework for thinking about the 
major ways in which the railroad and its services add value to individual communities 
and the region as a whole including improved environmental outcomes and impacts to 
land values. The project team will also document and quantify the ways in which the 
railroad creates externalized costs and impacts in its surrounding communities including 
noise and vibration and safety and traffic impacts at at-grade crossings.  In 
documenting these benefits and impacts the project team will specifically consider 
equity issues- focusing on the potential for different geographies or demographic 
groups to be affected unequally as the railroad changes and grows.  Finally, the 
project team will consider and conduct more detailed analysis related to two major 
known community interface issues; the impacts of increased rail service on at-grade 
crossings and the potential for development and change at specific Caltrain land 
holdings and opportunity sites along the corridor.  This information will be presented to 
Caltrain’s partners, local jurisdictions and the Board in the summer of 2018 with a 
request that they provide feedback on the subsequent development of a “Community 
Interface Strategy” that could support the delivery of the Service Vision. 
 
Task 3- Developing the Business Plan 
Based on the Board’s adoption of a long range Service Vision in the summer of 2018, 
the project team will work to translate the Vision into a focused, long range business 
plan that will be presented to the Board for review and proposed adoption at the end 
of the year.  The technical scope for the second half of the business plan is necessarily 
looser at this early stage in the project but will include the core elements described 
below. 
 
First, the project team will conduct additional technical work and modeling to optimize, 
validate and add detail to the adopted Service Vision. Additional operational and 
infrastructure analysis will be employed to help the Board further consider the 
incremental options for growing the railroad over time along with the service trade-offs 
and investments that may be required.  Further financial and ridership modeling will also 
be conducted to validate the costs, revenues and benefits of specific investments in 
the Caltrain corridor and service.  This analysis will place a particular focus on the 
investments and strategies that can be employed to optimize the first 10-years of the 
electrified system’s operation.  In seeking to optimize the overall “business case” for 
Caltrain service, the project team will also expand the range of issues considered.  The 
team will review ancillary business strategies and options to generate revenue and add 
customer value and will incorporate ongoing planning work related to first- and last-
mile connections and joint development as well fares and retailing strategies into the 
analysis of service benefits and financial performance.   
 

The technical team will also develop an “organizational strategy” based on the Board’s 
mid-year feedback and ongoing input from Caltrain partner agencies.  
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This strategy may include analysis and recommendations related to potential options 
for how the Caltrain organization could change and grow in conjunction with the 
evolution of Caltrain’s service and may also include recommendations related to 
Caltrain’s contracting and commercial approach.  
The strategy will be supported by appropriate legal, regulatory and financial analysis 
and will be framed using the organizational evaluation criteria developed in Task 2 of 
the Business Plan.  The organizational strategy will also be designed to demonstrate how 
Caltrain can organize to most effectively access and use financial resources.  This may 
include options for optimizing the organization to take full advantage of both existing 
and contemplated revenue and funding streams including new funding sources, value 
capture strategies, and private investment.  Finally, the organizational strategy will 
describe a series of next steps, options and issues for discussion that Caltrain may pursue 
in coordination with its funding partners and other regional and state agencies. 
 
The technical team will also develop a “community interface strategy” as part of the 
final Business Plan. It is anticipated that this Strategy may include a detailed, quantified 
assessment of the secondary community impacts and benefits that will be created 
through the implementation of the Service Vision.  It may also include a discussion of 
options for how Caltrain could work with partner communities to best leverage and 
maximize the value its service creates including recommendations related to value 
capture, joint development and use of Caltrain-owned property.  The strategy may also 
include recommendations for how Caltrain can mitigate the impacts of increased rail 
service on communities and how the timing of these mitigations could relate to the 
build out and realization of the Service Vision.  In the case of impacts at at-grade 
crossings, recommended mitigations could include analysis of new and innovative 
policy approaches designed to maximize public benefit and utilize resources equitably 
and efficiently.  Finally, the community interface strategy may include specific options 
and recommendations for how Caltrain can improve and address equity outcomes, 
both among its customers as well as within the communities it traverses, as it implements 
the Service Vision.   
 

Task 4- Funding and Implementation 
The Business Plan will conclude with a detailed funding plan that shows how the 
recommendations and investments identified can be paid for.  This funding plan will 
show how the agency can use self-generated revenues and leverage its assets to 
deliver maximum customer benefit and public value. Where new sources of outside 
funding may be needed, the plan will present choices and analysis of specific 
measures, value capture approaches or public-private partnering strategies that could 
be used effectively.  This funding plan will be paired with a consolidated 
implementation plan that makes detailed, specific recommendations about actions 
and next steps required to advance the Service Vision and Business Plan.  This 
implementation plan will be specifically focused on the actions Caltrain may to take in 
the next five years and will also describe issues where partnering with local communities 
and Caltrain partner agencies or other government agencies may be required.   
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Education and Outreach Plan 
The Business Plan will be a complex effort that touches on issues that are of wide interest 
to Caltrain’s customers as well as a range of stakeholders and publics within and 
beyond the Caltrain corridor.  A robust program of education and outreach will 
accompany the technical work of the Business Plan. 
The complexity of the Business Plan requires the development of thoughtful educational 
materials that help explain the connections between abstract technical and policy 
choices and the real world outcomes that Caltrain’s customers and communities care 
about.  The project team will develop an excellent dedicated website and set of 
written and visual communication tools that help explain the work of the Business Plan in 
a format that is engaging to a wide audience and helps facilitate meaningful, informed 
discussion of the policy issues under consideration. 
 
These educational tools will provide the foundation for a deep program of public and 
stakeholder outreach.  During the Business Plan process Caltrain will engage with its 
customers and the public along the entire corridor through community meetings, 
station-based outreach, customer and community surveying, and tradional/social 
media.  The project team will also seek to coordinate with partner meetings and 
community events throughout the corridor to amplify the outreach campaign’s 
penetration to customers and the public. 
 

In addition to customer and broader public outreach, the project team will also 
engage with stakeholder staff and policy makers at the local, state and federal 
levels.  Caltrain’s City and County Staff Coordinating Group and Local Policy makers 
Group are named within the project structure as subsequently shown.  These regular 
meetings will be supplemented by additional direct outreach to local jurisdiction policy 
makers and staff as requested or when specific technical considerations will benefit 
from locally focused discussion. The project team anticipates quarterly outreach to 
state and federal policy makers to make sure they are informed of the Business Plan’s 
progress and have an opportunity to provide feedback and input. 
 
Caltrain’s partner agencies and staff are included within the formal project structure of 
the Business Plan (as subsequently described).  Additionally, however, Caltrain will 
update its partners on a regular basis and plans to present Business Plan materials to 
partner agency Boards as well as County Board of Supervisors in Santa Clara,  
San Mateo and San Francisco at key moments in the project or as requested.   
 
Finally, the project team will engage with corridor business groups and advocacy 
organizations whose mission and goals intersect with subjects and issues considered in 
the Business Plan.  Some business and advocacy groups will be represented in the 
formal project structure (as shown) but the project team will also engage in sustained, 
direct outreach to these and other groups throughout the Business Plan process. 
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Project Structure 
The work of the Business Plan will be developed within the project structure shown and 
described below. 

 

Internal Structure: Within the Caltrain organization, the Caltrain Business Plan will be 
managed as an integrated project structure reporting directly to Caltrain’s Executive 
Director Jim Hartnett. 
 
The Internal Project Team will be led by Sebastian Petty, Senior Policy Advisor and full-
time project manager. The project manager will be supported by a cross-disciplinary 
internal team of executives and staff representing key functions and competencies 
within the Caltrain organization. 
 
Project Partner and Stakeholder Committees: The Project Partner Committee will meet 
monthly and will include staff representatives from JPA member agencies as we as all 
of the Business Plan’s funding entities or their designees.  The Project Partner Committee 
will provide input on ongoing project technical work and outreach materials and will 
serve as liaisons to their respective organizations.   
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The Project Partner Committee will be a subset of a larger project stakeholder 
committee.  This larger stakeholder group will meet approximately four times during the 
project and will participate in the review of technical and outreach materials. The 
stakeholder committee will include all Project Partner Committee members as well as 
representatives from the following: 
 

● Staff from JPA member agencies (Santa Clara Valley Transportation Authority 
(VTA), City and County of San Francisco (CCSF), SamTrans) 

● Staff from funding partners (Metropolitan Transportation Agency (MTC), 
California High Speed Rail Authority (CHSRA), California State Transportation 
Agency (CalSTA) 

● Local Jurisdiction Representatives  
● Business Community Representatives  
● Advocacy Group Representatives  

 
Partner General Manager Group: On an approximately quarterly  basis or in advance of 
major project milestones Jim Hartnett will convene a meeting of the General Managers 
of Caltrain’s partner agencies (including JPB member agencies as well as MTC, CHSRA 
and an appropriate designee from CalSTA) to discuss project findings and review 
materials.   
 
External Review: The “External Review Committee” will be comprised of an academic 
panel and/or designated industry group (such as APTA or the International Union of 
Railways). This committee will be charged with developing an independent, written 
review of Business Plan materials at least two times during the Plan process. These 
reviews will be provided directly to the JPB as well as to Caltrain’s partner agencies and 
the project stakeholder group. 
 
Local Policy Makers Group and City/County Staff Coordinating Group:  The project 
team anticipates utilizing Caltrain’s Local Policy Maker’s Group and City / County Staff 
Coordinating Group as a venue for important feedback from local jurisdictions with 
updates to these groups occurring on a bi-monthly basis. It is proposed that each of 
these groups be expanded beyond their current composition of jurisdictions from San 
Francisco to San Jose to also include policy makers and staff from the cities of  
Morgan Hill and Gilroy.  
 
Board Involvement: The JPB has established an Ad Hoc Committee to guide the 
development of the Business Plan.  This Committee will meet on an approximately 
monthly basis for the duration of the Business Plan process and will review all major 
project materials and deliverables before their release to the public or introduction to 
the full Board. 
 
The Board will also receive reports from Caltrain’s Citizen Advisory Committee  
(the CAC).  The CAC will receive regular project updates throughout the Business Plan 
process paralleling the project updates that go to the JPB.  
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It is proposed that the full JPB will take action on the Business Strategy, Service Vision 
and Business Plan as described previously.   

It is anticipated that the Board will receive major informational updates during the 
spring and fall 2018 and will also hold at least one informational half-day workshop 
(likely timed for early summer 2018, prior to the proposed adoption of the Service 
Vision). 

Budget Estimate and Funding Proposal:   
The Business Plan has been scoped as a large-scale, rigorous effort that must 
simultaneously address multiple lines of specialized technical inquiry while supporting 
detailed engagement with multiple stakeholder communities and the public.  It will be 
resource intensive. 
 
Staff estimates that the total cost for consultant services on the Business Plan (including 
technical work, outreach, independent review, project management and 
contingency) will be approximately $5,000,000.   The estimated cost to complete the 
first half of the Business Plan (including Tasks 1 and 2) is $2,175,000.   
Staff anticipates that funding for the business plan will come from a variety of potential 
sources including already budgeted Caltrain project development funds, JPB partner 
contributions, regional contributions, state funding and private contributions.  It is 
anticipated that some contributions may come as in-kind consultant support rather 
than direct financial contributions.  It is also anticipated that the project will be cash-
flowed and that not all funding will be secured before work commences. Staff is 
engaged in various conversations related to funding opportunities and timing and 
anticipates returning to the Board with a defined funding plan in January. 
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Overview 
• Background and Process 
• Draft “Business Strategy” 
• Draft Phase 2 Scope 

- Technical Tasks 
- Outreach 
- Project Organization 
- Funding 

• Next Steps 
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Background and Process 
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• Since 2005: 
- Ridership increasing while service held constant 
- Declining operating subsidies and increased 

reliance on fare revenue 
- Constrained capital funding 
- Signature investment in modernization and 

commitment to blended system 

4 

Background - Caltrain’s Changing 
Business Context 
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5 Percentage Change in Key Operating Metrics -  CPI Adjusted 

Background- Business Metrics 
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Process 
• April 2017 - Business Plan concept introduced to 

JPB 
‒ Background context 
‒ Discussion of need an conceptual elements 

• July 2017 – Update to JPB 
‒ Refinement of conceptual elements 
‒ Phasing of plan  

• August 2017 – Formation of Ad Hoc Committee 
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Process Continued… 
• August 2017 

‒ Citizen Advisory Committee and Local 
Policy Maker Group briefings 

• September 2017 
‒ Meetings of JPB Ad Hoc Sub-Committee 
‒ Corridor Stakeholder Workshop (9/20) 

• October – November 2017 
‒ Ongoing stakeholder outreach 
‒ Draft Business Strategy and Scope 

Development 
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Stakeholder Workshop  
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Stakeholder Workshop - Participants 

• Board Ad Hoc Committee 
• Partner agency General Managers and staff 
• State and regional agencies 
• Peer railroads (ACE, Capitol Corridor, BART) 
• LPMG delegation 
• Advocacy groups (SPUR, Friends of Caltrain) 
• Private sector groups and companies 
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Stakeholder Workshop – Topics 
• Caltrain history and background 
• Local, regional and state context 
• Brainstorming 

‒ “Vision” for Caltrain’s future 
‒ Challenges and obstacles 

• Expert Presentations 
‒ Business context of European passenger rail 
‒ Business planning and business case analysis 
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Draft Business Strategy 
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How Can the service be 
delivered as effectively as 

possible? 

What is the Service Vision 
for Caltrain? 

How does Caltrain interact 
and connect with the 

communities it touches? 

Key Questions 
• Stakeholder outreach helped identify three “big 

picture” interrelated questions 
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• Today Caltrain provides a commuter rail service that primarily serves weekday 
commuters and special event attendees.  After electrification, Caltrain will face 
choices about how best to expand and tailor its service to support a much 
broader range of mobility markets.  The primary task of the Business Plan is 
to aid in the selection of a detailed, achievable Service Vision for Caltrain 
that provides maximum value to its customers.  The development of this 
Service Vision will require an understanding of the near-, medium and long term 
market for rail service in the corridor and an analysis of the different service 
approaches that could satisfy these demands.  A “business case” approach to 
the analysis of service options will allow ridership and other mobility benefits to 
be weighed against costs and infrastructure requirements. 

13 

What is the Service Vision 
for Caltrain? 

Draft Business Strategy 
• Caltrain’s core business is rail service. 

The Caltrain organization exists to manage 
the delivery of rail service, as well as the 
assets, infrastructure and ancillary activities 
that are required to support that delivery.  
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• The Caltrain corridor has a complex interface with the 
communities it traverses. The implementation of new 
services and infrastructure on the corridor will create a 
range of community benefits, opportunities and impacts. 
The Business Plan can address this reality by 
exploring economic, policy and technical approaches 
that will allow Caltrain to strategically and equitably 
manage its interface with communities in a way that 
minimizes impacts, generates value, and supports the 
Service Vision.  
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Draft Business Strategy 
How Can the service be 

delivered as effectively as 
possible? 

• The selection of a Service Vision will influence how 
the Caltrain organization evolves over time.  
Caltrain’s organizational, governance, and 
commercial and contracting strategies will be 
evaluated as part of a comprehensive structural 
assessment of what is needed to deliver value and 
support the long term success of the Service 
Vision. 

How does Caltrain interact 
and connect with the 

communities it touches? 
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Draft “Phase 2” Scope of 
Work 
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Overview 

Business 
Strategy 

Service 
Vision 

Business 
Plan 

Task 1:  
The Strategic 
Case for Caltrain 

Informational 
Update 

Informational 
Update 

Task 2:  
Identifying Options 

Task 3:  
Developing the 
Business Plan 

Task 4:  
Funding and 
Implementation 

Board Process 

Technical  
Work 

Task 2A: Service 
Business Case 
Analysis 

Task 2B: 
Organizational 
Assessment 

Task 2C: Community 
Interface Assessment 
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Task 1- the “Strategic Case” for 
Caltrain 
• Define the long range markets and opportunities for rail 

service on the Peninsula 
• Consider opportunities for connection and integration with 

other systems 
• Understand local, regional and mega-regional demographic 

trends, development patterns and environmental context as 
they relate to rail 

• Consider the long range outlook of the overall future Bay 
Area Transportation Network 
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Task 2A- Service Business Case 
Analysis 
• Consider options for the evolution of rail service on the 

Peninsula corridor (trains/hour, local vs. express, 
stopping patterns and connectivity) 

• Understand infrastructure, fleet, ridership, cost and 
revenue implications of different service options 

• Present analysis to the Board to aid in the selection 
of a “Service Vision” to guide long range planning 
and business development 
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Task 2B- Organizational Assessment 
• Describe and outline the current “Caltrain Organization” 

including governance structures, partnerships, managing 
agency and contracted entities 

• Identify metrics and measures to describe, quantify and 
assess organizational characteristics and functions 

• Compare organizational approaches utilized by peer 
railways including local, domestic and international 
examples 

• Present analysis to the Board to for feedback so that 
staff can develop options for an organizational 
strategy to support the Service Vision 
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Task 2C- Community Interface 
Assessment 
• Identify and quantify the full range of community impacts, 

benefits and opportunities the railroad creates 
• Focused analysis to better understand and describe the 

extent of Caltrain’s impacts at at-grade crossings 
• Focused analysis to better define and understand options 

for joint development and value capture along corridor 
• Present analysis to the Board to for feedback so that 

staff can develop options for a community interface 
strategy to support the Service Vision 
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Proposed Board Action – Adopt a 
“Service Vision” 
• Adopt a long range “Service Vision” for the Caltrain corridor 

including number of trains per hour, mix of express and local 
services, stopping patterns and desired connectivity to the 
regional, interregional and state rail network. Vision would include; 

– Incremental, interim steps and timeframes to evolve from 
current service levels to the 2040 Service Vision 

– Preliminary performance targets for Caltrain service including 
ridership, service characteristics, costs and revenues. 

• Serves as the basis for developing a full Business Plan as well as 
an Organizational Strategy and Community Interface Strategy in 
Tasks 3 and 4 
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Task 3- Develop the Business Plan 
• Validate, optimize and refine the service assumptions included in 

the “Service Vision”. Detailed focus on the first 10-years of 
electrified service 

• Incorporate additional issues and strategies including customer 
experience, first- and last-mile connections, TOD, fares and 
retailing strategies 

• Work with Caltrain’s partners to develop an organizational 
strategy that shows options for how all aspects of the 
organization could grow and change in support of the Service 
Vision 

• Work with Caltrain’s partners and local jurisdictions to develop a 
community interface strategy that shows options for maximizing 
the community benefits the Service Vision creates while 
minimizing and mitigating impacts 
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Task 4- Funding and Implementation 
• Develop a funding plan or funding scenarios for implementation 

of recommend services and investments 
• Understand what can be funded through self-generated revenues 

and monetization of assets 
• Identify where new funding sources may be needed and analyze 

potential options including measures, value-capture strategies 
and public private partnerships 

• Develop a focused implementation plan that identifies steps that 
the organization and its partners must take within the next 5-
years 
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Outreach and Engagement 
• Major outreach and engagement campaign planned 
• Customer and public engagement through dedicated website and 

visual communications tools, meetings, station-based outreach, 
social media engagement and surveying 

• Coordination with local jurisdiction staff and policy makers 
through the City and County Staff Coordinating Group / LPMG as 
well as direct meetings 

• Outreach to state and federal policymakers 
• Presentations to partner agency boards and committees 
• Coordination and outreach to community groups, advocacy 

organizations and business groups 
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Project Structure 
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Budget and Funding 
• Substantial technical effort requiring specialized expertise in 

multiple fields 
• Initial consultant cost estimate of $5,000,000 for all technical and 

outreach activities  
• Cashflowing of work possible  
• Seeking funding from various potential sources including already 

budgeted Caltrain project development funds, JPB partner 
contributions, regional contributions, state funding and private 
contributions 

• Initial funding plan will be presented in January 
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Next Steps 
• Continue outreach and take feedback on materials 
• Revise Business Strategy and Scope 
• Identify funding and begin consultant procurement 

activities 
• Present refined Business Strategy and Scope to 

Board for proposed adoption in January 2018 
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Attachment E. 

Disadvantaged and Low-Income Community 

Map 



South San Francisco Station San Bruno Station

Millbrae Station

San Mateo Station

Burlingame Station

Redwood City Station

Caltrain Stations located within the boundaries of a disadvantaged or low-income community census tract are 
shown below. 



Tamien Station Capitol Station

Morgan Hill Station Gilroy Station
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Ridership Documentation 



Calculations and backup for Caltrain data entered into CARB Model

Quantifiable Component 1 - Capacity Increases

Ridership Increase

Quantitative basis for ridership calculation is the delta of projected ridership (and benefits) between old (2013) projections and revised (2017) projections

Increase in a projected ridership is a result of increased actual demand (above baseline growth) as well as a long term increase in assumed service to the Transbay Terminal

Accomodating this increased ridership demand will require additonal capacity.

2013-based prototypical weekday projection vs 2017-based prototypical weekday projections

Weekday Annualized Weekday Annualized

2013-based 73379 23,331,224      136795 43,494,661                  

2017-based 81741 25,989,904      162642 51,712,845                  

Delta 8,362                                 2,658,680         25,847                        8,218,184                    

ANNUALIZATION 2015 2016

Income-based annual ridership 19,002,969                       18,743,189      

Income-based Weekday ridership 59,582                               59,132              

Annualization factor 318.94 316.97

Average 317.96

VMT and KWH Calculations

VMT calculations are based on a comparision of prototypical schedules running 6-car EMU consists vs 8-car consists.  

Prototypical Schedule w 6-car EMUs Prototypical Schedule w 8-car EMUs Delta

(VMT-Scenario 1A6) (VMT-Scenario 1A8)

Diesel Vehicle VMT (per car) 2,368,080         2,368,080             -                    

Diesel Fuel Used 1,293,761         1,293,761             -                    

EMU Vehicle VMT (per EMU car) 8,900,100         11,866,800           2,966,700        

Killowat Hours Consumed 83,212,223      110,216,297         27,004,074     

Quantifiable Component 2 - Broadband Communictions

Ridership Increase

Quantitative basis for ridership calculation 3% increase in ridership capital corridor observed for "continuing, high frequency riders" when the impacts

of adding wi-fi to their service were studied.  This increase in expected ridership has been applied to ridership projections as shown

Weekday Annualized Weekday Annualized

2017-based Ridership Projections 81741 25,989,904      108369 34,456,365                  

3% 701,727.41      930,321.85                  

FY2052FY2022

FY2022 FY2032
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Quantifiable Component 4 - Conversion of Mainline Fleet to all 8-car EMUs

VMT and KWH Calculations

VMT calculations are based on a comparision of VMT scenario 1A - 8 and VMT- Scenario 2B

Prototypical Schedule w mixed fleet and 8-car EMUs Prototypical Schedule w all 8-car EMUs Delta

(VMT-Scenario 1A8) (VMT-Scenario 2A)

Diesel Vehicle VMT (per car) 2,368,080         308,880                 (2,059,200)      

Diesel Fuel Used 1,293,761         168,751                 (1,125,010)      1,125,009.60     

EMU Vehicle VMT (per EMU car) 11,866,800      14,612,400           2,745,600        

Killowat Hours Consumed 110,216,297    133,557,832         23,341,535     

Quantifiable Component 5 - Cumulative "Enhanced" Service Scenario NOTE - LIKELY REMOVE

Ridership Increase

Quantitative basis for ridership calculation is the delta between ridership projections for "prototypical" vs "enhanced service scenarios

Benefit is characterized as cumulative since additional corridor investments will be required to realize full benefit.  "Enahnced" schedule is assumed to come on line in 2027

Prototypical weekday projection vs Enhanced weekday projections

Weekday Annualized Weekday Annualized

Prototypical 94800 30,142,245      162642 51,712,845                  

Enhanced 105019 33,391,321      174544 55,497,019                  

Delta 10,219                               3,249,077         11,902                        3,784,174                    

VMT and KWH Calculations

VMT calculations are based on a comparision of prototypical schedules running 6-car EMU consists vs 8-car consists.  

Prototypical Schedule w all 8-car EMUs Enhanced Schedule w 8-car EMUs Delta

(VMT-Scenario 2A) (VMT-Scenario 3A)

Diesel Vehicle VMT (per car) 308,880            308,880                 -                    

Diesel Fuel Used 168,751            168,751                 -                    

EMU Vehicle VMT (per EMU car) 14,612,400      23,764,400           9,152,000        

Killowat Hours Consumed 133,557,832    216,862,947         83,305,116     

FY2027 FY2052
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Ridership Projection Comparison and Interpolation

Comparision of Weekday Ridership Projections and Service Scenarios

(All modeled values labeled. Lines and interim years based on straight-line interpolation)

Extrapolated enhanced

2017-Base "Enhanced corridor service scenario"

2017-Base "Prototypical service scenario"

2013-Base "protypical service scenario"

2013-Base "no project" scenario 47060 48487 49914 51341 52768 54195

Actual Weekday Ridership 23947 26533 29760 31507 36232 34120 37779 42354 47060 52611 58245 62416 62190

Year 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018
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Comparision of Weekday Ridership Projections and Service Scenarios

(All modeled values labeled. Lines and interim years based on straight-line interpolation)

Actual Weekday Ridership 2017-Base "Enhanced corridor service scenario"

2013-Base "no project" scenario 2017-Base "Prototypical service scenario"

2013-Base "protypical service scenario"
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Ridership Projection Comparison and Interpolation

Comparision of Weekday Ridership Projections and Service Scenarios

(All modeled values labeled. Lines and interim years based on straight-line interpolation)

99831 102425 105019

81741 84285 86829 89373 91917 105019 107813 110607 113400 116194 118988 121782

81741 84285 86829 89373 92087 94800 97514 100228 102941 105655 108369 111082

69151 71265 73379 75493 77607 79721 81835 83949 86063 88177 90291 92405 94519 96633

55622 57047 58385 59724 61062 62401 63739 65077 66416 67754 69093 70431 71769 73108 74446

2019 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027 2028 2029 2030 2031 2032 2033
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Ridership Projection Comparison and Interpolation

Comparision of Weekday Ridership Projections and Service Scenarios

(All modeled values labeled. Lines and interim years based on straight-line interpolation)

124575 127369 130163 132957 135750 138544 141338 144105 146872 149639 152407 155174 157941 160708 163475 166242 169009 171776 174544

113796 116510 119223 121937 124651 127364 130078 132792 135505 138219 140933 143646 146360 149074 151787 154501 157215 159928 162642

98747 100861 102975 105089 107203 109317 111427 113541 115655 117769 119883 121997 124111 126225 128339 130453 132567 134681 136795

75785 77123 78461 79800 81138 82477 83815 85153 86492 87830 89169 90507 91845 93184 94522 95861 97199 98537 99876

2034 2035 2036 2037 2038 2039 2040 2041 2042 2043 2044 2045 2046 2047 2048 2049 2050 2051 2052
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Caltrain Scenarios for STIP

Prepared Dec 2017 CCAG-VTA Bi-County Model

Station 2017 Model 2017 Obs 2025 1A 2025 2A

SF Transbay NA NA NA NA

SF 4th/King 10,558 15,188 19,153 21,122

22nd St 1,730 1,747 3,182 3,121

Bayshore 567 237 1,243 1,130

SSF 777 481 1,132 742

San Bruno 705 704 794 797

Millbrae 2,120 3,487 5,027 5,879

Broadway 0 0 571 431

Burlingame 949 1,051 1,208 1,083

San Mateo 1,946 2,098 2,489 2,799

Hayward Park 537 376 1,019 723

Hillsdale 2,642 2,943 4,203 4,537

Belmont 636 588 879 883

San Carlos 1,348 1,318 1,969 1,940

Redwood City 2,395 3,813 5,299 5,324

Atherton 0 0 567 551

Menlo Park 1,201 1,725 2,335 2,216

Palo Alto 6,014 7,419 9,937 10,538

California Ave 1,272 1,609 1,858 1,516

San Antonio 727 865 1,066 1,090

Mountain View 3,611 4,551 6,742 6,652

Sunnyvale 2,056 3,302 4,736 4,869

Lawrence 1,329 887 1,609 1,362

Santa Clara 903 1,049 1,374 1,237

College Park 66 101 363 0

SJ Diridon 4,601 4,826 7,144 7,387

Tamien 1,049 1,244 2,242 1,864

Capitol 151 59 81 44

Blossom Hill 155 102 196 134

Morgan Hill 144 180 344 275

San Martin 113 68 111 147

Gilroy 511 171 500 414

All 50,811 62,189 89,373 90,807

By County 2017 Model 2017 Obs 2025 1A 2025 2A

San Francisco 12,855 17,172 23,579 25,373

San Mateo 15,256 18,584 27,492 27,905

Santa Clara 22,701 26,433 38,303 37,529

All 50,811 62,189 89,373 90,807
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Caltrain Scenarios for STIP

Prepared Dec 2017 CCAG-VTA Bi-County Model

2025 3A 2040 1B 2040 2B 20403B

NA 21,488 15,206 21,506

23,722 10,584 14,694 10,943

3,769 5,984 3,672 4,770

1,918 3,634 3,356 4,095

912 1,860 1,146 1,283

669 1,391 1,388 1,160

6,850 6,540 7,854 9,778

0 970 664 0

1,493 1,751 1,799 2,103

2,976 3,656 3,799 4,212

681 1,813 1,423 1,222

4,782 6,100 6,347 7,130

1,022 1,312 1,286 1,466

1,929 2,685 2,589 2,579

5,739 7,465 7,367 8,149

0 873 662 0

2,172 3,140 2,972 2,748

10,732 13,759 13,923 14,527

2,087 2,483 2,134 2,926

961 1,542 1,523 1,362

7,276 9,307 8,994 10,030

5,489 6,623 6,872 7,670

1,251 2,447 2,122 1,867

1,925 1,587 1,448 1,760

0 362 0 0

8,159 12,391 12,811 13,662

2,286 2,628 1,979 2,485

46 80 93 84

126 383 280 246

316 581 547 521

94 180 182 143

452 1,012 944 910

99,831 136,611 130,078 141,338

2025 3A 2040 1B 2040 2B 20403B

29,409 41,690 36,928 41,314

29,223 39,556 39,298 41,831

41,199 55,365 53,852 58,193

99,831 136,611 130,078 141,338
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Scenario 1A - Mixed Service 2025

Weekday Trains # of trains by segment

50 30 1 10%

Consist Type Mainline Gilroy DTX Revenue Miles Non-Revenue Miles Total Miles

EMU Cars (# 'vehicles')

8 0 0 0 0 0 0

6 90 0 0 27000 2700 29700

Diesel Cars (# 'vehicles')

5 0 0 0 0 0 0

6 24 6 0 8280 828 9108

7 0 0 0 0 0 0

All Diesel Vehicles 24 6 0 8280 828 9108

All EMU Vehicles 90 0 0 27000 2700 29700

Non-Weekday Trains # of trains by segment

Consist Type Mainline Gilroy DTX Revenue Miles Non-Revenue Miles Total Miles

EMU Cars (# 'vehicles')

8 0 0 0 0 0 0

6 34 0 0 10200 1020 11220

Diesel Cars (# 'vehicles')

5 0 0 0 0 0 0

6 0 0 0 0 0 0

7 0 0 0 0 0 0

All Diesel Vehicles 0 0 0 0 0 0

All EMU Vehicles 34 0 0 10200 1020 11220

Average Weekdays per Year 260

Average Non-Weekdays per Year 105

Annual Totals # of trains by segment

Consist Type Mainline Gilroy DTX Revenue Miles Non-Revenue Miles Total Miles

EMU Cars (# 'vehicles')

8 -                           -           -           -                       -                             -                  

6 26,970                    -           -           8,091,000           809,100                    8,900,100     

Diesel Cars (# 'vehicles')

5 -                           -           -           -                       -                             -                  

6 6,240                       1,560       -           2,152,800           215,280                    2,368,080     

7 -                           -           -           -                       -                             -                  

All Diesel Vehicles 6,240                      1,560      -           2,152,800           215,280                    2,368,080     

All EMU Vehicles 26,970                    -           -           8,091,000           809,100                    8,900,100     

All Vehciles 33,210                    1,560      -           10,243,800         1,024,380                11,268,180   

Vehicle Miles

Vehicle Miles

Vehicle Miles
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Scenario 1A - Mixed Service 2025 SP - 12/28/2017

Hotel Power Estimate

Fuel Consumption

diesel g/mi kwH/mi Total diesel gallons Total Kwh Per Train per Run Total KwH

0 8.226 0 0 385.61                        -                    

0 8.226 0 244312.2 289.21                        26,029              

2.953 0 0 0 293.80                        -                    

3.278 0 4976.004 0 352.56                        8,462                

3.639 0 0 0 411.32                        -                    

4,976                     8,462                

244,312                26,029              

Hotel Power Estimate

diesel g/mi kwH/mi Total diesel gallons Total Kwh Per Train per Run Total KwH

0 8.226 0 0 385.61                        -                    

0 8.226 0 92296 289.21                        9,833                

2.953 0 0 0 293.80                        -                    

3.278 0 0 0 352.56                        -                    

3.639 0 0 0 411.32                        -                    

0 -                    

0 92,296                   9,833                

Hotel Power Estimate

diesel g/mi kwH/mi Total diesel gallons Total Kwh Per Train per Run Total KwH

-                      82                          -                          -                         385.61                        -                    

-                      82                          -                          73,212,223           289.21                        7,800,000        

2.953 -                         -                          -                         293.80                        -                    

3.278 -                         1,293,761              -                         352.56                        2,200,000        

3.639 -                         -                          -                         411.32                        -                    

1,293,761             -                         2,200,000        

-                          73,212,223           7,800,000        

1,293,761             73,212,223           -                               10,000,000      

Fuel Consumption

Fuel Consumption

Fuel Consumption
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Scenario 1A - Mixed Service 2025

Weekday Trains # of trains by segment

50 30 1 10%

Consist Type Mainline Gilroy DTX Revenue Miles Non-Revenue Miles Total Miles

EMU Cars (# 'vehicles')

8 90 0 0 36000 3600 39600

6 0 0 0 0 0 0

Diesel Cars (# 'vehicles')

5 0 0 0 0 0 0

6 24 6 0 8280 828 9108

7 0 0 0 0 0 0

All Diesel Vehicles 24 6 0 8280 828 9108

All EMU Vehicles 90 0 0 36000 3600 39600

Non-Weekday Trains # of trains by segment

Consist Type Mainline Gilroy DTX Revenue Miles Non-Revenue Miles Total Miles

EMU Cars (# 'vehicles')

8 34 0 0 13600 1360 14960

6 0 0 0 0 0 0

Diesel Cars (# 'vehicles')

5 0 0 0 0 0 0

6 0 0 0 0 0 0

7 0 0 0 0 0 0

All Diesel Vehicles 0 0 0 0 0 0

All EMU Vehicles 34 0 0 13600 1360 14960

Average Weekdays per Year 260

Average Non-Weekdays per Year 105

Annual Totals # of trains by segment

Consist Type Mainline Gilroy DTX Revenue Miles Non-Revenue Miles Total Miles

EMU Cars (# 'vehicles')

8 26,970                    -           -           10,788,000         1,078,800                 11,866,800   

6 -                           -           -           -                       -                             -                  

Diesel Cars (# 'vehicles')

5 -                           -           -           -                       -                             -                  

6 6,240                       1,560       -           2,152,800           215,280                    2,368,080     

7 -                           -           -           -                       -                             -                  

All Diesel Vehicles 6,240                      1,560      -           2,152,800           215,280                    2,368,080     

All EMU Vehicles 26,970                    -           -           10,788,000         1,078,800                11,866,800   

All Vehciles 33,210                    1,560      -           12,940,800         1,294,080                14,234,880   

Vehicle Miles

Vehicle Miles

Vehicle Miles
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Scenario 1A - Mixed Service 2025 SP - 12/28/2017

Hotel Power Estimate

Fuel Consumption

diesel g/mi kwH/mi Total diesel gallons Total Kwh Per Train per Run Total KwH

0 8.226 0 325749.6 385.61                        34,705.23        

0 8.226 0 0 289.21                        -                    

2.953 0 0 0 293.80                        -                    

3.278 0 4976.004 0 352.56                        8,462                

3.639 0 0 0 411.32                        -                    

4,976                     8,462                

325,750                34,705              

Hotel Power Estimate

diesel g/mi kwH/mi Total diesel gallons Total Kwh Per Train per Run Total KwH

0 8.226 0 123061 385.61                        13,110.86        

0 8.226 0 0 289.21                        -                    

2.953 0 0 0 293.80                        -                    

3.278 0 0 0 352.56                        -                    

3.639 0 0 0 411.32                        -                    

0 -                    

0 123,061                13,111              

Hotel Power Estimate

diesel g/mi kwH/mi Total diesel gallons Total Kwh Per Train per Run Total KwH

-                      82                          -                          97,616,297           385.61                        ###########

-                      82                          -                          -                         289.21                        -                    

2.953 -                         -                          -                         293.80                        -                    

3.278 -                         1,293,761              -                         352.56                        2,200,000        

3.639 -                         -                          -                         411.32                        -                    

1,293,761             -                         2,200,000        

-                          97,616,297           10,400,000      

1,293,761             97,616,297           -                               12,600,000      

Fuel Consumption

Fuel Consumption

Fuel Consumption
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Scenario 2A - prototypical EMU Service 2027

Weekday Trains # of trains by segment

50 30 1 10%

Consist Type Mainline Gilroy DTX Revenue Miles Non-Revenue Miles Total Miles

EMU Cars (# 'vehicles')

8 114 0 0 45600 4560 50160

6 0 0 0 0 0 0

Diesel Cars (# 'vehicles')

5 0 0 0 0 0 0

6 0 6 0 1080 108 1188

7 0 0 0 0 0 0

All Diesel Vehicles 0 6 0 1080 108 1188

All EMU Vehicles 114 0 0 45600 4560 50160

Non-Weekday Trains # of trains by segment

Consist Type Mainline Gilroy DTX Revenue Miles Non-Revenue Miles Total Miles

EMU Cars (# 'vehicles')

8 34 0 0 13600 1360 14960

6 0 0 0 0 0 0

Diesel Cars (# 'vehicles')

5 0 0 0 0 0 0

6 0 0 0 0 0 0

7 0 0 0 0 0 0

All Diesel Vehicles 0 0 0 0 0 0

All EMU Vehicles 34 0 0 13600 1360 14960

Average Weekdays per Year 260

Average Non-Weekdays per Year 105

Annual Totals # of trains by segment

Consist Type Mainline Gilroy DTX Revenue Miles Non-Revenue Miles Total Miles

EMU Cars (# 'vehicles')

8 33,210                    -             -           13,284,000         1,328,400                14,612,400   

6 -                           -             -           -                       -                            -                 

Diesel Cars (# 'vehicles')

5 -                           -             -           -                       -                            -                 

6 -                           1,560        -           280,800              28,080                      308,880         

7 -                           -             -           -                       -                            -                 

All Diesel Vehicles -                           1,560        -           280,800              28,080                      308,880         

All EMU Vehicles 33,210                    -             -           13,284,000        1,328,400                14,612,400   

All Vehciles 33,210                    1,560        -           13,564,800        1,356,480                14,921,280   

Vehicle Miles

Vehicle Miles

Vehicle Miles
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Scenario 2A - prototypical EMU Service 2027 SP - 12/28/2017

Hotel Power Estimate

Fuel Consumption

diesel g/mi kwH/mi Total diesel gallons Total Kwh Per Train per Run Total KwH

0 8.226 0 412616.16 385.61                        43,959.96                

0 8.226 0 0 289.21                        -                            

2.953 0 0 0 293.80                        -                            

3.278 0 649.044 0 352.56                        2,115                       

3.639 0 0 0 411.32                        -                            

649                         2,115                       

412,616                43,960                     

Hotel Power Estimate

diesel g/mi kwH/mi Total diesel gallons Total Kwh Per Train per Run Total KwH

0 8.226 0 123061 385.61                        13,110.86                

0 8.226 0 0 289.21                        -                            

2.953 0 0 0 293.80                        -                            

3.278 0 0 0 352.56                        -                            

3.639 0 0 0 411.32                        -                            

0 -                            

0 123,061                13,111                     

Hotel Power Estimate

diesel g/mi kwH/mi Total diesel gallons Total Kwh Per Train per Run Total KwH

-                      82                          -                          120,201,602        385.61                        12,806,229.14        

-                      82                          -                          -                         289.21                        -                            

2.953 -                         -                          -                         293.80                        -                            

3.278 -                         168,751                 -                         352.56                        550,000                   

3.639 -                         -                          -                         411.32                        -                            

168,751                 -                         550,000                   

-                          120,201,602        12,806,229             

168,751                 120,201,602        -                               13,356,229             

Fuel Consumption

Fuel Consumption

Fuel Consumption
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Scenario 3A - Enhanced EMU Service 2027

Weekday Trains # of trains by segment

50 30 1 10%

Consist Type Mainline Gilroy DTX Revenue Miles Non-Revenue Miles Total Miles

EMU Cars (# 'vehicles')

8 194 0 0 77600 7760 85360

6 0 0 0 0 0 0

Diesel Cars (# 'vehicles')

5 0 0 0 0 0 0

6 0 6 0 1080 108 1188

7 0 0 0 0 0 0

All Diesel Vehicles 0 6 0 1080 108 1188

All EMU Vehicles 194 0 0 77600 7760 85360

Non-Weekday Trains # of trains by segment

Consist Type Mainline Gilroy DTX Revenue Miles Non-Revenue Miles Total Miles

EMU Cars (# 'vehicles')

8 34 0 0 13600 1360 14960

6 0 0 0 0 0 0

Diesel Cars (# 'vehicles')

5 0 0 0 0 0 0

6 0 0 0 0 0 0

7 0 0 0 0 0 0

All Diesel Vehicles 0 0 0 0 0 0

All EMU Vehicles 34 0 0 13600 1360 14960

Average Weekdays per Year 260

Average Non-Weekdays per Year 105

Annual Totals # of trains by segment

Consist Type Mainline Gilroy DTX Revenue Miles Non-Revenue Miles Total Miles

EMU Cars (# 'vehicles')

8 54,010                     -           -           21,604,000         2,160,400                 23,764,400   

6 -                           -           -           -                       -                             -                  

Diesel Cars (# 'vehicles')

5 -                           -           -           -                       -                             -                  

6 -                           1,560       -           280,800              28,080                      308,880         

7 -                           -           -           -                       -                             -                  

All Diesel Vehicles -                           1,560       -           280,800              28,080                      308,880         

All EMU Vehicles 54,010                    -           -           21,604,000         2,160,400                23,764,400   

All Vehciles 54,010                    1,560       -           21,884,800         2,188,480                24,073,280   

Vehicle Miles

Vehicle Miles

Vehicle Miles
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Scenario 3A - Enhanced EMU Service 2027 SP - 12/28/2017

Hotel Power Estimate

Fuel Consumption

diesel g/mi kwH/mi Total diesel gallons Total Kwh Per Train per Run Total KwH

0 8.226 0 702171.36 385.61                         74,809.05                

0 8.226 0 0 289.21                         -                            

2.953 0 0 0 293.80                         -                            

3.278 0 649.044 0 352.56                         2,115                        

3.639 0 0 0 411.32                         -                            

649                         2,115                        

702,171                74,809                     

Hotel Power Estimate

diesel g/mi kwH/mi Total diesel gallons Total Kwh Per Train per Run Total KwH

0 8.226 0 123061 385.61                         13,110.86                

0 8.226 0 0 289.21                         -                            

2.953 0 0 0 293.80                         -                            

3.278 0 0 0 352.56                         -                            

3.639 0 0 0 411.32                         -                            

0 -                            

0 123,061                13,111                     

Hotel Power Estimate

diesel g/mi kwH/mi Total diesel gallons Total Kwh Per Train per Run Total KwH

-                      82                          -                          195,485,954        385.61                         20,826,992.96        

-                      82                          -                          -                         289.21                         -                            

2.953 -                         -                          -                         293.80                         -                            

3.278 -                         168,751                 -                         352.56                         550,000                   

3.639 -                         -                          -                         411.32                         -                            

168,751                 -                         550,000                   

-                          195,485,954        20,826,993             

168,751                 195,485,954        -                               21,376,993             

Fuel Consumption

Fuel Consumption

Fuel Consumption
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Maps (KML Files) 

*See Attached files labeled: 

• Caltrain Electrified Tracks KML File 

• Caltrain Electrified Tracks Zip File  

• CaltrainROW With Acquisition KML File 

• Caltrain Stations KMZ File 
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DTP-0001 (Revised July 2013)

N/A

End Construction Phase (Construction Contract Acceptance Milestone)

EIR/EISDocument TypeCirculate Draft Environmental Document

06/30/22
06/30/25

Begin Closeout Phase

End Right of Way Phase (Right of Way Certification Milestone)
Begin Construction Phase (Contract Award Milestone)

N/A
N/A
06/01/19

05/31/19

End Closeout Phase (Closeout Report)

End Environmental Phase (PA&ED Milestone)
Begin Design (PS&E) Phase
End Design Phase (Ready to List for Advertisement Milestone)
Begin Right of Way Phase

Supports Sustainable Communities Strategy (SCS) Goals Disadvantaged Communities

Peninsula Corridor Joint Powers Board
Purpose and Need See page 2

Project Benefits See page 2
The EEP builds upon the existing Peninsula Corridor Electrification Project (PCEP) to further increase peak 
hour capacity, increase ridership through additional capacity, reduce vehicle GHG emissions, support active 
transportation, and provide necessary infrastructure for future High-Speed Rail operations.

The purpose of the Electrification Expansion Project is to maximize investment in the existing Peninsula 
Corridor Electrification Project (PCEP), fully funded and under construction, which will provide the initial 
infrastructure upgrades necessary to electrify Caltrain and operate increased and improved service, increased 
peak hour capacity, and reduced vehicle GHG emissions. The EEP will further increase peak hour capacity in 
order to support expanded ridership demands and reduce vehicle GHG emissions. Full electrification of 
Caltrain's mainline fleet supports eventual blended service with High-Speed Rail as well as the potential 
redeployment of Caltrain's diesel fleet to support the TAMC's Salinas Rail Extension.

E-mail Address

STATE OF CALIFORNIA ● DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION

PROJECT PROGRAMMING REQUEST

Date: 1/11/18
General Instructions

The Peninsula Corridor Electrification Expansion Project (EEP) includes a series of incremental investments in 
the 51-mile Caltrain Corridor between the 4th and King Station (San Francisco) and the Diridon Station (San 
Jose). These investments are focused on expanding and fully converting Caltrain’s mainline diesel fleet to 

electric train vehicles. Caltrain is also investing in a series of associated projects that will support the fully 
electrified fleet and ensure maximum benefit of investments, including implementation of wayside bicycle 
facilities, installation of broadband communications system including public facing Wi-Fi, and planning funds. 

MPO

Location, Project Limits, Description, Scope of Work See page 2
Peninsula Corridor Electrification Expansion Project (EEP)

Project Manager/Contact
Peter Skinner

SM

MPO ID

Phone
(650) 622-7818

PPNO

County Project Sponsor/Lead Agency
Peninsula Corridor Joint Powers Authority

EA

PM Bk

Project Study Report Approved

Component
PA&ED

06/01/18

06/30/22

01/08/15

Rail

Draft Project Report

Route/Corridor

01/31/13
02/01/14

Proposed
N/A

Project Milestone

District

Begin Environmental (PA&ED) Phase

PM Ahd
04 MTC

Caltrain

SCL

SF

Project ID

PS&E

Construction
Right of Way

MTC

Project Title

Implementing Agency
Peninsula Corridor Joint Powers Board
Peninsula Corridor Joint Powers Board
Peninsula Corridor Joint Powers Board

skinnerp@samtrans.com

Integrated Service Increase RidershipGHG Reductions

Element

New Project



DTP-0001 (Revised May 2013)

Project Title
Peninsula Corridor Electrification Expansion Project (EEP)
Additional Information

ADA Notice For individuals with sensory disabilities, this document is available in alternate formats.  For information call (916) 654-6410 or TDD 
(916) 654-3880 or write Records and Forms Management, 1120 N Street, MS-89, Sacramento, CA 95814.

04 0 0 0 MTC 0

General Instructions

Date: 1/11/18
District EA Project ID PPNO MPO ID

STATE OF CALIFORNIA ● DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION

PROJECT PROGRAMMING REQUEST

ADA Notice For individuals with sensory disabilities, this document is available in alternate formats.  For information call (916) 654-6410 or TDD 
(916) 654-3880 or write Records and Forms Management, 1120 N Street, MS-89, Sacramento, CA 95814.

New Project



DTP-0001 (Revised July 2013) Date: 1/11/18

District EA
04

Project Title:

Component Prior 14/15 15/16 16/17 17/18 18/19 19/20+ Total
E&P (PA&ED) 84,250 1,000       5,000       90,250     
PS&E
R/W SUP (CT)
CON SUP (CT)
R/W
CON 1,896,002 626,000 2,522,002
TOTAL 1,980,252 1,000 631,000 2,612,252

Fund No. 1:

Component Prior 14/15 15/16 16/17 17/18 18/19 19/20+ Total
E&P (PA&ED) 1,000 5,000 6,000
PS&E
R/W SUP (CT)
CON SUP (CT)
R/W
CON 20,000 626,000 646,000
TOTAL 20,000 1,000 631,000 652,000

Fund No. 2:

Component Prior 14/15 15/16 16/17 17/18 18/19 19/20+ Total
E&P (PA&ED)
PS&E
R/W SUP (CT)
CON SUP (CT)
R/W
CON 9,000 9,000
TOTAL 9,000 9,000

Fund No. 3:

Component Prior 14/15 15/16 16/17 17/18 18/19 19/20+ Total
E&P (PA&ED)
PS&E
R/W SUP (CT)
CON SUP (CT)
R/W
CON 713,000 713,000
TOTAL 713,000 713,000

Funding Agency
CHSRA

CHSRA Funds (Prop 1A and Non-Prop 1A) Program Code
Proposed Funding ($1,000s)

Proposed Total Project Cost ($1,000s) Notes

Funding Agency
Caltrans

Transit and Intercity Rail Capital Program (TIRCP) Program Code
Proposed Funding ($1,000s)

Funding Agency
CalSTA

Note: Construction cost in year 
FY20 is $625.5, and total project 
cost is $631.5.

Low Carbon Transportation Operations Funds Program Code
Proposed Funding ($1,000s)

Note: Construction funds 
requested in year FY20 is 
$625.5M, and total project funds 
requested are $631.5M.

Peninsula Corridor Electrification Expansion Project (EEP)
CaltrainSF, SM, SCL

STATE OF CALIFORNIA ● DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION

Route

PROJECT PROGRAMMING REQUEST

County Project ID PPNO
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DTP-0001 (Revised July 2013) Date: 1/11/18

District EA
04

Project Title:

Proposed Total Project Cost ($1,000s) Notes

Peninsula Corridor Electrification Expansion Project (EEP)
CaltrainSF, SM, SCL

STATE OF CALIFORNIA ● DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION

Route

PROJECT PROGRAMMING REQUEST

County Project ID PPNO

Fund No. 4:

Component Prior 14/15 15/16 16/17 17/18 18/19 19/20+ Total
E&P (PA&ED)
PS&E
R/W SUP (CT)
CON SUP (CT)
R/W
CON 647,000 647,000
TOTAL 647,000 647,000

Fund No. 5:

Component Prior 14/15 15/16 16/17 17/18 18/19 19/20+ Total
E&P (PA&ED) 20,911 20,911
PS&E
R/W SUP (CT)
CON SUP (CT)
R/W
CON 309,766 309,766
TOTAL 330,677 330,677

Fund No. 6:

Component Prior 14/15 15/16 16/17 17/18 18/19 19/20+ Total
E&P (PA&ED) 8,000 8,000
PS&E
R/W SUP (CT)
CON SUP (CT)
R/W
CON
TOTAL 8,000 8,000

Fund No. 7:

Component Prior 14/15 15/16 16/17 17/18 18/19 19/20+ Total
E&P (PA&ED)
PS&E
R/W SUP (CT)
CON SUP (CT)
R/W
CON 20,000 20,000
TOTAL 20,000 20,000

Funding Agency
BAAQMD

Carl Moyer Funds Program Code
Proposed Funding ($1,000s)

Proposed Funding ($1,000s)
Funding Agency

Caltrans

Funding Agency
FTA

Proposition 1B Program Code

Federal Transit Administration Formula Funding Program Code
Proposed Funding ($1,000s)

Proposed Funding ($1,000s)
Funding Agency

FTA

Federal Transit Administration Core Capacity Grant Program Code
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DTP-0001 (Revised July 2013) Date: 1/11/18

District EA
04

Project Title:

Proposed Total Project Cost ($1,000s) Notes

Peninsula Corridor Electrification Expansion Project (EEP)
CaltrainSF, SM, SCL

STATE OF CALIFORNIA ● DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION

Route

PROJECT PROGRAMMING REQUEST

County Project ID PPNO

Fund No. 8:

Component Prior 14/15 15/16 16/17 17/18 18/19 19/20+ Total
E&P (PA&ED)
PS&E
R/W SUP (CT)
CON SUP (CT)
R/W
CON 39,430 39,430
TOTAL 39,430 39,430

Fund No. 9:

Component Prior 14/15 15/16 16/17 17/18 18/19 19/20+ Total
E&P (PA&ED) 55,339 55,339
PS&E
R/W SUP (CT)
CON SUP (CT)
R/W
CON 137,806 137,806
TOTAL 193,145 193,145

Fund No. 10:

Component Prior 14/15 15/16 16/17 17/18 18/19 19/20+ Total
E&P (PA&ED)
PS&E
R/W SUP (CT)
CON SUP (CT)
R/W
CON
TOTAL

Funding Agency

JPB Members 

Program Code
Proposed Funding ($1,000s)

JPB Member Agency Funds Program Code
Proposed Funding ($1,000s)

Funding Agency

Regional Bridge Toll Funds Program Code
Proposed Funding ($1,000s)

Funding Agency
MTC
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